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From vctinney at dcn.org Mon Nov 1 00:22:35 2004
From: vctinney at dcn.org (Chris and Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Mon Nov 1 00:07:04 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Statistics and "The Next 25 Years"
Message-ID: <4185C81B.7080002@dcn.org>
Genealogy Statistics and "The Next 25 Years".
American Demographics, issue of April 2003, beginning
on page 24, lists population projections for the next quarter
century.
It is my opinion that a projection of various age groups
for the next 25 years, from 2000 - 2025, combined
with accurate age related interest levels in genealogy
and family history, would be helpful to Librarians Serving
Genealogists, to obtain additional funding for genealogical
resources needed for future projected library use.
Some populations should not be included. For example,
in 2000, the number of prisoners under the jurisdiction
of the Federal or State adult correctional authorities
was 1,381,892 and overall, the United States
incarcerated 2,071,686 persons . . .
http://www.wordiq.com/definition/United_States_prison_population
"The biggest growth market, by far, will be the 65 and older set.
. . . In 2000, this group included 35 million people . . .By 2025
. . . the number of seniors will double, to more than 70 million people."
The total US population is projected to go from 281,421,906 in 2000
to an estimated population of 351,070,000 in 2025. Of this
69,648,094 increase:
Under 5 years goes from 19,175,798 to 23,183,000
or 4,007,202 increase.
Age 5 - 9 years goes from 20,549,505 to 22,845,000
or 2,295,495 increase.
Age 10 - 14 years goes from 20,528,072 to 23,166,000
or 2,637,928 increase.
The late teen years, aged 15 - 19, shows growth from
20,219,890 to 23,449,000 or 3,229,110 increase, of
which part of this group includes American adults 18 +.
This survey table on page 25, shows population
figures for 20-24, 25-29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44,
45-49, 50-54, 55-59, 60-64, 65-69, 70-74, 75-79
and:
Age 80-84 years goes from 4,945,367 to 9,638,000
or 4,692,633 increase.
Age 85 + years goes from 4,239,587 to 8,930,000
or 4,690,413 increase.
The survey also suggests that . . . "grandparents
can be age 45, 65 or 85 . . . ". The Education
World web site notes "that 4 million children in
3 million households are being raised by
their grandparents . . . that more than 5 million
children live in a household with a grandparent

present . . . ". [Links last updated 09/10/2004]
http://www.education-world.com/a_lesson/lesson136.shtml
It is my opinion that the 1995 survey by Maritz
Marketing Research, that showed ["over 45% of
American adults, or 87.5 million people, are
interested in genealogy-almost 14 million
'involved a great deal,' and another 74 million
"somewhat interested.2"], should be carefully updated
by age groups projected into "The Next 25 Years".
2. Jennifer Fulkerson, "Climbing the Family Tree,"
American Demographics (Dec. 1995), pp. 42-50.
http://www.ancestry.com/learn/library/article.aspx?article=1695
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America, Millennium Edition [54th] - on
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, {both editions]
Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/

From Dlunow at aol.com Mon Nov 1 13:03:24 2004
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Mon Nov 1 12:47:46 2004
Subject: [Genealib] post for Genealib
Message-ID: <1dc.2ee8dabf.2eb7d46c@aol.com>
Tracy,
When I told the patron, She said she had given me the incorrect time period.
Here is what she said about it:
? "It wouldn't be the Home Guard, because the time frame is 1914. Home Relief
Association is more than likely an organization formed by some of the Civil
War Veterans to help their wives in case of their death. Even if there were
only 35 or so members, with each paying $1.00 would have been a great help back
in 1914.
? I would like to ask another question. Where can I find what years Poll
Taxes were paid in Denton and surrounding counties? I
have the receipts for the years 1925 and 1927 of my grandparents. It gives
their age, how long they lived in Texas and how long in the county. I would like
to find this information on other family members."
OH well,
THANKS for your help,
Diane

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041101/58394690/
attachment.htm
From mahaffey at ctls.net Mon Nov 1 13:11:04 2004
From: mahaffey at ctls.net (Laurie Mahaffey)
Date: Mon Nov 1 12:53:36 2004
Subject: [Genealib] post for Genealib
In-Reply-To: <1dc.2ee8dabf.2eb7d46c@aol.com>
Message-ID: <000601c4c03e$271a31f0$0600a8c0@709.ctls.net>
Poll taxes were paid in Texas up until the 1940s or so. I have seen the poll
tax receipts of my parents & grandparents from Harris County from that time
period.
If I remember correctly, they didn't have to put their exact ages, so my
grandmother & mother coyly put "21+".

Laurie

Laurie Mahaffey
Central Texas Library System
P. O. Box 2287
Austin TX 78768-2287
512-974-3612
mahaffey@ctls.net

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Dlunow@aol.com
Sent: Monday, November 01, 2004 12:03 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] post for Genealib

Tracy,
When I told the patron, She said she had given me the incorrect time period.
Here is what she said about it:
"It wouldn't be the Home Guard, because the time frame is 1914. Home
Relief Association is more than likely an organization formed by some of the
Civil War Veterans to help their wives in case of their death. Even if there
were only 35 or so members, with each paying $1.00 would have been a great

help back in 1914.
I would like to ask another question. Where can I find what years Poll
Taxes were paid in Denton and surrounding counties? I
have the receipts for the years 1925 and 1927 of my grandparents. It gives
their age, how long they lived in Texas and how long in the county. I would
like to find this information on other family members."
OH well,
THANKS for your help,
Diane

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041101/e7cd1bc2/
attachment.htm
From llandis at starklibrary.org Mon Nov 1 14:35:47 2004
From: llandis at starklibrary.org (Lauren Landis)
Date: Mon Nov 1 14:20:09 2004
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Genealogy Statistics
Message-ID: <667C287321B2574D83FC4D545E1AC45D128939@scdl-exmail.scdl.local>
I know I am a bit late to weigh in on this, but I just wrote a
paper that included this topic, so I thought I would share it. In 2000,
Maritz Research conducted a poll that showed 60% of Americans are at
least somewhat interested in genealogy (up from 45% reported in the same
company's poll in 1996), and that one third of that 60% were actively
involved in the hobby.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the total
population in 2000 was 280,218,917. Sixty percent of that is
168,131,350. So a little over 168 million Americans are at least
interested in their family's ancestry.
One of the authors I studied for the paper (who's name I can't
remember right now, but if someone wants it, let me know) conservatively
estimated that there were 11 million websites dedicated at least
partially to genealogy and 280 million documents of genealogical
interest in the world.
Finally, according to the Directory of Genealogical and
Historical Libraries, Archives, and Collections, there are approximately
27,000 genealogy collections in North America.
Sincerely,
Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 452-0665, ext. 2769
Email: llandis@starklibrary.org
"They that can give up essential freedom to purchase a little temporary
safety deserve neither liberty nor safety."
--Benjamin Franklin

From kristine at familyforest.com Mon Nov 1 15:05:18 2004
From: kristine at familyforest.com (Kristine Harrison)
Date: Mon Nov 1 14:50:05 2004
Subject: [Genealib] =?iso-8859-1?q?Family_Forest=AE_Genealogy_Library_?=
Announcement
Message-ID: <6.1.1.1.0.20041101095824.01baadf0@spamarrest.com>
Family Forest? Genealogy Library Announcement
Millisecond Publishing Company, Inc. is proud to announce that the first
302 titles of The Family Forest? Genealogy Library have been created from
the new Family Forest? Leadership Edition
<http://www.familyforest.com/special.html>http://www.familyforest.com/product.html
and are now available individually or in collections at
<http://www.familyforest.com/GenealogyLibrarySale.html>http://
www.familyforest.com/GenealogyLibrarySale.html
Family Forest? eBooks at http://www.FamilyForest.com/New_eBook_titles.html
are unique digital tour guides to the exact locations of a vast wealth of
fascinating lineage-linked ancestral history that has been found scattered
in hundreds of great historical and genealogical books and periodicals on
library shelves throughout America.
All of these first 302 Family Forest? Descendant Series eBook titles, plus
the upcoming Ancestors Series eBook titles, are created from the new Family
Forest? Leadership Edition (
more than 760,000 source citations),
the largest leap forward in the history of the Family Forest? Project.
Millisecond Publishing Company, Inc.
Kristine M. Harrison
<http://www.familyforest.com>www.familyforest.com
<mailto:kristine@FamilyForest.com>kristine@FamilyForest.com
808-885-7171
P.S. Please forgive me if this is a duplicate, but I was not sure if my
first posting had gotten through, and I'm sure your subscribers will be
delighted with our unique service.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041101/66c51ded/
attachment.htm
From k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org Mon Nov 1 15:22:40 2004
From: k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org (Kelly Swartz)
Date: Mon Nov 1 15:07:39 2004
Subject: [Genealib] books for grabs!
Message-ID: <s18654e7.062@mail.saginawlibrary.org>
Greetings:
We are weeding our collection! Over the next few months, I will
periodically provide a list of titles that are available - first come,
first served. You can request all or any of the titles listed below.
We would appreciate reimbursement for postage costs, or will take a
trade
offer. If you are interested, please respond to me directly:

k.swartz@saginawlibrary.org
National Society Colonial Daughters of the 17th Century, Inc. Lineage
Book 1896-1968 (c. 1969)
Some "Colonial Dames" of Royal Descent by Charles Henry Browning
(c.1969)
DAR Patriot Index, volume II (c. 1979)
1982 Supplement to the DAR Patriot Index
DAR Patriot Index, volume III (c. 1986)
Stamford's Soldiers: Genealogical Biographies of Revolutionary War
Patriots from Stamford, CT (c. 1976)
Massachusetts Officers in the French and Indian Wars 1748-1763
(c.1975)
Massachusetts Militia Companies and Officers in the Lexington Alarm
(c.1976)
New Hampshire State History of the Daughters of the American Revolution
(c. 1924)
Master Index Ohio Society Daughters of the American Revolution
Genealogical and Historical Records, vol. 1 (c. 1985)
I will hold these titles until Friday, November 5, 2004.
Thank you!
Kelly Swartz
Public Libraries of Saginaw
(989) 755-9827
Kelly Swartz
Genealogy Specialist
Local History & Genealogy Collection
Public Libraries of Saginaw
From MrArchive at aol.com Mon Nov 1 17:11:25 2004
From: MrArchive at aol.com (MrArchive@aol.com)
Date: Mon Nov 1 16:56:16 2004
Subject: [Genealib] books for grabs!
Message-ID: <111.3c054b58.2eb80e8d@aol.com>
We would like:
Massachusetts Officers in the French and Indian Wars 1748-1763
(c.1975)
New Hampshire State History of the Daughters of the American Revolution
(c. 1924)
Stephen T. Seames
Mass Society Sons of the American Revolution Library

One Oxford Place
Worcester. Massachusetts 01609
Thanks Steve
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041101/4da3a3e4/
attachment.htm
From vctinney at dcn.org Tue Nov 2 00:25:51 2004
From: vctinney at dcn.org (Chris and Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Tue Nov 2 00:10:16 2004
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Genealogy Statistics
In-Reply-To: <667C287321B2574D83FC4D545E1AC45D128939@scdl-exmail.scdl.local>
References: <667C287321B2574D83FC4D545E1AC45D128939@scdl-exmail.scdl.local>
Message-ID: <41871A5F.2090505@dcn.org>
There is a link to some of this information at:
Maritz Research - Employee Engagement
http://www.maritzresearch.com/release.asp?rc=195&p=3&T=P
As noted from a previous posting, in part,
[Genealogy Statistics and "The Next 25 Years"]
the total US population of 281,421,906 in 2000
has: Under 5 years
19,175,798
has: Age 5 - 9 years
20,549,505
has: Age 10 - 14 years
20,528,072
or above 60 million young American individuals.
In 2000, the United States had incarcerated over
two million individuals.
Knowing genealogy interest and active researchers by ethnicity,
age, religion, career preference, or other selected interest groups
(that could then be regionally matched to the sphere of influence
of any particular library district), would be valuable, in my
opinion.
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America, Millennium Edition [54th] - on
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, {both editions]
Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lauren Landis wrote:
>
I know I am a bit late to weigh in on this, but I just wrote a
>paper that included this topic, so I thought I would share it. In 2000,
>Maritz Research conducted a poll that showed 60% of Americans are at
>least somewhat interested in genealogy (up from 45% reported in the same
>company's poll in 1996), and that one third of that 60% were actively
>involved in the hobby.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the total
>population in 2000 was 280,218,917. Sixty percent of that is
>168,131,350. So a little over 168 million Americans are at least
>interested in their family's ancestry.

>
One of the authors I studied for the paper (who's name I can't
>remember right now, but if someone wants it, let me know) conservatively
>estimated that there were 11 million websites dedicated at least
>partially to genealogy and 280 million documents of genealogical
>interest in the world.
>
Finally, according to the Directory of Genealogical and
>Historical Libraries, Archives, and Collections, there are approximately
>27,000 genealogy collections in North America.
>
>Sincerely,
>Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
>Stark County District Library
>715 Market Ave. North
>Canton, OH 44702-1080
>Phone: (330) 452-0665, ext. 2769
>Email: llandis@starklibrary.org
>
> "They that can give up essential freedom to purchase a little temporary
>safety deserve neither liberty nor safety."
>--Benjamin Franklin
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
>
From k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org Tue Nov 2 08:49:07 2004
From: k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org (Kelly Swartz)
Date: Tue Nov 2 08:34:02 2004
Subject: [Genealib] books for grabs
Message-ID: <s1874a26.045@mail.saginawlibrary.org>
Greetings:
All books from my previous "books for grabs" list have been spoken for.
Thanks for everyone's interest. I will be submitting another list within
the next couple weeks.
Kelly Swartz
Kelly Swartz
Genealogy Specialist
Local History & Genealogy Collection
Public Libraries of Saginaw
From k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org Tue Nov 2 09:08:46 2004
From: k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org (Kelly Swartz)
Date: Tue Nov 2 08:53:43 2004
Subject: [Genealib] books for grabs!
Message-ID: <s1874ec7.053@mail.saginawlibrary.org>
Steve:
The Massachusetts Officers in the French and Indian Wars has already

been taken, BUT, you are the first responder for the New Hampshire State
History of the DAR. I will send it out to you in today's mail.
Kelly Swartz
Kelly Swartz
Genealogy Specialist
Local History & Genealogy Collection
Public Libraries of Saginaw
>>> MrArchive@aol.com 11/1/2004 5:11:25 PM >>>
We would like:
Massachusetts Officers in the French and Indian Wars 1748-1763
(c.1975)
New Hampshire State History of the Daughters of the American
Revolution
(c. 1924)
Stephen T. Seames
Mass Society Sons of the American Revolution Library
One Oxford Place
Worcester. Massachusetts 01609
Thanks Steve
From cmnpublib1 at itexas.net Tue Nov 2 14:09:54 2004
From: cmnpublib1 at itexas.net (Comanche Public Library 1)
Date: Tue Nov 2 13:50:32 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Poll tax in Texas
Message-ID: <00c401c4c10f$8b4399b0$1301a8c0@library>
Being a "grassroots historian" as has always been my custom, I saved the last poll
tax receipt the State of Texas allowed me to pay.
Looking upon it today, I find
that on 29 October 1965, I paid for voting privileges for the year 1966.
Margaret Waring
who has been run by Comanche Public Library
but you get to guess for how long. :-)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041102/3dbc797d/
attachment.htm
From k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org Wed Nov 3 09:54:00 2004
From: k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org (Kelly Swartz)
Date: Wed Nov 3 09:38:44 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Italians to America
Message-ID: <s188aad4.041@mail.saginawlibrary.org>
Greetings:
What was Scarecrow Press thinking when they made the new volumes of the
Italians to America series RED instead of GREEN? Ughhh!!
Even the new
Germans to America volume is red instead of the maroon color to match
the rest of the series...
(Ok - that's my complaint for the day!)
Kelly Swartz

Kelly Swartz
Genealogy Specialist
Local History & Genealogy Collection
Public Libraries of Saginaw
From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Wed Nov 3 10:21:42 2004
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Wed Nov 3 10:13:09 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library edition
Message-ID: <8A78C7C531675A46A45EB396E605ACD3038082@mail.marion.lib.in.us>
Has anyone hear purchased the new Ancestry Library Edition from
HeritageQuest? How is it working out? I have put in an order for it here,
but have not yet gotten the service. I was hoping someone could make some
comments on how it works and if the patrons like it. Thanks.
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
From Dlunow at aol.com Wed Nov 3 10:58:32 2004
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Wed Nov 3 10:42:53 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Italians to America
Message-ID: <92.18a4403d.2eba5a28@aol.com>
I agree.... I think we should "color code" the whole Library. You know, Red
for one state, green for one country, Etc.
But, who would take those "Bubble gum" colors.
Have a good day,
Diane
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041103/a7473683/
attachment.htm
From ernie at wcplib.lib.oh.us Wed Nov 3 11:06:36 2004
From: ernie at wcplib.lib.oh.us (Ernie Thode)
Date: Wed Nov 3 10:47:33 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library edition
Message-ID: <200411031106.AA104530212@mail.wcplib.lib.oh.us>
We have it and like it.

I especially like the passenger and immigration lists.

However, we have noticed that sometimes census images do not load.
Ernie Thode
Washington County Public Library
Local History and Genealogy Dept.
418 Washington St.
Marietta, OH 45750-1922
www.wcplib.lib.oh.us
phone (740) 376-2172
fax (740) 376-2175
---------- Original Message ---------------------------------From: Rhonda Stoffer <rstoffer@marion.lib.in.us>
Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

Date:

Wed, 3 Nov 2004 10:21:42 -0500

Has anyone hear purchased the new Ancestry Library Edition from
HeritageQuest? How is it working out? I have put in an order for it here,
but have not yet gotten the service. I was hoping someone could make some
comments on how it works and if the patrons like it. Thanks.
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

________________________________________________________________
Sent via the WebMail system at mail.wcplib.lib.oh.us

From MrArchive at aol.com Wed Nov 3 11:36:52 2004
From: MrArchive at aol.com (MrArchive@aol.com)
Date: Wed Nov 3 11:21:12 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Italians to America
Message-ID: <81.19d75845.2eba6324@aol.com>
I thought that the red was for Pasta Sauce.. What do expect from a Yankee?
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041103/ecb11989/
attachment.htm
From kspeaks at leisuresportsinc.com Wed Nov 3 11:41:55 2004
From: kspeaks at leisuresportsinc.com (Kay Speaks)
Date: Wed Nov 3 11:25:37 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Poll tax in Texas
In-Reply-To: <00c401c4c10f$8b4399b0$1301a8c0@library>
Message-ID: <00dd01c4c1c4$096d3800$b9d4f304@lsim.leisuresportsinc.com>
Hello,
I'm teaching a genealogy study group on voter registration records. Does
anyone know when voter registration first began? Do you have any
suggestions for areas of research? I've found four articles in the
ancestry.com archives and the sites from Cyndi's List on the Internet.
What might I find at a library? I live in the San Francisco area.
Thank you for your assistance. My presentation is November 18.
Kay Speaks

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Comanche
Public Library 1
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2004 11:10 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Poll tax in Texas
Being a "grassroots historian" as has always been my custom, I saved the
last poll tax receipt the State of Texas allowed me to pay.
Looking
upon it today, I find that on 29 October 1965, I paid for voting
privileges for the year 1966.
Margaret Waring
who has been run by Comanche Public Library
but you get to guess for how long. :-)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041103/d019fb46/
attachment.htm
From LNaukam at libraryweb.org Wed Nov 3 12:47:27 2004
From: LNaukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Wed Nov 3 12:32:03 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Italians to America
Message-ID: <895AE3C5B9D03345BDBE30C250067362C9D5CD@rpl05.rpl.org>
"What was Scarecrow Press thinking when they made the new volumes of the
Italians to America series RED instead of GREEN?"
Il colore di pomidoro....
LN
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Wed Nov 3 13:32:17 2004
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Wed Nov 3 13:16:40 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Italians to America
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCB36@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Well I hope you feel better. But you're right, the logic is not there.
Tracy Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Kelly Swartz
Sent: Wednesday, November 03, 2004 8:54 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Italians to America
Greetings:

What was Scarecrow Press thinking when they made the new volumes of the
Italians to America series RED instead of GREEN? Ughhh!!
Even the new
Germans to America volume is red instead of the maroon color to match
the rest of the series...
(Ok - that's my complaint for the day!)
Kelly Swartz
Kelly Swartz
Genealogy Specialist
Local History & Genealogy Collection
Public Libraries of Saginaw
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Wed Nov 3 14:56:34 2004
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Wed Nov 3 14:40:50 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Heritage of the Henry S. Roane Family,
Lincoln Parish Louisiana
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCB3A@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
By Wayne Russell Roane, Sr.
One of our patrons has asked us to try to get this book on Interlibrary Loan.
could not find a listing in WorldCat. Anybody out there own a copy?

I

Tracy Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75409
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
-------------- next part -------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From dagrimsrud at whs.wisc.edu Wed Nov 3 16:46:59 2004
From: dagrimsrud at whs.wisc.edu (Dee Grimsrud)

Date: Wed Nov 3 16:31:33 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Voter Registration history
Message-ID: <s188fd87.081@WHS.WISC.EDU>
Original message:
Date: Wed, 3 Nov 2004 08:41:55 -0800
From: "Kay Speaks" <kspeaks@leisuresportsinc.com>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Poll tax in Texas
Hello,
I'm teaching a genealogy study group on voter registration records.
Does anyone know when voter registration first began? Do you have any
suggestions for areas of research? I've found four articles in the
ancestry.com archives and the sites from Cyndi's List on the Internet.
What might I find at a library? I live in the San Francisco area.
Thank you for your assistance. My presentation is November 18.
Kay Speaks
Response:
By doing a google search for
history "voter registration laws"
I got some good links.
One that contains a concise history of such laws is at
http://millercenter.virginia.edu/programs/natl_commissions/
commission_final_report/task_force_report/hansen_chap2_voter.pdf
Hope this helps,
Dee Anna Grimsrud,
Reference Archivist
Wisconsin Historical Society
816 State Street
Madison WI 53706-1482
tel: 608-264-6470
fax: 608-264-6472
email: dagrimsrud@whs.wisc.edu
Web: www.wisconsinhistory.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041103/a16996bc/
attachment.htm
From Camilla_Berger at ci.pomona.ca.us Wed Nov 3 17:51:16 2004
From: Camilla_Berger at ci.pomona.ca.us (Berger, Camilla)
Date: Wed Nov 3 17:35:40 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library edition
Message-ID: <FADFA2DBC28296489DD3D7138FED85FA03527FFE@e_mail>
We used to have the old AncestryPlus, but now have a subscription to the new
Ancestry Library Edition. Although I regret the loss of the PERSI and some
of the city directory databases, there are some good things there,
especially the passenger lists. Although the printing on the census is not
as good as Heritage Quest, it is adequate with the upgraded viewer which can
be used. I like being able to pick up the household groups in some censuses,
where the initial entry (where you click on the image) sometimes allows to
bring up the whole household. I find that helpful. It would be nice to
have both this and HQ since each cover different items, and have some census

that the other lacks.
-----Original Message----From: Rhonda Stoffer [mailto:rstoffer@marion.lib.in.us]
Sent: Wednesday, November 03, 2004 7:22 AM
To: Librarian's Serving Genealogists (E-mail)
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library edition
Has anyone hear purchased the new Ancestry Library Edition from
HeritageQuest? How is it working out? I have put in an order for it here,
but have not yet gotten the service. I was hoping someone could make some
comments on how it works and if the patrons like it. Thanks.
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From iriordan at ucla.edu Wed Nov 3 22:55:24 2004
From: iriordan at ucla.edu (Ida Riordan)
Date: Wed Nov 3 22:39:49 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Voter Registration history
In-Reply-To: <s188fd87.081@WHS.WISC.EDU>
References: <s188fd87.081@WHS.WISC.EDU>
Message-ID: <6.0.2.0.2.20041103194939.02561008@mail.ucla.edu>
I used voter registration cards in Boston to find the court and date of my
grandfather's naturalization. Without that information, I would not have
been able to locate immigration records. So, in Massachusetts in 1900,
voter registration cards are available.
Likewise, I found my mother's naturalization date from information she
supplied when registering in a town she had just moved to. Here, though,
they didn't use cards but a register index for which they supplied a photocopy.
It helps to know the street address of the registeree.
Ida B. Riordan
JGSLA Librarian
10943 Pickford Way
Culver City, CA 90230
Phone: 310-837-9851
FAX:
310-837-6510
email:
iriordan@ucla.edu
At 01:46 PM 11/3/2004, you wrote:
>Original message:
>Date: Wed, 3 Nov 2004 08:41:55 -0800
>From: "Kay Speaks" <kspeaks@leisuresportsinc.com>
>Subject: RE: [Genealib] Poll tax in Texas
>
>Hello,
>
>I'm teaching a genealogy study group on voter registration records. Does
>anyone know when voter registration first began? Do you have any

>suggestions for areas of research? I've found four articles in the
>ancestry.com archives and the sites from Cyndi's List on the Internet.
>What might I find at a library? I live in the San Francisco area.
>
>Thank you for your assistance. My presentation is November 18.
>
>Kay Speaks
>
>Response:
>
>By doing a google search for
>
history "voter registration laws"
>I got some good links.
>One that contains a concise history of such laws is at
><http://millercenter.virginia.edu/programs/natl_commissions/
commission_final_report/task_force_report/hansen_chap2_voter.pdf>http://
millercenter.virginia.edu/programs/natl_commissions/commission_final_report/
task_force_report/hansen_chap2_voter.pdf
>
>Hope this helps,
>
Dee Anna Grimsrud,
>
Reference Archivist
>
Wisconsin Historical Society
>
816 State Street
>
Madison WI 53706-1482
>
tel: 608-264-6470
>
fax: 608-264-6472
>
email: <mailto:dagrimsrud@whs.wisc.edu>dagrimsrud@whs.wisc.edu
>
Web: <http://www.wisconsinhistory.org>www.wisconsinhistory.org
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041103/37cccb5e/
attachment.htm
From kspeaks at leisuresportsinc.com Thu Nov 4 01:30:40 2004
From: kspeaks at leisuresportsinc.com (Kay Speaks)
Date: Thu Nov 4 01:15:07 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Voter Registration history
In-Reply-To: <s188fd87.081@WHS.WISC.EDU>
Message-ID: <004301c4c237$cdeb5b80$4801a8c0@lsim.leisuresportsinc.com>
Dee Ann,
Thank you for the link and information. I used "voter registration
records" and didn't think to use "laws".
Kay
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Dee
Grimsrud
Sent: Wednesday, November 03, 2004 1:47 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Voter Registration history
Original message:

Date: Wed, 3 Nov 2004 08:41:55 -0800
From: "Kay Speaks" <kspeaks@leisuresportsinc.com>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Poll tax in Texas
Hello,
I'm teaching a genealogy study group on voter registration records. Does
anyone know when voter registration first began? Do you have any
suggestions for areas of research? I've found four articles in the
ancestry.com archives and the sites from Cyndi's List on the Internet.
What might I find at a library? I live in the San Francisco area.
Thank you for your assistance. My presentation is November 18.
Kay Speaks
Response:
By doing a google search for
history "voter registration laws"
I got some good links.
One that contains a concise history of such laws is at
http://millercenter.virginia.edu/programs/natl_commissions/commission_fi
nal_report/task_force_report/hansen_chap2_voter.pdf
Hope this helps,
Dee Anna Grimsrud,
Reference Archivist
Wisconsin Historical Society
816 State Street
Madison WI 53706-1482
tel: 608-264-6470
fax: 608-264-6472
email: dagrimsrud@whs.wisc.edu
Web: www.wisconsinhistory.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041103/3c6afbe5/
attachment.htm
From livy.simpson at ci.high-point.nc.us Thu Nov 4 08:40:19 2004
From: livy.simpson at ci.high-point.nc.us (Livy Simpson)
Date: Thu Nov 4 08:24:58 2004
Subject: [Genealib] POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT: Part-time Genealogy Librarian,
High Point, NC
Message-ID: <NKECLECDCDDAPKNPOIDLCEEHCCAA.livy.simpson@ci.high-point.nc.us>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/gif
Size: 145 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041104/b7a505ee/
attachment.gif
From bleattm at yahoo.com Thu Nov 4 12:19:44 2004
From: bleattm at yahoo.com (Mercedes Bleattler)
Date: Thu Nov 4 12:04:06 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Hoosier Genealogist Quarterly

Message-ID: <20041104171944.42093.qmail@web51008.mail.yahoo.com>
Hello,
Someone donated a complete set of Indiana's
"Hoosier Genealogist" from 1994 (Vol. 34) to 2000
(Vol. 40) which are duplicates for us. They are free
to anyone willing to pay postage or pick them up.
Please e-mail me if you are interested. Thanks,
Mercedes
=====
Mercedes Bleattler
Librarian/Genealogy and Local History
Largo Library
351 E Bay Drive
Largo, Fl 33770
727-587-6748

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Check out the new Yahoo! Front Page.
www.yahoo.com
From pdolgenos at library.ca.gov Thu Nov 4 12:36:17 2004
From: pdolgenos at library.ca.gov (Dolgenos, Peter)
Date: Thu Nov 4 12:20:40 2004
Subject: [Genealib] History of Salisbury, NH
Message-ID: <6BA58B1ECC54D31199270090278A37CC8A994B@cslmail.library.ca.gov>
Dear Fellow Genealibers,
We have just found, in the bowels of our library, a copy of the "History of
Salisbury, N.H.," written by Dr. John Dearborn and published in 1890. There
is no title or copyright page. Do any of your libraries have a copy of this
book? Does it HAVE a title page? If so, could you possibly copy and send
it to me at the address below, so that we can catalog it? Thank you for
your help.
Peter Dolgenos
Sutro Library, a branch of the California State Library
480 Winston Drive
San Francisco, CA 94132
415-557-0421
pdolgenos@library.ca.gov
The Sutro Library is now closed on Saturdays due to budget cuts.
From Shari.Stelling at iowa.gov Thu Nov 4 12:43:26 2004
From: Shari.Stelling at iowa.gov (Stelling, Shari [DCA])
Date: Thu Nov 4 12:27:42 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Hoosier Genealogist Quarterly
Message-ID:
<6FC8706F503D9A4BB691AA7E5E3D94C304355F@iowadsmex04.iowa.gov.state.ia.us>
Greetings!
We would be happy to take those Hoosier Genealogists and pay the postage!
Thank you!

--Shari Stelling
**********************
Shari S. Stelling
State Historical Society of Iowa Library
600 East Locust
Des Moines, IA 50319
(515)281-5070
email: Shari.Stelling@iowa.gov
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Mercedes
Bleattler
Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2004 11:20 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Hoosier Genealogist Quarterly
Hello,
Someone donated a complete set of Indiana's
"Hoosier Genealogist" from 1994 (Vol. 34) to 2000
(Vol. 40) which are duplicates for us. They are free
to anyone willing to pay postage or pick them up.
Please e-mail me if you are interested. Thanks,
Mercedes
=====
Mercedes Bleattler
Librarian/Genealogy and Local History
Largo Library
351 E Bay Drive
Largo, Fl 33770
727-587-6748

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Check out the new Yahoo! Front Page.
www.yahoo.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From bkowal at tln.lib.mi.us Thu Nov 4 12:52:13 2004
From: bkowal at tln.lib.mi.us (Beth A. Kowaleski)
Date: Thu Nov 4 12:37:07 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Hoosier Genealogist Quarterly
In-Reply-To: <20041104171944.42093.qmail@web51008.mail.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <Pine.LNX.4.05.10411041251010.10986-100000@overlord.tln.org>
I'd be interested in them!
Beth Kowaleski
Bacon Memorial District Library

45 Vinewood
Wyandotte, MI 48192
On Thu, 4 Nov 2004, Mercedes Bleattler wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello,
Someone donated a complete set of Indiana's
"Hoosier Genealogist" from 1994 (Vol. 34) to 2000
(Vol. 40) which are duplicates for us. They are free
to anyone willing to pay postage or pick them up.
Please e-mail me if you are interested. Thanks,
Mercedes
=====
Mercedes Bleattler
Librarian/Genealogy and Local History
Largo Library
351 E Bay Drive
Largo, Fl 33770
727-587-6748

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Check out the new Yahoo! Front Page.
www.yahoo.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

Beth Kowaleski
Bacon Memorial District Library
45 Vinewood St
Wyandotte MI 48192
734-246-8357
From bleattm at yahoo.com Thu Nov 4 13:57:04 2004
From: bleattm at yahoo.com (Mercedes Bleattler)
Date: Thu Nov 4 13:41:18 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Hoosier Genealogist Quarterly
In-Reply-To:
<6FC8706F503D9A4BB691AA7E5E3D94C304355F@iowadsmex04.iowa.gov.state.ia.us>
Message-ID: <20041104185704.40085.qmail@web51004.mail.yahoo.com>
Hello,
I have figured the postage rate using media mail to
be $3.94. i will box them up and send them today with
an invoice if that is fine with you. Thanks, Mercedes
--- "Stelling, Shari [DCA]" <Shari.Stelling@iowa.gov>
wrote:
> Greetings!
> We would be happy to take those Hoosier Genealogists

> and pay the postage!
> Thank you!
> --Shari Stelling
>
> **********************
> Shari S. Stelling
> State Historical Society of Iowa Library
> 600 East Locust
> Des Moines, IA 50319
> (515)281-5070
> email: Shari.Stelling@iowa.gov
>
>
> -----Original Message----> From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On
> Behalf Of Mercedes
> Bleattler
> Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2004 11:20 AM
> To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Subject: [Genealib] Hoosier Genealogist Quarterly
>
>
> Hello,
>
Someone donated a complete set of Indiana's
> "Hoosier Genealogist" from 1994 (Vol. 34) to 2000
> (Vol. 40) which are duplicates for us. They are free
> to anyone willing to pay postage or pick them up.
> Please e-mail me if you are interested. Thanks,
> Mercedes
>
> =====
> Mercedes Bleattler
> Librarian/Genealogy and Local History
> Largo Library
> 351 E Bay Drive
> Largo, Fl 33770
> 727-587-6748
>
>
>
> __________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Check out the new Yahoo! Front Page.
> www.yahoo.com
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

=====
Mercedes Bleattler
Librarian/Genealogy and Local History
Largo Library
351 E Bay Drive
Largo, Fl 33770
727-587-6748

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Check out the new Yahoo! Front Page.
www.yahoo.com
From Shari.Stelling at iowa.gov Thu Nov 4 14:15:14 2004
From: Shari.Stelling at iowa.gov (Stelling, Shari [DCA])
Date: Thu Nov 4 13:59:31 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Hoosier Genealogist Quarterly
Message-ID:
<6FC8706F503D9A4BB691AA7E5E3D94C3043563@iowadsmex04.iowa.gov.state.ia.us>
Sounds great! Thanks!!
--Shari Stelling
**********************
Shari S. Stelling
State Historical Society of Iowa Library
600 East Locust
Des Moines, IA 50319
(515)281-5070
email: Shari.Stelling@iowa.gov
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Mercedes
Bleattler
Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2004 12:57 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Hoosier Genealogist Quarterly
Hello,
I have figured the postage rate using media mail to
be $3.94. i will box them up and send them today with
an invoice if that is fine with you. Thanks, Mercedes
--- "Stelling, Shari [DCA]" <Shari.Stelling@iowa.gov>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Greetings!
We would be happy to take those Hoosier Genealogists
and pay the postage!
Thank you!
--Shari Stelling
**********************

> Shari S. Stelling
> State Historical Society of Iowa Library
> 600 East Locust
> Des Moines, IA 50319
> (515)281-5070
> email: Shari.Stelling@iowa.gov
>
>
> -----Original Message----> From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On
> Behalf Of Mercedes
> Bleattler
> Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2004 11:20 AM
> To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Subject: [Genealib] Hoosier Genealogist Quarterly
>
>
> Hello,
>
Someone donated a complete set of Indiana's
> "Hoosier Genealogist" from 1994 (Vol. 34) to 2000
> (Vol. 40) which are duplicates for us. They are free
> to anyone willing to pay postage or pick them up.
> Please e-mail me if you are interested. Thanks,
> Mercedes
>
> =====
> Mercedes Bleattler
> Librarian/Genealogy and Local History
> Largo Library
> 351 E Bay Drive
> Largo, Fl 33770
> 727-587-6748
>
>
>
> __________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Check out the new Yahoo! Front Page.
> www.yahoo.com
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
=====
Mercedes Bleattler
Librarian/Genealogy and Local History
Largo Library

351 E Bay Drive
Largo, Fl 33770
727-587-6748

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Check out the new Yahoo! Front Page.
www.yahoo.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From RRoberts at cslib.org Fri Nov 5 08:34:40 2004
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Fri Nov 5 08:20:21 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Reminder - CT State Library closed Nov. 11 and 16
Message-ID: <s18b3b37.075@ns2.cslib.org>
All State Library facilities will be closed Thurs. Nov. 11 in observance
of Veterans Day. Regular hours resume Fri. Nov. 12.
All State Library facilities will be closed Tues. Nov. 16 for staff
development. Regular hours resume Wed. Nov. 17.

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From JJeffrey at denver.lib.co.us Fri Nov 5 11:23:37 2004
From: JJeffrey at denver.lib.co.us (James Jeffrey)
Date: Fri Nov 5 11:08:24 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Licking Lantern
Message-ID: <s18b46a1.026@fsdpl01.denver.lib.co.us>
Dear Fellow Genealibers,
Am preparing the Licking Lantern, a publication of the Licking County
Genealogical Society, for binding. Am missing volume 4 #1 The society
is unable to provide a replacement nor was the contact person interested
in making a photocopy.
If any one has a spare copy or is willing to make a photocopy for me
that would be great.

James K. Jeffrey

Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
From kakmiller at yahoo.com Fri Nov 5 11:31:20 2004
From: kakmiller at yahoo.com (Karen Miller)
Date: Fri Nov 5 11:15:43 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Pennsylvania archives and Heritage Quest
Message-ID: <20041105163120.89311.qmail@web52210.mail.yahoo.com>
According to the description of Heritage Quests
Genealogy & Local History Collection (G&LH Books) all
nine series of the Pennsylvania Archives are supposed
to be included. I can only find an index to the set.
Is the set really there?
Karen Miller
Wilmette Public Library

__________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Check out the new Yahoo! Front Page.
www.yahoo.com
From pdolgenos at library.ca.gov Fri Nov 5 14:19:58 2004
From: pdolgenos at library.ca.gov (Dolgenos, Peter)
Date: Fri Nov 5 14:04:21 2004
Subject: [Genealib] History of Salisbury, NH
Message-ID: <6BA58B1ECC54D31199270090278A37CC8A9951@cslmail.library.ca.gov>
Dear Genealibers,
Thanks for all of you who responded to my inquiry about the History of
Salisbury, NH. You are all the greatest!
Peter Dolgenos
Sutro Library, a branch of the California State Library
480 Winston Drive
San Francisco, CA 94132
415-557-0421
pdolgenos@library.ca.gov
The Sutro Library is now closed on Saturdays due to budget cuts.

From lynnecobine at ihug.co.nz Sat Nov 6 18:09:23 2004
From: lynnecobine at ihug.co.nz (lynne)
Date: Fri Nov 5 17:55:12 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Licking Lantern
References: <s18b46a1.026@fsdpl01.denver.lib.co.us>
Message-ID: <000c01c4c455$a89703f0$f72e98de@mummy>
That is sad....does that often happen when a society won't help?
Lynne

> Dear Fellow Genealibers,
>
> Am preparing the Licking Lantern, a publication of the Licking County
> Genealogical Society, for binding. Am missing volume 4 #1 The society
> is unable to provide a replacement nor was the contact person interested
in making a photocopy.
>
> If any one has a spare copy or is willing to make a photocopy for me
> that would be great.
>
>
>
>
> James K. Jeffrey
> Collection Specialist in Genealogy
> Western History and Genealogy
> Denver Public Library
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
From PeggyWVGS at aol.com Sat Nov 6 12:23:42 2004
From: PeggyWVGS at aol.com (PeggyWVGS@aol.com)
Date: Sat Nov 6 12:08:07 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Books on Vermont
Message-ID: <fb.6465e2a5.2ebe629e@aol.com>
Do you have a source for ordering the following books that were recently
suggested for Vermont?
Title:
Title:

A Bibliography for Vermont Genealogy by John A. Leppman
Collecting Vermont Ancestors by Alice Eicholz

Thanks
Peggy Morphew
Volunteer Library Administrator
West Valley Gen Soc Libr
Youngtown AZ
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041106/46c324a6/
attachment.htm
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Mon Nov 8 08:56:50 2004
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Mon Nov 8 08:40:40 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Reminder - CT State Library closed Nov. 11 and 16
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066901E2CA8E@mail.wvculture.local>
FYI.

Note that they are closing a full day for staff development.

Susan Scouras
Librarian
West Virginia Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East

ss

Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
susan.scouras@wvculture.org
-----Original Message----From: Richard Roberts [mailto:RRoberts@cslib.org]
Sent: Friday, November 05, 2004 8:35 AM
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Reminder - CT State Library closed Nov. 11 and 16
All State Library facilities will be closed Thurs. Nov. 11 in observance
of Veterans Day. Regular hours resume Fri. Nov. 12.
All State Library facilities will be closed Tues. Nov. 16 for staff
development. Regular hours resume Wed. Nov. 17.

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us Mon Nov 8 10:13:50 2004
From: nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Mon Nov 8 09:55:21 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Books on Vermont
References: <fb.6465e2a5.2ebe629e@aol.com>
Message-ID: <418F8D2E.16E9766A@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
Peggy:
This title is available from the New England Historic Genealogical
Society.
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
Grapevine, TX

PeggyWVGS@aol.com wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Do you have a source for ordering the following books that were
recently suggested for Vermont?
Title:
Title:

A Bibliography for Vermont Genealogy by John A. Leppman
Collecting Vermont Ancestors by Alice Eicholz

> Thanks
> Peggy Morphew
> Volunteer Library Administrator
> West Valley Gen Soc Libr
> Youngtown AZ
>
>
>
---------------------------------------------------------------> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041108/be6e4504/
attachment.htm
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Mon Nov 8 13:32:14 2004
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Mon Nov 8 13:16:22 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Free Genealogy Seminar This Sat. in TX
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CCB50@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
For those of you in the Dallas/Ft. Worth area of Texas please let your patrons know
about a genealogy seminar taking place at McKinney Public Library this weekend.
Topic: Researching Immigration and Naturalization Records
Place: McKinney Memorial Public Library, 101 E. Hunt St, McKinney, TX 75069
Time: 3pm-4pm
Speaker: Barbara Coakley.
This seminar is free.
We look forward to having anyone who can join us.
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
-------------- next part -------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From dagrimsrud at whs.wisc.edu Mon Nov 8 14:35:13 2004
From: dagrimsrud at whs.wisc.edu (Dee Grimsrud)

Date: Mon Nov 8 14:19:58 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Licking Lantern missing issue
Message-ID: <s18f7621.064@WHS.WISC.EDU>
Original message:
Date: Sun, 7 Nov 2004 12:09:23 +1300
From: "lynne" <lynnecobine@ihug.co.nz>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Licking Lantern
> Dear Fellow Genealibers,
>
> Am preparing the Licking Lantern, a publication of the Licking
County
> Genealogical Society, for binding. Am missing volume 4 #1 The
> society is unable to provide a replacement nor was the contact
> person interested in making a photocopy.
>
> If any one has a spare copy or is willing to make a photocopy for me
> that would be great.
>
> James K. Jeffrey
> Collection Specialist in Genealogy
> Western History and Genealogy
> Denver Public Library
***************************************
Reply:
If you don't find it elsewhere, we (the Wisconsin Historical Society)
have the Licking Lantern on microfilm v. 2:no. 5-v. 15:no. 4
(1977:winter-1990:Dec). Call# P90-6123. If you contact Lori Bessler,
Microforms Librarian, at 608-264-6536 or lbbessler@whs.wisc.edu, I'm
sure she can provide a printout of that issue, perhaps as a courtesy.
Just a reminder: we have a very comprehensive collection of
genealogical periodicals from the U.S. and Canada (NOT just Wisconsin!).
See http://madcat.library.wisc.edu.
Dee Anna Grimsrud,
Reference Archivist
Wisconsin Historical Society
816 State Street
Madison WI 53706-1482
tel: 608-264-6470
fax: 608-264-6472
Web: www.wisconsinhistory.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041108/c3e8f0cc/
attachment.htm
From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Mon Nov 8 14:37:59 2004
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Mon Nov 8 14:20:48 2004
Subject: [Genealib] "Lock-in" question
Message-ID: <00e701c4c5ca$76910e20$e400a8c0@floss>
Hello.

For those of you who have sponsored genealogy "lock-ins" at your library:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Have you limited the number of people who can register?
Please tell me you did this only until 11pm or midnight, not all night?
How many staff did you use?
Any liability information you would share?

This is something I've been thinking about, but am not sure about doing.
Thank you in advance for your input.
Phyllis Rickard
A-V Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
From dbeheler at kokomo.lib.in.us Mon Nov 8 14:46:52 2004
From: dbeheler at kokomo.lib.in.us (Debra Beheler)
Date: Mon Nov 8 14:31:14 2004
Subject: [Genealib] "Lock-in" question
Message-ID: <070472AD45994841A2F333C29CD481E40C90BD@KOKONUT.kokomo.lib.in.us>
Phyllis,
We had our 17th Semi-Annual Genealogy for Night Owls. We are limited by
the fire marshal to 25 people including staff. We have had our event as
late as 1 a.m., but have changed the ending time to midnight. We use 4
staff and sometimes offer a computer class of some sort during that
evening if there is interest. Our event includes a catered dinner and
door prizes for everyone. There is a fee. See:
http://www.kokomo.lib.in.us/genealogy/events.html
@>--@>--@>--@>--@>--@>--@>--@>--@>--@>--@>--@>-Debra L. Beheler, GLHS
Genealogy Assistant &
Webmaster of http://www.kokomo.lib.in.us/genealogy/
Kokomo-Howard County Public Library
220 North Union Street
Kokomo, IN 46901
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Phyllis
Rickard
Sent: Monday, November 08, 2004 2:38 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] "Lock-in" question
Hello.
For those of you who have sponsored genealogy "lock-ins" at your
library:
1) Have you limited the number of people who can register?
2) Please tell me you did this only until 11pm or midnight, not all
night?
3) How many staff did you use?
4) Any liability information you would share?

This is something I've been thinking about, but am not sure about doing.
Thank you in advance for your input.
Phyllis Rickard
A-V Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Mon Nov 8 15:58:20 2004
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Mon Nov 8 15:42:06 2004
Subject: [Genealib] "Lock-in" question
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669A6A107@mail.wvculture.local>
Hate to tell you, but our "Hoot Owl" runs all night, beginning at the
closing of the Library at 5:00 p.m. on a Friday, and ending 7:00 a.m. on
Saturday morning, before the Library reopens at 9:00 a.m. The program
is run by Mining Your History Foundation, our "Friends of the Library"
group, and is a fundraiser for them. Check out
http://www.rootsweb.com/~myhf/ and
http://www.rootsweb.com/~myhf/hootowl.html. The most recent "Hoot Owl"
was limited to our seating capacity (at tables only) of 48 so each
person could claim a space of their own. (The limit has been lower in
the past.) We supply only two paid staff members for the event, both of
whom in the past have taken equal time off in lieu of overtime pay.
(They were Archives volunteers and participated as volunteer staff for
the event before they became paid staff members.) Also, the
building/agency security staff supplies a security guard throughout.
Board members and other knowledgeable members of MYHF assist those of
the general public who attend. They charge a fee, usually around $35,
and members bring snacks and soft drinks. They take up a collection
from those interested and send out for pizza around midnight. Guests
may bring their own food. Food and beverages are limited to a single
conference room.
The staff mostly spends time making photocopies, assisting with the
microfilm readers and printers, and shelving books. We usually make a
nice profit from all of the copies sold in such a concentrated period of
time.
Tours of "behind-the-scenes" areas and Closed Stacks floors are a big
attraction for first-timers. Signup sheets with time limits are
maintained for microfilm readers, microfilm printers and computer
access. As far as I know, there has never been a problem regarding
sharing the machines.
Items from Special Collections and images from the Photo Collection are
available only if requested in advance.
Actually, we have a few people who fly in for the weekend, and others

that drive in from all over West Virginia and border states. Most people
stick it out all night. The earliest anyone leaves is midnight-1:00
a.m. Some people bring pillows and sleeping bags and take naps. Most
stay up all night and many will spend part of the day Friday before the
program, and much of the day Saturday after the program, researching in
the Library as regular patrons.
As far as I know, liability has not been an issue, at least not any more
than it is with the general public. Our building houses the State
museum, galleries, a large hall and the State Theater, and is in
constant use for all kinds of events, although not usually after
midnight. The majority of people who come are well known to us, and
they take care of each other. If you do not typically host a lot of
events, you may want to check your liability policy. Having a security
guard present may help also.

Susan Scouras
Librarian
West Virginia Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
susan.scouras@wvculture.org
-----Original Message----From: Phyllis Rickard [mailto:prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us]
Sent: Monday, November 08, 2004 2:38 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] "Lock-in" question
Hello.
For those of you who have sponsored genealogy "lock-ins" at your
library:
1) Have you limited the number of people who can register?
2) Please tell me you did this only until 11pm or midnight, not all
night?
3) How many staff did you use?
4) Any liability information you would share?
This is something I've been thinking about, but am not sure about doing.
Thank you in advance for your input.
Phyllis Rickard
A-V Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From jennifer at zycha.com Mon Nov 8 16:12:05 2004
From: jennifer at zycha.com (Jennifer Zycha Gutleber)
Date: Mon Nov 8 15:56:58 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for articles
Message-ID: <418FE125.6010004@zycha.com>
I'm looking for some scholarly articles on genealogy reference
interviews and the information-seeking behavior of genealogists.
citations would be greatly appreciated!

Any

Regards,
Jennifer Z Gutleber
Library Aide
Balch Library for History and Genealogy
From ckluskens at starpower.net Mon Nov 8 21:16:37 2004
From: ckluskens at starpower.net (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Mon Nov 8 21:00:30 2004
Subject: [Genealib] freebie...
Message-ID: <6274596A-31F5-11D9-AF09-000393BC81BA@starpower.net>
Hello,
I have one copy of the following that I will be glad to donate to an
interested public library (please reply off list):
New England Historic Genealogical Society. Circulating Library Catalog.
2 vols. January 1998 edition. 8 x 11 paperback. (Vol. 1 is genealogies;
Vol. 2 is research aids like local histories). They are nice reference
tools to give folks a quick idea of what's available.
Claire Kluskens
From vctinney at dcn.org Tue Nov 9 00:36:09 2004
From: vctinney at dcn.org (Chris and Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Tue Nov 9 00:20:25 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for articles
In-Reply-To: <418FE125.6010004@zycha.com>
References: <418FE125.6010004@zycha.com>
Message-ID: <41905749.5000706@dcn.org>
TRY:
Archivists and Genealogical Researchers:
A Bibliography, by Susan Tucker,
Newcomb College Center for Research on Women,
at Tulane University
"This bibliography is an ongoing project centered around
ICA's Committee on Outreach and User Services.
Special attention is paid to genealogical researchers,
who -- worldwide -- make up a consistently large
proportion of the users of most archives. Abstracts
have been added for selected articles, those that deal
specifically with family history or those that are insightful
to the study of archival attitudes towards genealogy."
http://www.tulane.edu/~wclib/archivists/archivists.html
Other resources of possible interest:

Thinking like a Genealogist?:
Information-Seeking Behavior of Genealogists,
by Wendy M. Duff and Catherine A. Johnson
"Abstract: Until the 1990s archivists gave very little
attention to studying their user population. None of
the user studies that have been conducted in the last
decade have focused solely on genealogists, on of
the most frequent users of archives. This paper gives
the results of a study involving in-depth interviews
with ten genealogists. The findings provide information
on the stages of genealogical research, how genealogists
search for information, the access tools they use,
the knowledge required, and the barriers they face.
The findings of this study can be used to improve
the design of archival information systems that
will facilitate access for this important group of users."
http://www.archivists.org/periodicals/aa_v66/index.asp
Yakel, E. (2004) "Seeking Information, Seeking Connections,
Seeking Meaning: Genealogists and Family Historians "
http://informationr.net/ir/10-1/paper205.html
Information Research, 10(1) paper 205
[Available at http://InformationR.net/ir/10-1/paper205.html]
GRANNY HUNTING . . .
http://64.233.167.104/search?q=cache:JlbQKjrSGfsJ:www.lianza.org.nz/conference/
conference04/papers/kuglin.pdf+granny+hunting+information+seeking+behaviour&hl=en
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America, Millennium Edition [54th] - 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, {both editions]
Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Jennifer Zycha Gutleber wrote:
> I'm looking for some scholarly articles on genealogy reference
> interviews and the information-seeking behavior of genealogists. Any
> citations would be greatly appreciated!
>
> Regards,
>
> Jennifer Z Gutleber
> Library Aide
> Balch Library for History and Genealogy
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041108/38d0d1cb/
attachment.htm
From PeggyWVGS at aol.com Tue Nov 9 09:22:06 2004

From: PeggyWVGS at aol.com (PeggyWVGS@aol.com)
Date: Tue Nov 9 09:06:44 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Oklahoma Source Book
Message-ID: <1ee.2e23ec06.2ec22c8e@aol.com>
Seems that I deleted the e-mail with the correct address to order this book,
since I received the e-mail back as undeliverable. Sorry to bother you.
Peggy Morphew
West Valley Gen Soc
Youngtown AZ
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041109/767ae330/
attachment.htm
From PeggyWVGS at aol.com Tue Nov 9 09:23:35 2004
From: PeggyWVGS at aol.com (PeggyWVGS@aol.com)
Date: Tue Nov 9 09:07:56 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Vermont books
Message-ID: <105.547bde63.2ec22ce7@aol.com>
Hello all,
Thank you for your replies - you are all super helpers!
Peggy Morphew
West Valley Gen Soc
Youngtown, AZ
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041109/c37171ec/
attachment.htm
From cheryls at plano.gov Tue Nov 9 10:10:15 2004
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Tue Nov 9 09:54:22 2004
Subject: [Genealib] The Ariel, yearbook of Lawrence College
Message-ID: <93FCB61D215564418A5E269154E9C5150A278760@ismb01.city.plano.gov>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 5675 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041109/0ac942dd/
attachment.jpg
From cheryls at plano.gov Tue Nov 9 10:54:05 2004
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Tue Nov 9 10:38:15 2004
Subject: [Genealib] The Ariel, yearbook of Lawrence College
Message-ID: <93FCB61D215564418A5E269154E9C5150A278762@ismb01.city.plano.gov>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 5675 bytes

Desc: image001.jpg
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041109/67ae1bef/
attachment.jpg
From jjeffrey at denver.lib.co.us Tue Nov 9 11:29:34 2004
From: jjeffrey at denver.lib.co.us (James Jeffrey)
Date: Tue Nov 9 11:14:15 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Licking Lantern
Message-ID: <s1908e09.080@fsdpl01.denver.lib.co.us>
Dear Fellow Genealibers,
The good fellows at the Ohio Genealogical Society have kindly offered a
copy. Thanks to all who replied. This list is great!

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
From kdr at ckls.org Tue Nov 9 11:52:05 2004
From: kdr at ckls.org (Kathy Rippel)
Date: Tue Nov 9 11:31:37 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for articles
In-Reply-To: <418FE125.6010004@zycha.com>
Message-ID: <200411091740.LAA23696@www.kweb.net>
I haven't had time to actually READ these yet, but I recently interlibrary
loaned the following 2 articles (I found them listed in Library Lit)
from: PNLA Quarterly (official publication of the Pacific Northwest Library
Association) (ISSN 0030-8188)
Francis, Laurie S. The Genealogy reference interview. v. 68, #3, Spr 2004, p.
13-15.
Francis, Laurie S. The Genealogy search process. v. 68, #3, Spr 2004, p.
12, 22
They may not be as "scholarly" as you wished, but may be of interest to others
on this list.
At 04:12 PM 11/8/2004 -0500, you wrote:
>
>I'm looking for some scholarly articles on genealogy reference
>interviews and the information-seeking behavior of genealogists.? Any
>citations would be greatly appreciated!
>
>Regards,
>
>Jennifer Z Gutleber
>Library Aide
>Balch Library for History and Genealogy
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
><http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>http://mailman.aco

mp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
Kathy Rippel
Consultant,
ILL/Ref/Rural Serv/Tech Serv, Dept. Head
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
(620-792-4865) phone
(620-792-5495) fax
kdr@ckls.org
From Dlunow at aol.com Tue Nov 9 12:59:20 2004
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Tue Nov 9 12:43:31 2004
Subject: [Genealib] The Ariel, yearbook of Lawrence College
Message-ID: <f5.44e098bc.2ec25f78@aol.com>
sorry, I guess I should have looked at that.
Diane
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041109/250a8ebb/
attachment.htm
From kissincousin at earthlink.net Tue Nov 9 23:03:53 2004
From: kissincousin at earthlink.net (Linda Collison)
Date: Tue Nov 9 22:48:03 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Windows XP Professional
References: <200411091740.LAA23696@www.kweb.net>
Message-ID: <031f01c4c6da$4d73a050$eacef7a5@HOME>
I am a member of the Napa Valley Genealogical Society where I am also the Computer
Chairperson. We have a problem with a member (or 2) who have used the computers to
access undesirable web sites. Now we are loaded with all sorts of nasties
(parasites, spy ware, etc.) which have been difficult to remove.
Also, games have been downloaded from the Internet and unwanted programs installed
on the computers. There are also problems with desktop icons being added, removed
and moved. Only a few of our volunteer staff understand computers. The others
wouldn't even realize it if the computer was being misused right in front of them.
We have posted warnings in our monthly newsletter, as well as on the computers but
to no avail.
We are preparing to purchase 3 new computers and
Professional has a tool that can eliminate these
daily restore. It was some month ago that I read
but at the time I didn't realize I would someday
wish I had paid attention!

I remember reading that XP
problems, possibly by doing a
this, (possibly from this group)
be needing this information. I

I realize that XP Home version also has the restore capabilities but, so far, have
not been successful with that tool. Apparently, XP Pro has a more effective restore
tool used for businesses.
How do other libraries deal with this problem? A Firewall program could help with
the Internet problems but wouldn't help with the unwanted installation of programs,
etc.

I'm open to all suggestions. Thanks
Linda Collison
kissincousin@earthlink.net
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041109/19c6558d/
attachment.htm
From vctinney at dcn.org Tue Nov 9 23:58:28 2004
From: vctinney at dcn.org (Chris and Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Tue Nov 9 23:45:45 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for articles
In-Reply-To: <200411091740.LAA23696@www.kweb.net>
References: <200411091740.LAA23696@www.kweb.net>
Message-ID: <41919FF4.1030806@dcn.org>
These two articles are immediately available online at:
http://64.233.179.104/search?q=cache:jHhXfnX2XTcJ:www.pnla.org/quarterly/
Spring2004/PNLA_Spr04.pdf+%22laurie+s+francis%22+HTML+PNLA+Quarterly&hl=en
The online version of The Genealogy Search Process
begins on the upper right page number 14 and continues
in the middle of upper right page number 24.
The online version of The Genealogy Reference
Interview begins on the upper right page number 15
through the end of page number 17.
This is the html version of the file:
http://www.pnla.org/quarterly/Spring2004/PNLA_Spr04.pdf
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Kathy Rippel wrote:
>I haven't had time to actually READ these yet, but I recently interlibrary
>loaned the following 2 articles (I found them listed in Library Lit)
>
>from: PNLA Quarterly (official publication of the Pacific Northwest Library
>Association) (ISSN 0030-8188)
>
>Francis, Laurie S. The Genealogy reference interview. v. 68, #3, Spr 2004, p.
>13-15.
>
>Francis, Laurie S. The Genealogy search process. v. 68, #3, Spr 2004, p.
>12, 22
>
>They may not be as "scholarly" as you wished, but may be of interest to others
>on this list.
>
>At 04:12 PM 11/8/2004 -0500, you wrote:
>
>
>>I'm looking for some scholarly articles on genealogy reference
>>interviews and the information-seeking behavior of genealogists. Any
>>citations would be greatly appreciated!
>>
>>Regards,
>>
>>Jennifer Z Gutleber
>>Library Aide

>>Balch Library for History and Genealogy
>>
>>_______________________________________________
>>genealib mailing list
>>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>><http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>http://mailman.aco
>>
>>
>mp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>Kathy Rippel
>Consultant,
>ILL/Ref/Rural Serv/Tech Serv, Dept. Head
>Central Kansas Library System
>1409 Williams
>Great Bend, KS 67530
>
>(620-792-4865) phone
>(620-792-5495) fax
>
>kdr@ckls.org
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041109/76a7e5b7/
attachment.htm
From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Wed Nov 10 07:38:43 2004
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Wed Nov 10 07:30:08 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Windows XP Professional
Message-ID: <8A78C7C531675A46A45EB396E605ACD30380CE@mail.marion.lib.in.us>
We use a program called Fortres which blocks access to everything except the
icons on the desktop. Patrons can not access the computer settings or even
the start button items. It also prevents the downloading of programs and
installation while it is running. Staff can turn it of with a password. Has
worked well for us.
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
-----Original Message----From: Linda Collison [mailto:kissincousin@earthlink.net]
Sent: Tuesday, November 09, 2004 11:04 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Windows XP Professional

I am a member of the Napa Valley Genealogical Society where I am also the
Computer Chairperson. We have a problem with a member (or 2) who have used
the computers to access undesirable web sites. Now we are loaded with all
sorts of nasties (parasites, spy ware, etc.) which have been difficult to
remove.
Also, games have been downloaded from the Internet and unwanted programs
installed on the computers. There are also problems with desktop icons being
added, removed and moved. Only a few of our volunteer staff understand
computers. The others wouldn't even realize it if the computer was being
misused right in front of them. We have posted warnings in our monthly
newsletter, as well as on the computers but to no avail.
We are preparing to purchase 3 new computers and I remember reading that XP
Professional has a tool that can eliminate these problems, possibly by doing
a daily restore. It was some month ago that I read this, (possibly from this
group) but at the time I didn't realize I would someday be needing this
information. I wish I had paid attention!
I realize that XP Home version also has the restore capabilities but, so
far, have not been successful with that tool. Apparently, XP Pro has a more
effective restore tool used for businesses.
How do other libraries deal with this problem? A Firewall program could help
with the Internet problems but wouldn't help with the unwanted installation
of programs, etc.
I'm open to all suggestions. Thanks
Linda Collison
k <mailto:kissincousin@earthlink.net>
issincousin@earthlink.net

<mailto:kissincousin@earthlink.net>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041110/e2bcb610/
attachment.htm
From cmnpublib1 at itexas.net Wed Nov 10 08:29:19 2004
From: cmnpublib1 at itexas.net (Comanche Public Library 1)
Date: Wed Nov 10 08:09:11 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Windows XP Professional
References: <200411091740.LAA23696@www.kweb.net>
<031f01c4c6da$4d73a050$eacef7a5@HOME>
Message-ID: <002a01c4c729$4a934ad0$1301a8c0@library>
Many libraries have been very successful in using a program called DEEPFREEZE to
avoid many of these problems. It works well for our library and has saved much
grief. Virus protection is also still needed but DEEPFREEZE does a different
function.
It can be set so patrons can not change anything. The administrator can do
anything and downloaded "trash" is wiped out each day so you can start clean.
runs at 05:00 and is fine.
Margaret Waring
Comanche Public Library
Comanche, Texas
----- Original Message -----

Ours

From: Linda Collison
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Tuesday, November 09, 2004 10:03 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Windows XP Professional
I am a member of the Napa Valley Genealogical Society where I am also the
Computer Chairperson. We have a problem with a member (or 2) who have used the
computers to access undesirable web sites. Now we are loaded with all sorts of
nasties (parasites, spy ware, etc.) which have been difficult to remove.
Also, games have been downloaded from the Internet and unwanted programs
installed on the computers. There are also problems with desktop icons being added,
removed and moved. Only a few of our volunteer staff understand computers. The
others wouldn't even realize it if the computer was being misused right in front of
them. We have posted warnings in our monthly newsletter, as well as on the
computers but to no avail.
We are preparing to purchase 3
Professional has a tool that can
daily restore. It was some month
but at the time I didn't realize
wish I had paid attention!

new computers and I remember reading that XP
eliminate these problems, possibly by doing a
ago that I read this, (possibly from this group)
I would someday be needing this information. I

I realize that XP Home version also has the restore capabilities but, so far,
have not been successful with that tool. Apparently, XP Pro has a more effective
restore tool used for businesses.
How do other libraries deal with this problem? A Firewall program could help with
the Internet problems but wouldn't help with the unwanted installation of programs,
etc.
I'm open to all suggestions. Thanks
Linda Collison
kissincousin@earthlink.net

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041110/44ac519d/
attachment.htm
From kristine at familyforest.com Wed Nov 10 13:16:31 2004
From: kristine at familyforest.com (Kristine Harrison)
Date: Wed Nov 10 13:21:36 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for articles
In-Reply-To: <418FE125.6010004@zycha.com>
References: <418FE125.6010004@zycha.com>
Message-ID: <6.1.1.1.0.20041110070239.01bbb7f0@spamarrest.com>
For over nine years I've been digitally indexing, in lineage-linked format,

hundreds of historical and genealogical books and periodicals
(<http://www.familyforest.com/biblio.html>http://www.familyforest.com/biblio.html)
and I sometimes post short stories about ancestral history discoveries and
observations.
They can be found at http://www.familyforest.com/archives.html
Best Wishes,
Bruce Harrison
Ancestral History Tour Guide and Cartographer
At 11:12 AM 11/8/2004, Jennifer Zycha Gutleber wrote:
>I'm looking for some scholarly articles on genealogy reference interviews
>and the information-seeking behavior of genealogists. Any citations would
>be greatly appreciated!
>
>Regards,
>
>Jennifer Z Gutleber
>Library Aide
>Balch Library for History and Genealogy
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041110/d6a47b51/
attachment.htm
From ttaylor at newtonplks.org Wed Nov 10 16:24:39 2004
From: ttaylor at newtonplks.org (Tom Taylor)
Date: Wed Nov 10 16:09:50 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Windows XP Professional
In-Reply-To: <031f01c4c6da$4d73a050$eacef7a5@HOME>
References: <200411091740.LAA23696@www.kweb.net>
<031f01c4c6da$4d73a050$eacef7a5@HOME>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200411101524.AA24390010@newtonplks.org>
Our Library received 4 Gateway computers from the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation. In order to install anything the hard drive must be unlocked
with a key, which we do not let patrons have. These are great public access
machines. These computers or something rather similar can be purchased.
Regards,
Tom Taylor
Supervisor
Newton Public Library
720 N Oak St.
Newton, KS 67114
(316) 283-2890
-----Original Message-----

From: "Linda Collison" <kissincousin@earthlink.net>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Tue, 9 Nov 2004 20:03:53 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Windows XP Professional
I am a member of the Napa Valley Genealogical Society where I am also the
Computer Chairperson. We have a problem with a member (or 2) who have used
the computers to access undesirable web sites. Now we are loaded with all
sorts of nasties (parasites, spy ware, etc.) which have been difficult to
remove.
Also, games have been downloaded from the Internet and unwanted programs
installed on the computers. There are also problems with desktop icons being
added, removed and moved. Only a few of our volunteer staff understand
computers. The others wouldn't even realize it if the computer was being
misused right in front of them. We have posted warnings in our monthly
newsletter, as well as on the computers but to no avail.
We are preparing to purchase 3 new computers and I remember reading that XP
Professional has a tool that can eliminate these problems, possibly by doing
a daily restore. It was some month ago that I read this, (possibly from this
group) but at the time I didn?t realize I would someday be needing this
information. I wish I had paid attention!
I realize that XP Home version also has the restore capabilities but, so
far, have not been successful with that tool. Apparently, XP Pro has a more
effective restore tool used for businesses.
How do other libraries deal with this problem? A Firewall program could help
with the Internet problems but wouldn?t help with the unwanted installation
of programs, etc.
I?m open to all suggestions. Thanks
Linda Collison
kissincousin@earthlink.net
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041110/673192ed/
attachment.htm
From k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org Thu Nov 11 14:40:45 2004
From: k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org (Kelly Swartz)
Date: Thu Nov 11 14:25:35 2004
Subject: [Genealib] books for grabs!
Message-ID: <s1937a0c.044@mail.saginawlibrary.org>
Greetings:
Here is another list of books that we are weeding from our collection.
If you are interested in any of the titles, please e-mail me directly
at k.swartz@saginawlibrary.org
I will distribute the books in order of first response. We would
appreciate a donation to cover the cost for postage.

The Great Migration: Immigrants to New England 1634-1635, vol. III
by Robert Charles Anderson, 2003

G-H

Concise Dictionary of American Biography, published by Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1964
Directory of State and Local Periodicals by Milton Crouch & Hans Raum,
1977
Index to Hard-to-Find Information in Genealogical Periodicals by Maud
Quigley, 1980
Genealogist's Bibliography by Cecil R. Humphrey-Smith, 1976
Researcher's Guide to United States Census Availability 1790-1920 by
Ann Hamilton, 1992
You, Too, Can Find Anybody by Joseph J. Culligan, 1993
Genealogical Atlas of the United States of America by George B.
Everton, Jr., 1966
Guide to the National Archives of the United States, 1974
History of the Class of 1872 Cornell University, 1925
Quaker Records by Wendy L. Elliott, 1987
Jewish Notables in America 1776-1865 by Harry Simonhoff, 1956
Thank you!
Kelly Swartz
Kelly Swartz
Genealogy Specialist
Local History & Genealogy Collection
Public Libraries of Saginaw
From hawthorn49 at earthlink.net Thu Nov 11 16:22:44 2004
From: hawthorn49 at earthlink.net (hawthorn49)
Date: Thu Nov 11 16:06:45 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for articles
Message-ID: <12167962.1100208164780.JavaMail.root@huey.psp.pas.earthlink.net>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041111/6ebe97b4/
attachment.htm
From ksmith at aapld.org Thu Nov 11 16:46:34 2004
From: ksmith at aapld.org (Kristen Smith)
Date: Thu Nov 11 16:30:35 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Windows XP Professional
Message-ID: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D3194BA@www.aapld.info>
Deepfreeze is a great program for public computers, but you will need to
remind patrons that they will be unable to save anything to the hard
drive. (It will vanish after shut down.)
A free program reviewed in PC Magazine that might be able to remove some

of the "nasties" you describe is called Ad-aware. I use it on my home
PC and am pleased. I have not had to use it to uninstall anything
really nasty though:
http://www.pcworld.com/resource/printable/article/0,aid,115939,00.asp
Here's a description and download location:
http://www.pcworld.com/downloads/file_description/0,fid,7423,00.asp
You'll want to be careful about restricting patrons from downloading
altogether. There are a lot of "legitimate" downloads including the Mr
Sid and Enhanced Viewer plug-ins on Ancestry, for example.
Good luck.
Sincerely,
Kristen Newton Smith, M.L.S.
Reference & Genealogy Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
Algonquin, IL 60102
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Comanche
Public Library 1
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2004 7:29 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Windows XP Professional
Many libraries have been very successful in using a program called
DEEPFREEZE to avoid many of these problems. It works well for our
library and has saved much grief. Virus protection is also still needed
but DEEPFREEZE does a different function.
It can be set so patrons can not change anything. The administrator can
do anything and downloaded "trash" is wiped out each day so you can
start clean. Ours runs at 05:00 and is fine.
Margaret Waring
Comanche Public Library
Comanche, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: Linda Collison
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Tuesday, November 09, 2004 10:03 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Windows XP Professional
I am a member of the Napa Valley Genealogical Society where I am also
the Computer Chairperson. We have a problem with a member (or 2) who
have used the computers to access undesirable web sites. Now we are
loaded with all sorts of nasties (parasites, spy ware, etc.) which have
been difficult to remove.
Also, games have been downloaded from the Internet and unwanted programs
installed on the computers. There are also problems with desktop icons

being added, removed and moved. Only a few of our volunteer staff
understand computers. The others wouldn't even realize it if the
computer was being misused right in front of them. We have posted
warnings in our monthly newsletter, as well as on the computers but to
no avail.
We are preparing to purchase 3 new computers and I remember reading that
XP Professional has a tool that can eliminate these problems, possibly
by doing a daily restore. It was some month ago that I read this,
(possibly from this group) but at the time I didn't realize I would
someday be needing this information. I wish I had paid attention!
I realize that XP Home version also has the restore capabilities but, so
far, have not been successful with that tool. Apparently, XP Pro has a
more effective restore tool used for businesses.
How do other libraries deal with this problem? A Firewall program could
help with the Internet problems but wouldn't help with the unwanted
installation of programs, etc.
I'm open to all suggestions. Thanks
Linda Collison
kissincousin@earthlink.net

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From kissincousin at earthlink.net Thu Nov 11 16:40:14 2004
From: kissincousin at earthlink.net (Linda Collison)
Date: Thu Nov 11 16:50:37 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Thank you
References: <12167962.1100208164780.JavaMail.root@huey.psp.pas.earthlink.net>
Message-ID: <000201c4c83a$b4848aa0$02c279a5@HOME>
A few days ago I submitted a question regarding problems with patrons going onto
undesireable web sites which infected our computers with worms, parasites etc. A
few also installed unauthroized programs. I recieved back a number of replies
suggesting various solutions. One suggested Centurion Guard, another suggested
Fortress but all others suggested DeepFreeze (Faronics). I did some online
research, then made a call to the company, leaving a message that I was interested
in their product and needed some additional questions answered. Within an hour, I
had 3 different people return my call, making sure I had all my questions answered.
Incredible customer service!
Sometime very important that I learned was if a computer was hit by a virus, simply
rebooting would eliminate the virus. WOW!!!
Thanks you sooooo much for all your help.

What a great group!

Linda Collison
Napa Valley Genealogical Society
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041111/af5260fe/

attachment.htm
From kissincousin at earthlink.net Thu Nov 11 17:23:19 2004
From: kissincousin at earthlink.net (Linda Collison)
Date: Thu Nov 11 17:07:33 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Windows XP Professional
References: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D3194BA@www.aapld.info>
Message-ID: <003701c4c83d$11e7ca20$02c279a5@HOME>
Thank you Kristen. I have also used Adaware and it's great (and free). In fact it
found over 6,000 (yes, six thousand) errors on the 3 computers at the library.
That's why I'm desperate to get DeepFreeze. Also, patrons have no reason to save
anything on the computer so that isn't a problem. They can save to CD or 3 1/2"
floppy.
Thanks for reminding me about the legitimate sites. One of the staff will download
those as they will be the only ones with the password. Since we will be getting
new computers, we would have to do that anyway. The 3 new computers will be used
only for online work and the 3 older computers (that have caddie drives) will be
used only for accessing our collection of approximately 400 CDs.
Linda Collison
----- Original Message ----From: Kristen Smith
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2004 1:46 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Windows XP Professional
Deepfreeze is a great program for public computers, but you will need to
remind patrons that they will be unable to save anything to the hard
drive. (It will vanish after shut down.)
A free
of the
PC and
really

program reviewed in PC Magazine that might be able to remove some
"nasties" you describe is called Ad-aware. I use it on my home
am pleased. I have not had to use it to uninstall anything
nasty though:

http://www.pcworld.com/resource/printable/article/0,aid,115939,00.asp
Here's a description and download location:
http://www.pcworld.com/downloads/file_description/0,fid,7423,00.asp
You'll want to be careful about restricting patrons from downloading
altogether. There are a lot of "legitimate" downloads including the Mr
Sid and Enhanced Viewer plug-ins on Ancestry, for example.
Good luck.
Sincerely,
Kristen Newton Smith, M.L.S.
Reference & Genealogy Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
Algonquin, IL 60102
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Comanche

Public Library 1
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2004 7:29 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Windows XP Professional
Many libraries have been very successful in using a program called
DEEPFREEZE to avoid many of these problems. It works well for our
library and has saved much grief. Virus protection is also still needed
but DEEPFREEZE does a different function.
It can be set so patrons can not change anything. The administrator can
do anything and downloaded "trash" is wiped out each day so you can
start clean. Ours runs at 05:00 and is fine.
Margaret Waring
Comanche Public Library
Comanche, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: Linda Collison
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Tuesday, November 09, 2004 10:03 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Windows XP Professional
I am a member of the Napa Valley Genealogical Society where I am also
the Computer Chairperson. We have a problem with a member (or 2) who
have used the computers to access undesirable web sites. Now we are
loaded with all sorts of nasties (parasites, spy ware, etc.) which have
been difficult to remove.
Also, games have been downloaded from the Internet and unwanted programs
installed on the computers. There are also problems with desktop icons
being added, removed and moved. Only a few of our volunteer staff
understand computers. The others wouldn't even realize it if the
computer was being misused right in front of them. We have posted
warnings in our monthly newsletter, as well as on the computers but to
no avail.
We are preparing to purchase 3 new computers and I remember reading that
XP Professional has a tool that can eliminate these problems, possibly
by doing a daily restore. It was some month ago that I read this,
(possibly from this group) but at the time I didn't realize I would
someday be needing this information. I wish I had paid attention!
I realize that XP Home version also has the restore capabilities but, so
far, have not been successful with that tool. Apparently, XP Pro has a
more effective restore tool used for businesses.
How do other libraries deal with this problem? A Firewall program could
help with the Internet problems but wouldn't help with the unwanted
installation of programs, etc.
I'm open to all suggestions. Thanks
Linda Collison
kissincousin@earthlink.net
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http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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attachment.htm
From wpwolfe at qwest.net Fri Nov 12 00:24:06 2004
From: wpwolfe at qwest.net (William Wolfe)
Date: Fri Nov 12 00:08:09 2004
Subject: [Genealib] partnership agreements
References: <200410201536761.SM00640@D2G7QM51>
Message-ID: <419448F6.4A83737A@qwest.net>
Miranda,
I have been watching the Genealib for a response to your inquiry. The
Boulder Genealogy Society houses its collection in the public library as
a separate entity. We are thinking of proposing a partnership. Would
mind letting me know the kind of responses you are receiving? Also, if
you know of some good contacts, I would appreciate you sending me that
direction.
In advance thank you,
Bill Wolfe
Boulder Genealogy Society
Librarian
Miranda Vanhorn wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello listers,
I?m a reference librarian at a public library in New Jersey. We?re in
the process of moving into our brand new library. One of the
beautiful features in this library is generous space for a local
history collection. We anticipate housing the collection of the local
history commission there along with some of our own local history
materials. We?re also planning that the rooms will be staffed by
history commission volunteers. We would like to write a policy or
agreement that defines our partnership and sharing of materials and
patrons. I?m wondering if there are any librarians on our list-serve
that would be willing to share with us their written policies or
agreements concerning this kind of relationship.
Thanks,
Miranda Van Horn
Cherry Hill Public Library
Cherry Hill, NJ

>
---------------------------------------------------------------> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From mvanhorn at chplnj.org Fri Nov 12 09:19:02 2004
From: mvanhorn at chplnj.org (Miranda Vanhorn)
Date: Fri Nov 12 09:02:51 2004
Subject: [Genealib] partnership agreements
In-Reply-To: <419448F6.4A83737A@qwest.net>
Message-ID: <200411120918335.SM02420@D2G7QM51>
Hello, Bill.
We've received one helpful email and then some promises of scanned or faxed
policies. I have found some helpful guidelines in a few places. Will share
what I've found and will send you a copy of the agreement I've proposed
(which isn't much to bark about) and a copy of final product. A search in
the Genealib archives was somewhat helpful too. I'll give you some
citations for articles too. Will get my day organized first, though, and be
back.
Back soon
Miranda

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of William Wolfe
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2004 12:24 AM
To: mvanhorn@chplnj.org; Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] partnership agreements

Miranda,
I have been watching the Genealib for a response to your inquiry. The
Boulder Genealogy Society houses its collection in the public library as a
separate entity. We are thinking of proposing a partnership. Would mind
letting me know the kind of responses you are receiving? Also, if you know
of some good contacts, I would appreciate you sending me that direction.
In advance thank you,
Bill Wolfe
Boulder Genealogy Society
Librarian
Miranda Vanhorn wrote:
Hello listers,

I'm a reference librarian at a public library in New Jersey. We're in the
process of moving into our brand new library. One of the beautiful features
in this library is generous space for a local history collection. We
anticipate housing the collection of the local history commission there
along with some of our own local history materials. We're also planning that
the rooms will be staffed by history commission volunteers. We would like
to write a policy or agreement that defines our partnership and sharing of
materials and patrons. I'm wondering if there are any librarians on our
list-serve that would be willing to share with us their written policies or
agreements concerning this kind of relationship.
Thanks,
Miranda Van Horn
Cherry Hill Public Library
Cherry Hill, NJ

_____
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-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org Fri Nov 12 09:40:04 2004
From: k.swartz at saginawlibrary.org (Kelly Swartz)
Date: Fri Nov 12 09:24:22 2004
Subject: [Genealib] books for grabs
Message-ID: <s1948501.028@mail.saginawlibrary.org>
Greetings:
All books from my latest "up for grabs" list have been taken. I will
send out e-mails separately to the people who responded first to let
them know which titles I will be sending.
Look for more lists in weeks
to come!
Kelly Swartz
Kelly Swartz
Genealogy Specialist
Local History & Genealogy Collection
Public Libraries of Saginaw
From wpwolfe at qwest.net Fri Nov 12 09:47:39 2004

From: wpwolfe at qwest.net (William Wolfe)
Date: Fri Nov 12 09:31:29 2004
Subject: [Genealib] partnership agreements
References: <200411120918335.SM02420@D2G7QM51>
Message-ID: <4194CD0B.F53800B5@qwest.net>
Miranda,
Thanks for your immediate response. I
materials. Take your time, nothing in
realized you are a fellow Coloradian.
visit you and your facility sometime.
full.

look forward to receiving the
Boulder happens over night. I just
I would like to come down and
I understand the desk being always

Bill
Miranda Vanhorn wrote:
> Hello, Bill.
>
> We?ve received one helpful email and then some promises of scanned or
> faxed policies. I have found some helpful guidelines in a few places.
> Will share what I?ve found and will send you a copy of the agreement
> I?ve proposed (which isn?t much to bark about) and a copy of final
> product. A search in the Genealib archives was somewhat helpful too.
> I?ll give you some citations for articles too. Will get my day
> organized first, though, and be back.
>
> Back soon
>
> Miranda
>
> ----------------------------------------------------------------------> From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of William
> Wolfe
>
> Sent: Friday, November 12, 2004 12:24 AM
> To: mvanhorn@chplnj.org; Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] partnership agreements
>
> Miranda,
>
> I have been watching the Genealib for a response to your inquiry. The
> Boulder Genealogy Society houses its collection in the public library
> as a separate entity. We are thinking of proposing a partnership.
> Would mind letting me know the kind of responses you are receiving?
> Also, if you know of some good contacts, I would appreciate you
> sending me that direction.
>
> In advance thank you,
> Bill Wolfe
> Boulder Genealogy Society
> Librarian
>
> Miranda Vanhorn wrote:
>
>> Hello listers,
>> I?m a reference librarian at a public library in New Jersey. We?re

>> in the process of moving into our brand new library. One of the
>> beautiful features in this library is generous space for a local
>> history collection. We anticipate housing the collection of the
>> local history commission there along with some of our own local
>> history materials. We?re also planning that the rooms will be
>> staffed by history commission volunteers. We would like to write a
>> policy or agreement that defines our partnership and sharing of
>> materials and patrons. I?m wondering if there are any librarians on
>> our list-serve that would be willing to share with us their written
>> policies or agreements concerning this kind of relationship.
>>
>> Thanks,
>>
>> Miranda Van Horn
>>
>> Cherry Hill Public Library
>>
>> Cherry Hill, NJ
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
------------------------------------------------------------->>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>>
>> genealib mailing list
>>
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
---------------------------------------------------------------> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041112/e7359fbf/
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From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Fri Nov 12 13:01:52 2004
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Fri Nov 12 12:45:16 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Deepfreeze and other computer protection software
Message-ID: <7D3DDF19D93C3642931C3EB8803165A91E1B97@mail.winnefox.org>
My tech support expert calls DeepFreeze "indispensable" for use in the
smaller libraries in our system. Note that it does not work with Windows
NT. Here are his comments:
"DeepFreeze is one of a trio of excellent products designed to prevent
any changes to computers, while maintaining the illusion of user
freedom. It is ideal for public computers.

With all three products, a simple reboot will undo anything a user has
done...mass file deleting, viruses, programs, etc. This isn't such a
good thing for home PC's because you would be unable to actually save
anything, install anything, or make any changes.
Besides Faronics' Deep Freeze, Centurion Tech puts out two products:
Centurion Guard and DriveShield. DriveShield is much like Deep Freeze in
that it is a purely software-based solution. It is also about the same
price, but it has an annoying registration flaw. Of the two, I recommend
Deep Freeze unless you have a Windows NT machine because Deep Freeze
will not work with NT for some silly reason.
Centurion Guard is a hardware/software solution that costs about 3 times
as much as the other two. It's a key based system that is more reliable
than Drive Shield.
At OPL we use Centurion Guard almost exclusively. Mostly because cheaper
alternatives were not available when we started doing this. We have
many, many computers in the Winnefox system that have either Deep Freeze
or DriveShield. We recommend it to every small library with public
computers.
We use Fortres as well to lock down the options users have. It keeps
people from roaming the computer to play Solitaire or whatever, but it
is not as critical as Deep Freeze."
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From CLeinaweaver at JerseyHistory.Org Fri Nov 12 21:41:25 2004
From: CLeinaweaver at JerseyHistory.Org (Chad Leinaweaver)
Date: Fri Nov 12 21:41:52 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Thanksgiving Hours for The NJ Historical Society
Message-ID: <B44A7EF0E919D811A97000508B4A99BA042977@EXCHANGE>
Please forgive any cross-postings.
The New Jersey Historical Society will close at 3:00 p.m. Wednesday Nov. 23
and will re-open after the Thanksgiving holiday on Tues. Nov. 30. For
library and museum hours and future programs, please see our website at
http://www.jerseyhistory.org.
Best wishes,
Chad Leinaweaver
Director for the Library
The New Jersey Historical Society
52 Park Place
Newark, NJ 07102
(973) 596-8500
FAX (973) 596-6957
TTY/TDD (800) 852-7899 (NJ Relay Service)
library@jerseyhistory.org
http://www.jerseyhistory.org
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From dforsman at merrimack.lib.nh.us Wed Nov 17 16:59:23 2004
From: dforsman at merrimack.lib.nh.us (Dana Forsman)
Date: Wed Nov 17 16:51:14 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Occupation--Canada 1881 Census--"Juleus" ?
Message-ID: <001001c4ccf0$b2e73250$20717dc7@Diopside1>
Hello Genealib,
I am new to this list. I am hoping someone can tell me the meaning of the word
"juleus," an occupation enumerated on the 1881 Canada Census for the relative of a
patron here.
I've exhausted all sources here and lists (mostly English) of historical
occupations on the web.
I've seen the census doc, so know the spelling is
correct.
Anybody heard of this term?
Help me, Obi-Wan Kenobi; you're my only hope. ......
Help me, Obi-Wan Kenobi; you're my only hope. ......
Dana Forsman
Reference/YA Librarian
Merrimack Public Library
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From ECole at oakville.ca Wed Nov 17 17:25:31 2004
From: ECole at oakville.ca (ECole@oakville.ca)
Date: Wed Nov 17 17:09:24 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Elise Cole/Central Library/Oakville is out of the office.
Message-ID: <OF832E8429.E113ECBE-ON85256F4F.007B2F9D-85256F4F.007B2F9D@oakville.ca>
I will be out of the office starting
11/18/2004.

11/17/2004 and will not return until

If you require more immediate assistance, please contact AskUs!, our e-mail
reference service at oplreference@oakville.ca. I will respond to your
e-mail upon my return.
From OTugarina at nehgs.org Thu Nov 18 15:50:19 2004
From: OTugarina at nehgs.org (Tugarina, Olga)
Date: Thu Nov 18 15:40:29 2004
Subject: [Genealib] FW: Periodicals available, A-H
Message-ID: <732716B256AE3F4991AF61EACAA7FC4501A95A15@MAIL_NEHGS>

-----Original Message----From: Tugarina, Olga
Sent: Thursday, November 18, 2004 3:43 PM
To: 'genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: Periodicals available, A-H
To Librarians Serving Genealogists:

We are offering the following periodicals to libraries and ask that shipping
costs of $3.00 or more be reimbursed. Please send requests off-list, along
with your shipping address, to otugarina@nehgs.org
<mailto:jmaguire@nehgs.org> , and we will let you know which items are still
available. The deadline is Friday, Dec. 10.
We hope many of you will find something you can use.

Good luck!

Olga Tugarina
Technical Services Assistant
New England Historic Genealogical Society
101 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02116
otugarina@nehgs.org
The American Archivist
v.50#4(1987)
American Baptist Quarterly
v.21#4(2002)
v.22#1,2,3,4(2003)
American Libraries
v.32#8(2001)
Ancestry [Orem, Utah]
v.13#5(1995)
v.15#2-5(1997)
v.18#5(2000) v.19#1(2001)

v.16#2,3,6(1998)
v.22#1(2004) [2 c.]

v.17#6(1999)

APG Newsletter
v.4#7(1982)
Archiv fur Sippenforschung
#25(1967)
Archival Anecdotes
v.6#4(2001)
v.7#1(2002)

v.8#1(2003)

v.9#1(2004)[2 c.]

Big Bend Register : Grant County Gen. Society
v.20#1,2,3,4(2000)
v.22#1(2001)
Biuletyn Korzenie
v.13#1(2002)
Bits of Bunkum
v.6#2(2003)
Black Hills Nuggets
v.20#1,2,3(1987)

v.27#1,2,3,4(1994)

The Book : Newsletter of the Program in the History of the Book in American
Culture
#46 (1998)
#.63(2004)
Bowdoin College : Report of the President, 1985-1986
Branching Out from St Clair County Illinois
v.5#1(1978)

Bulletin: the Carolinas Gen. Society
v.36#4(1999-2000)
The Bulletin : Chester District. Gen. Society
v.7#4(1984)
v.8-10(1985-87) [bound]
v.11-13(1988-90) [bound]
v.9#1,2(1986)
v.14#1,2(1991)
v.15[14?]#4(1991)
v.26#3(2002)
v.27#3,4(2003)
v.28#1,2(2004)
The Bulletin : Eastern Washington Gen. Society
v.26#1,2,3(1989)
v.27#1(1990)
Bulletin : Genealogical Forum of Oregon
v.40#2(1990)
v.44(1994-95),Index
v.45#1,2,4(1995-96)
v.46(1996-97)
v.47#1,3,4(1997-98)
v.48(1998-99)
v.49(1999-2000)
Bulletin of the Genealogical Society of Old Tryon County
v.7(1979)
v.8(1980)
v.9#1,2,3(1981)
Bulletin of VA-NC Piedmont Gen. Society
v.5#3 (1983)
Bulletin of the Watchcom Gen. Society
v.16(1985/86) v.17#1,2[2 c.],3(1986/87)
Cape Cod Genealogical Society Bulletin
v.19#3,4(1993)
v.20#4(1994)
v.22#1,2&3,4(1996)
v.26#2(2000)

v.18(1987/88)
v.21#3(1995)

Chart and Quill : Northeastern Nevada Gen. Society
v.4#2(1982)
Children of the American Revolution Magazine
v.103#3,4(2003)
v.104#1(2004)
The Chronicles of Oklahoma
v.80#3,4(2002)
v.81#1,2,3,4(2003)
Connecticut Nutmegger
v.4(1971/72)
v.5(1972/73)
v.9(1976/77) v.10(1977/78)

v.6(1973/74)

v.7(1974/75)

Detroit Society for Genealogical Research Magazine
v.27#2,4(1963-64)
v.3#1,2,3,4(1967-67) v.31#4(1968)
v.32#1,2,3(1968-69)
v.34#1,2,3,5(1970-71)
v.35#1,2,3,4,5(1971-720
v.36#1,3,5(1972-73)
v.38#1,2,3,4,5(1974-75)
v.39#1,2,3,4,5(1975-76)
v.40#1,2,3,4,5(1976-77)
v.41#1,2,3,4,5(1977-78)
v.42#1,2,3,4,5(1978-79)
v.43#3(1980)
v.45#1,2,3,4(1981-82)
v.47#2(1983)
v.56#1,2,3(199293)
v.66#2(2003)
v.67#1(2003)
Dubh Ghlase
v.28#3(2002)
The Dutch Settlers Society of Albany
v.13-14(1937-39)
Eatonian News
#18(1957)

v.8(1975/76)

v.55#2,3,4(1992)

Etonian News
#15(1954)
Essex Institute Historical Collection
v.70#2(1934)
Everton's Family History Magazine
v.56#6(2002)
Everton's Genealogical Helper
v.47#1,3,4(1993)
v.48#3,4,5,6(1994)
v.49#1,2,3,5,6(1995)
v.50(1996)
v.52(1998)
v.53#2-6(1999)
v.54#1(2000)
Falmouth Gen. Society Newsletter
v.5#4(1993)
Familia : Ulster Genealogical Review
v.2#1(1985)
Family Chronicle
v.3#2,3(1998-99)
v.7#3,4[2 c.](2003)

v.4#1,3,5,6(1999-2000)
v.8#2[2 c.](2003)

v.5#2,4(2000-01)

Family history : the journal of the Institute of Heraldic and Genealogical
Studies
v.18#147(1996)-150(1997)
v.19#155(1998)-160(1999)
Family Tree Magazine [Cincinnati, Ohio]
v.1#1,2,3,4(2000)
v.2#1,6[2 c.](2001)
v.4#2(2003)

v.3#1[2 c.],2,3,5(2002)

Family Tree Magazine [Huntingdon, England]
v.18#5(2002)
Florida Lines
v.21#2,3(2003)
Fond du Lac County Genealogical Society newsletter
v.22#3,4(2001-02)
Footnotes : Georgia Historical Society
v.30 #1(2004)
Footprints : Fort Worth Genealogical Society
v.11#3(1968)
Four States Genealogist
v.1#1(1968/69)
Genealogical Journal [Utah Gen. Association]
v.1(1972)
v.2#4(1973)
v.3#1,2(1974)
v.30#1&2(2002)

v.4(1975)

The Genealogical Record : the Houston Genealogical Forum
v.40#3(1998)
v.41#1,3,4(1999)
v.42(2000)
G?n?alogie et Histoire de la Cara?be
#168(2004)

The Genealogist
v.7-8 (1986-87)

v.11(1997)

v.12(1998)

The Genealogists' Magazine
v.1#1(1925) v.28#3(2004)
The Genealogist's Note Book
v.1#7(1899)
The Genealogy Club Bulletin
#2(1946)
Generations : Manitoba Gen. Society
v.25#2(200) [2 c.]
Generations : New Brunswick Gen. Society
#27-34(1986-87)
#35-42(1988-89)
Greene Genes
v.1(1988)

v.2(1989)

The Guilford Genealogist
v.22#1,2,4(1994-95)
Hamptonian, 1984 : Hampton, Virginia
Heart of Texas Records
v.20#4(1977)
The Herald : Montgomery County Gen. & Hist. Society
v.11(1988)
Heritage Quest
#30,31(1990)
#32-37(1991) #43-45,47,48(1993)
#49-54(1994)
#55-60(1995) #61-63,66(1996)
#67-72(1997)
#73-78(1998)
#79-83(1999) #90(2000)
History Magazine
v.1#1(1999)
The Hoosier Genealogist
v.43#3,4(2003)
The Howland Quarterly
v.68#3(2003)
Huguenot Families
#9(2003)
The Huntsville Historical Review
v.6#3&4(1976)
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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Thu Nov 18 20:18:01 2004
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)

Date: Thu Nov 18 20:01:07 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Reliquary's twelfth issue has been posted.
Message-ID: <16A9005EDEB2D611BDE000306E015F1601741C51@chinn1.pwc.ad>
You are invited to view and download the latest edition of Prince
William Reliquary, a quarterly genealogical and historical magazine for
Prince William County, Virginia. To view it requires version 5.0 of
Adobe Acrobat, available as a free download.
http://www.pwcgov.org/default.aspx?topic=040034001060001600
<http://www.pwcgov.org/default.aspx?topic=040034001060001600>
Contents of the October 2004 issue include:
*
The Bristoe Tract - Rent Rolls, Map and History, by Darlene L.
Hunter. The early history of the area between Brentsville and Bristow,
Virginia, is illuminated by an important map prepared in 1824.
*
A List of Women [Voters] in Prince William County ... 1923, by
Ronald R. Turner. The earliest compiled list of females eligible to
vote, arranged by magisterial district.
*
1850 Federal Slave Schedules, Prince William County, by Beverly
R. Veness. A complete transcription with pages restored to their
original order.
*
Memorial notices for local historians John K. Gott, Joel J.
Thrasher, and Sarah M. Turner.
*

A gazetteer description of Prince William County in 1852.

*

A brief history of the spa at Sudley Springs.

You may use Control+F to search the text for keywords of interest to
you.
We invite your comments and submissions.
Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center (RELIC)
for Genealogy and Local History
Bull Run Regional Library
8051 Ashton Avenue
Manassas, Virginia 20109
(703) 792-4540
(703) 792-4520 (fax)
www.pwcgov.org/library/
<http://mydesktop/adminapps/enotifications/www.pwcgov.org/library/>
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From cribbswh at gmail.com Fri Nov 19 05:01:53 2004
From: cribbswh at gmail.com (Bill Cribbs)
Date: Fri Nov 19 04:46:08 2004
Subject: [Genealib] GenealogyBuff.com
Message-ID: <4058421b041119020131ff0645@mail.gmail.com>
To Librarians who have public computers,
Recently I unveiled a project called "GenealogyBuff.com" at
http://www.genealogybuff.com
This site allows one to input a surname, after which several lists of
major database links will result.
These links are "pre-fitted with
the surname so that the researcher can simply click on the desired
link and a new window will open showing all entries for the desired
surname.
GenealogyBuff.com also has a growing library section.
At this time,
only United States data is being added; international data will
eventually be included.
My other projects include:
Obituary Central
http://www.obitcentral.com
Obituary Links Page
http://www.obitlinkspage.com
Marriage Search Engines
http://www.genlookups.com/marriages/
Surname Search Utility
http://surnames.obitlinkspage.com
Historical & Genealogical Societies
http://hs.obitlinkspage.com
Thank you,
-Bill Cribbs
GenealogyBuff.com
http://www.genealogybuff.com
From cjack at unb.ca Fri Nov 19 07:38:15 2004
From: cjack at unb.ca (Christine Jack)
Date: Fri Nov 19 07:22:12 2004
Subject: [Genealib] russian genealogy
Message-ID: <419DB0F7.31705.198080@localhost>
Hi!
This is very unfamiliar territory for me and I was hoping someone
out there could help give me some direction. I am trying to help get
someone started whose family member came to Nova Scotia
Canada as a defector in the '50s. Also is there a book on Russian
surnames because the surname they now use (Fetinko) may have
been modified from the original. Help!!
Thanx in advance,
Christine
Unversity of New Brunswick
From ECole at oakville.ca Fri Nov 19 08:04:09 2004
From: ECole at oakville.ca (ECole@oakville.ca)

Date: Fri Nov 19 07:48:03 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Elise Cole/Central Library/Oakville is out of the office.
Message-ID: <OF17E7E0BB.C1FF7AA0-ON85256F51.0047CAA8-85256F51.0047CAB1@oakville.ca>
I will be out of the office starting
11/22/2004.

11/19/2004 and will not return until

If you require more immediate assistance, please contact AskUs!, our e-mail
reference service at oplreference@oakville.ca. I will respond to your
e-mail upon my return.
From OTugarina at nehgs.org Fri Nov 19 09:37:50 2004
From: OTugarina at nehgs.org (Tugarina, Olga)
Date: Fri Nov 19 09:27:54 2004
Subject: [Genealib] FW: Periodicals available, I-Z
Message-ID: <732716B256AE3F4991AF61EACAA7FC4501A95A1E@MAIL_NEHGS>

-----Original Message----From: Tugarina, Olga
Sent: Friday, November 19, 2004 9:35 AM
To: 'genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: FW: Periodicals available, I-Z
To Librarians Serving Genealogists:
We are offering the following periodicals to libraries and ask that shipping
costs of $3.00 or more be reimbursed. Please send requests off-list, along
with your shipping address, to otugarina@nehgs.org
<mailto:jmaguire@nehgs.org> , and we will let you know which items are still
available. The deadline is Friday, Dec. 10.
We hope many of you will find something you can use.
Olga Tugarina
Technical Services Assistant
New England Historic Genealogical Society
101 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02116
otugarina@nehgs.org

Good luck!

Idaho Genealogical Society Quarterly
v.43#1(2000)
Illinois State Genealogical Society Newsletter
v.24 #4(2003)
Information Bulletin (Library of Congress)
v.61#11(2002)
Journal of County Louth Archaeological Society
v.14#2(1958)
v.14#3(1959)
v.14#4(1960)
The Journal : German-Texan Heritage Society
v.24#1(2002)
The Kansas City Genealogist

v.18#3(1978)

v.25#1/2, 3/4(1984-85)

Kent Family History Society Journal
v.9#12(2001)
Kin Xions
2000, 2001
L'Estuaire g?n?alogique
#49-52(1994) #54(1995)-59(1996)
Linkage for Ancestral Research
v.3#1(1969)
v.4#3(1970)

#61(1997)-71(1999)

#74(2000)

v.5#1,2(1971)

Links (Vermont French-Canadian Gen. Soc.)
v.6#2(2002)
A Lot of Bunkum
v.17#4(1996:Nov.)
Louisiana Genealogical Register
v.46#1(1999)
MASSOG
v.27#1,2(2003)
Mayflower Quarterly
v.66#3(2000)
v.67#3(2001)

v.68#1(2002)

The Mirror, 1965 : Waltham Senior High School, Mass.
Mistletoe Leaves
v.33#1-2,4-7,9-12(2002)

v.34#1-5, 7-12(2003)

The Morse Society Newsletter
#67(1992)
Nase Rodina
v.15#4(2003)
National Genealogical Society Quarterly
v.82#2(1994)
v.85#3(1997) v.86#1,2,3(1998)
v.88#4(2000)
v.90#2(2002)
NCGS News
v.26#1-4(2002)

v.87#2,3,(1999)

v.27#1-4(2003)

The Nebraska and Midwest Genealogical Forum
v.1#2,3(1923) v.4#1(1926)
v.5#1,3,4(1927)
v.7#1,2(1929) v.8#4(1930)
v.9#3/4(1931)
v.11#3(1933)
v.12#1,2(1934)
v.15(1936)
Network to Freedom
(Summer:2003)
The New Bostonian
Fall 2000
The New Hampshire Genealogical Record

v.6#1/2(1928)
v.10(1932)
v.16(1937)

v.7#4(1990)

v.8#2&3(1991) [2 c.], #4(1991)

v.11#1&2(1994)

New Hampshire Society of Genealogists Newsletter
v.23#2(2003)
v.24#1,2(2004)
News 'N Notes
v.32#5(2000)
Newsletter (New York Irish History Roundtable)
Fall 2003
Newsletter of the Parke Society
v.15#1(1978)
v.16(1979)
v.17(1980)
v.18#1,2(1981)
v.19(1982)
v.20(1983)
v.21#1,3(1984)
v.22(1985)
v.23(1986)
v.24#1,3(1987)
v.25(1988)
v.26(1989)
v.27(1990)
v.28(1991)
v.29(1992)
v.30(1993)
v.31(1994)
v.32(1995)
v.33(1996)
v.34(1997)
v.35#3(1998) v.36#2,3(1999) v.37(2000)
v.38#1(2001) [2c.]
v.40#1(2003)
NGS Newsletter
v.16#1(1990)
NGS Newsmagazine
v.26#1,5(2000)
North Carolina Historical Review
v.47#4(1970)
Notes & Queries for Somerset and Dorset
v.34#343(1996)
OHS Bulletin
#138-141(2003)
Olympia Genealogical Society Quarterly
v.15#1,2,3(1989)
v.16#1,2,3(1990)
Oregon Gen. Society Bulletin
v.16#1,3,4,5,6(1977-78)
Oregon Gen. Society Bulletin
v.26#1-4(1987-88)
v.27#1,2,3(1988-89)
v.29#1(1990)
Palatine Immigrant
v.26#4(2001)
v.27#2,3,4(2002)

v.28#1,2,3,4(2002-03)

Parkes Family News
v.13#1(1975) [2 c.]
Past Tracks : Green Valley Gen. Society
v.11#2,3,4,5,6,7(2003-04)
v.12#1(2004)
Pennsylvania Genealogical Magazine
v.27#2(1971)
Piedmont Lineages
v.16#3(1994)

v.28#1-4(1989-90)

Pike, 1996-97, Mass.
The Pine Cone and Tassel
v.1#1(2003)
Pitt County Genealogical Quarterly
v.3#1(1996)
POINT : the American Network of Italian Genealogy
Annual Directory #14(2002)
Practical Family History
#56(2002)
The Prospector : Clark Co. Nevada Gen. Society
v.12(1992)
v.13(1993)
v.14#1(1994)
The Quarterly : Local History & Gen. Society, TX.
v.6#2(1960)
v.9#1,3,4(1963)
v.10#1(1964)
Reflections, 1972 : Belmont High School, Mass
Relatively Speaking : Alberta Gen. Society
v.23#2(1995)
The Researcher : Tacoma Genealogical Society
v.12 (1980-81)
Rev. Christopher Yonges Family Newsletter
#40(2003)
#41(2004)
#42(2004)
Ridge Runners
v.2(1973)-5(1976)

v.6(1976)[2 c.] v.7(1976)-11(1978)

Roane ramblings
v.8#1-4(1992)
Rodziny
v.16#1(1993)-v.21#2((1998)

v.9#1,3(1993)

v.10#1,3,5(1994)

v.22#1(1999)

Roots and Leaves : Eastern Nebraska Gen. Soc.
v.24#4(1999)
v.25#1-4(2000)
Roots Users Group of Arlington, VA Newsletter
v.13#4(2001:Apr.)
Salisburian
v.1#3(1918)
The Searchers : Central Massachusetts Gen. Soc.
v.1#2,3((1994)
v.2(1994-95)
v.3(1995-96)
v.4#1-3,5-6(1996-97) v.5#4(1998)
The Searcher : Newsletter of the Gen. Research Society of
Pennsylvania
v.4#4(1999)
Southern Roots & Shoots

Northeastern

v.14#2(1998)
Stirpes : Texas State Gen. Society Quarterly
v.2/3(1962/63)[bound] v.8/9(1968-/69)[bound]
v.19#1(1979)
v.21#3,4(1981)
v.22#4(1982)

17/18(1977/78)[bound]

The Tallow Light
v.9:no.2(1974/75)
Texarkana U.S.A. Quarterly
v.27(2000)
The Tracer : Hamilton County Chapter of Ohio Gen. Soc.
v.20#4(1999)
v.21#1,3,Index(2000) v.22#1(2001)
Trail Breakers
v.13#3,4(1986/87)
Treasure Hunt [Missisquoi Hist. Society]
#1-5
Treasure State Lines
v.1#1,2,4(1976)
v.1-2

v.2(1977)

v.12-13(1987-88)

Tri-City Gen. Society Bulletin
v.12#2,3,4(1972)
v.13#1,3,4(1973)
v.15#3,4(1975)
v.16#1(1976)
UGA news
v.31#1,2[2 c.] (2002)

v.14(1974)

v.32#5(2003)

Update : Yorkshire Archaeological Society Newsletter
#19,21 (2003)
Wake Treasures
v.7(1997)

v.8(1998)

Wiltshire Family History Society
#91(2003)
#92(2004)

v.9(1999)
#93(2004)

Wiltshire Notes & Queries
#25-48(1899-1904)
Wisconsin Families
v.1#1,2,3,4(1940-41)
Wisconsin State Gen. Society Newsletter
v.23(1976/77)
Yakima Valley Gen. Society Bulletin
v.1#2,3,4(1969)
v.2#3(1970)
v.22#1,2,3,4(1990)

v.21#2,3,4(1989)

Zeitschrift f?r niederdeutsche Familienkunde
v.71#3,4(1996)
v.73#1[2 c.],3,4(1998) v.74#1,3,4(1999)
v.75#1,2,3(2000)
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From history at eok.lib.ok.us Fri Nov 19 11:05:32 2004
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (MPL Genealogy)
Date: Fri Nov 19 10:53:40 2004
Subject: [Genealib] russian genealogy
In-Reply-To: <419DB0F7.31705.198080@localhost>
Message-ID: <001101c4ce51$9916d620$af28a8c0@genealogy>
Eighteen years ago I helped a person at the Dallas Public Library with a
similar question. I used a book on Russian surnames to start the
search. FirstSearch has 41 records under the two keywords of "Russian"
and "surnames." While I do not remember the title of the book I used
years ago, I do remember that I had to first figure out what the naming
patterns were before a suitable answer could be found for the patron.
Today, I would also add the use of a modern Russian-English dictionary.
I would ask the patron if their surname has a meaning. It might be
possible to reverse-engineer the name change this way.
Good luck,
Wally Waits
Muskogee Public Library
Local History/Genealogy Libn.
history@eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657 x257
"At most living memory endures for a hundred years or so. Thereafter,
even the barest outline of the past is forgotten, unless it is recorded
in writing..." John Morris in Londinium: London in the Roman Empire, p.
205.

From SCorey7289 at aol.com Fri Nov 19 11:34:25 2004
From: SCorey7289 at aol.com (SCorey7289@aol.com)
Date: Fri Nov 19 11:18:40 2004
Subject: [Genealib] russian genealogy
Message-ID: <1ec.2e450f5f.2ecf7a91@aol.com>
I would strart with any of these sites:
http://www.cyndislist.com/easteuro.htm
http://www.cyndislist.com/germruss.htm
http://www.rootsweb.com/~ruswgw/
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From dbutta at glenviewpl.org Fri Nov 19 14:28:44 2004
From: dbutta at glenviewpl.org (Deena Butta)
Date: Fri Nov 19 14:12:36 2004
Subject: [Genealib] russian genealogy

In-Reply-To: <419DB0F7.31705.198080@localhost>
Message-ID: <008001c4ce6d$fd537a00$b901a8c0@GPL.LIB>
Hi--Perhaps this book could help in this situation:
Shea, Jonathan D.
TITLE:
guide
documents.
PUBINFO:
2002.
DESCRIPT:
NOTES1:
467-469)
SUBJECT1:
etc.
SUBJECT2:
SUBJECT3:

In their words : a genealogist's translation
to Polish, German, Latin, and Russian
Volume two, Russian
New Britain, CT : Language & Lineage Press,
x, 486 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p.
and index.
Russian language--Glossaries, vocabularies,
Russian language--Translating into English.
Registers of births, etc.--Russia--Handbooks,
manuals, etc.

I am not sure how much it contains about surnames; but it may contain some
other leads.
deena
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Christine Jack
Sent: Friday, November 19, 2004 6:38 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] russian genealogy
Hi!
This is very unfamiliar territory for me and I was hoping someone
out there could help give me some direction. I am trying to help get
someone started whose family member came to Nova Scotia
Canada as a defector in the '50s. Also is there a book on Russian
surnames because the surname they now use (Fetinko) may have
been modified from the original. Help!!
Thanx in advance,
Christine
Unversity of New Brunswick _______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From RRoberts at cslib.org

Fri Nov 19 16:29:46 2004

From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Fri Nov 19 16:15:35 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Advisory - CT 1934 Aerial Survey Photos
Message-ID: <s19e1f93.048@ns2.cslib.org>
Advisory
1934 Aerial Survey Photographs
Portions of the State Library's collection of the 1934 Aerial Survey
Photographs will be closed, on a rotating basis, beginning November 23,
2004.
This one and a half year-long State Library project will preserve the
photographs and make the images more accessible.
The collection will be closed in nine batches of 1000 photographs each.
Posted below are the current and projected closings.
Photo numbers
Towns included from Index Sheet
#'s
Closed
Projected re-opening
7247- 8458 1, 2, 8, 9, 11, 17, 22, 24
Nov. 23, 2004
Feb. 15,
2005
35- 1380
3, 6, 7, 14 ,28, 29, 30 Jan. 3,
2005 March 31, 2005
1381-2457
5, 6, 12, 13, 21, 22
Feb. 10,
2005 May 10, 2005
INSTEAD, SEE THE MOSAIC OF THESE PHOTOS in the form of photo-mosaic
sheets that can be requested from the State Archives. The photo-mosaic
images are also available ONLINE through the University of ConnecticutMap and Geographic Information Center (MAGIC) at:
http://www.cslib.org/aerialsonline.htm

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From mepetersen at dustdevil.com Sun Nov 21 07:35:02 2004
From: mepetersen at dustdevil.com (Marvin and Eudora Petersen)
Date: Sun Nov 21 07:18:39 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Occupation--Canada 1881 Census--"Juleus" ?
References: <001001c4ccf0$b2e73250$20717dc7@Diopside1>
Message-ID: <002601c4cfc6$86c8d740$038df404@EudoraOffice>
Dana

One of the members of the Cloud County Genealogical Society that does quite
abit of French Canadian research suggested you try a Latin dictionary. She uses

one along with French frequently in some of her research. I may have more later as
this has twicked her interest.
Eudora Petersen
Cloud County Genealogical Society
Concordia, KS.
----- Original Message ----From: Dana Forsman
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2004 3:59 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Occupation--Canada 1881 Census--"Juleus" ?
Hello Genealib,
I am new to this list. I am hoping someone can tell me the meaning of the word
"juleus," an occupation enumerated on the 1881 Canada Census for the relative of a
patron here.
I've exhausted all sources here and lists (mostly English) of historical
occupations on the web.
I've seen the census doc, so know the spelling is
correct.
Anybody heard of this term?
Help me, Obi-Wan Kenobi; you're my only hope. ......
Help me, Obi-Wan Kenobi; you're my only hope. ......
Dana Forsman
Reference/YA Librarian
Merrimack Public Library
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From cjack at UNB.ca Mon Nov 22 08:05:03 2004
From: cjack at UNB.ca (Christine Jack)
Date: Mon Nov 22 07:49:08 2004
Subject: [Genealib] russian genealogy
In-Reply-To: <008001c4ce6d$fd537a00$b901a8c0@GPL.LIB>
References: <419DB0F7.31705.198080@localhost>
Message-ID: <41A1ABBF.29604.37B9EE@localhost>
Thank you all for good advice!
Christine
On 19 Nov 2004 at 13:28, Deena Butta wrote:
> Hi-->
> Perhaps this book could help in this situation:
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>

Shea, Jonathan D.
TITLE:
guide
documents.
PUBINFO:
2002.
DESCRIPT:
NOTES1:
467-469)
SUBJECT1:
etc.
SUBJECT2:
SUBJECT3:

In their words : a genealogist's translation
to Polish, German, Latin, and Russian
Volume two, Russian
New Britain, CT : Language & Lineage Press,
x, 486 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p.
and index.
Russian language--Glossaries, vocabularies,
Russian language--Translating into English.
Registers of births, etc.--Russia--Handbooks,
manuals, etc.

I am not sure how much it contains about surnames; but it may contain some
other leads.
deena
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Christine Jack
Sent: Friday, November 19, 2004 6:38 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] russian genealogy
Hi!
This is very unfamiliar territory for me and I was hoping someone
out there could help give me some direction. I am trying to help get
someone started whose family member came to Nova Scotia
Canada as a defector in the '50s. Also is there a book on Russian
surnames because the surname they now use (Fetinko) may have
been modified from the original. Help!!
Thanx in advance,
Christine
Unversity of New Brunswick _______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From MMannixFCPL at aol.com

Mon Nov 22 12:24:31 2004

From: MMannixFCPL at aol.com (MMannixFCPL@aol.com)
Date: Mon Nov 22 12:08:26 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Help ... seeking NGSQ Article
Message-ID: <4408AA7F.6D308F34.38AE8305@aol.com>
Hello All:
Hoping someone will take pity on me and assist me. I have an urgent need for an
article from Volume 8 (pp.19-26) of the National Genealogical Society Quarterly.
Have not been able to get it, so far, through our state's ill system. Could
someone please fax it to me? Would be happy to send a check in return if fee is
involved, or fax you an ALA ill form, or be your friend forever, or do almost
anything else you would like me to do to get this?
Help!!
Happy to provide more details -- like the title and author, or anyone can help me
out.
Much thanks for any consideration.
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix, M.A., M.L.S.
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Central Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From RRoberts at cslib.org Mon Nov 22 12:50:57 2004
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Mon Nov 22 12:36:47 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Help ... seeking NGSQ Article
Message-ID: <s1a1e0cd.054@ns2.cslib.org>
Mary -- I can get it off to you as soon as you send me your FAX number.

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
>>> MMannixFCPL@aol.com 11/22/04 12:24PM >>>
Hello All:
Hoping someone will take pity on me and assist me. I have an urgent
need for an article from Volume 8 (pp.19-26) of the National
Genealogical Society Quarterly. Have not been able to get it, so far,
through our state's ill system. Could someone please fax it to me?
Would be happy to send a check in return if fee is involved, or fax you
an ALA ill form, or be your friend forever, or do almost anything else

you would like me to do to get this?
Help!!
Happy to provide more details -- like the title and author, or anyone
can help me out.
Much thanks for any consideration.
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix, M.A., M.L.S.
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Central Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us Mon Nov 22 13:23:26 2004
From: nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Mon Nov 22 13:03:34 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Tennessee War of 1812 book
Message-ID: <41A22E9E.A019B9A1@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
Genealibbers:
Does anyone know if the following title is still available for
purchase? I've looked at several vendor sites without success.
Allen, Penelope Johnson. Tennessee Soldiers in the War of 1812:
Regiments of Col. Allcorn and Col. Allison.
TIA,
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1210 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Phone: 817-410-3429
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
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From LGPrescott at nehgs.org Mon Nov 22 14:09:49 2004
From: LGPrescott at nehgs.org (Prescott, Laura)
Date: Mon Nov 22 14:00:25 2004
Subject: [Genealib] NEHG Register online free for Thanksgiving weekend
Message-ID: <732716B256AE3F4991AF61EACAA7FC4501775F96@MAIL_NEHGS>
Greetings fellow genealib listers!

If you or your patrons have ever wanted to search The New England Historical

and Genealogical Register online for free, check out
www.NewEnglandAncestors.org <http://www.NewEnglandAncestors.org>
Thanksgiving. Spread the word, and Happy Thanksgiving!

on

A Feast of Ancestors! NEHGS Offers Free Access to the Register Online over
Thanksgiving Weekend!<?xml:namespace prefix = o ns =
"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" />

The New England Historic Genealogical Society (NEHGS) is pleased to offer
free access to its New England Historical and Genealogical Register database
on NewEnglandAncestors.org over the Thanksgiving holiday weekend! The
database will be free to everyone from Thursday, November 25, through
Sunday, November 28, 2004. We encourage all NEHGS members to spread the word
about this offering, and we hope that those who are not members are able to
find a veritable feast of ancestors in the Register database!

Published quarterly since 1847, The New England Historical and Genealogical
Register is the flagship journal of American genealogy and the oldest
journal in the field. The online database includes issues from 1847 to 1994.

The Register has featured articles on a wide variety of topics since its
inception, including vital records, church records, tax records, land and
probate records, cemetery transcriptions, obituaries, and historical essays.
Authoritative compiled genealogies have been the centerpiece of the Register
for more than 150 years. Thousands of New England families have been treated
in the pages of the journal and many more are referenced in incidental ways
throughout. The articles in the Register range from short pieces correcting
errors in print or solving unusual problems to larger treatments that reveal
family origins or present multiple generations of a family.

While gathered with family over the Thanksgiving weekend, this offering is a
unique opportunity to search for ancestors, New England families, notables,
and more in one of America's most prestigious genealogical journals. Details
on how to obtain free access to the Register will be available beginning on
Thanksgiving, Thursday, November 25, on the home page of the NEHGS website,
www.NewEnglandAncestors.org <http://www.newenglandancestors.org/> .
Laura G. Prescott
Director of Marketing
<mailto:lgprescott@nehgs.org> lgprescott@nehgs.org
New England Historic Genealogical Society
617-226-1252
508-788-9500 fax
PO Box 5089, Framingham, MA 01701
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From MMannixFCPL at aol.com Mon Nov 22 14:34:54 2004
From: MMannixFCPL at aol.com (MMannixFCPL@aol.com)
Date: Mon Nov 22 14:18:50 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Help ... seeking NGSQ Article - thanks!!!!!11
Message-ID: <68B368F1.6E9F9E87.38AE8305@aol.com>
Richard, thank you, thank you, thank you. Goodness, yes, I should have included my
fax (hitting forehead with palm of hand), which is 301-696-2905, the article is by
Michael Gruber and is titled "Tombstone Inscriptions, Frederick, Maryland". Much
thanks!!! I actually have two different patrons looking for this same article and
the same time. Please, let me know if I can ever assist you in anyway. Mary
-Mary K. Mannix, M.A., M.L.S.
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Central Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From RRoberts at cslib.org Mon Nov 22 14:59:33 2004
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Mon Nov 22 14:45:27 2004
Subject: [Genealib] CT State Library closed this Thurs.
Message-ID: <s1a1fef7.049@ns2.cslib.org>
All State Library facilities will be closed Thurs. Nov. 25 for
Thanksgiving. Regular hours resume Fri. Nov. 26. The Library and Museum
of Connecticut History will be open on Sat. Nov. 27.

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From PilgrimPress at aol.com Mon Nov 22 15:28:22 2004
From: PilgrimPress at aol.com (PilgrimPress@aol.com)
Date: Mon Nov 22 15:12:23 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy book featured in The Gilroy Dispatch newspaper
Message-ID: <ce.5c39fdea.2ed3a5e6@aol.com>
Here is a link to the Nov 5, 2004 edition of The Gilroy Dispatch
newspaper (outside of San Francisco, CA) which has an informative article on the
new
genealogy book, "The Cheek Family Chronicles".
http://www.gilroydispatch.com/lifestyles/contentview.asp?c=130662
The actual website for the book itself is here:
http://cheekfamilychronicles.homestead.com/CheekFamilyChronicles.html
-------------- next part --------------
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From ebireland at earthlink.net Mon Nov 22 16:13:11 2004
From: ebireland at earthlink.net (Everett B. Ireland)
Date: Mon Nov 22 15:56:57 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Help ... seeking NGSQ Article
In-Reply-To: <4408AA7F.6D308F34.38AE8305@aol.com>
References: <4408AA7F.6D308F34.38AE8305@aol.com>
Message-ID: <41A25667.3060408@earthlink.net>
Mary:
I assume someone has mentioned that this issue of NGSQ is on a CD from
Family Tree Maker. If you don't get any help on this I could email you
these pages, I believe.
Everett Ireland
MMannixFCPL@aol.com wrote:
>Hello All:
>
>Hoping someone will take pity on me and assist me. I have an urgent need for an
article from Volume 8 (pp.19-26) of the National Genealogical Society Quarterly.
Have not been able to get it, so far, through our state's ill system. Could
someone please fax it to me? Would be happy to send a check in return if fee is
involved, or fax you an ALA ill form, or be your friend forever, or do almost
anything else you would like me to do to get this?
>
>Help!!
>
>Happy to provide more details -- like the title and author, or anyone can help me
out.
>
>Much thanks for any consideration.
>
>Mary
>
>
>
-Everett B. Ireland
1st Vice-president
California State Genealogical Alliance
From ECole at oakville.ca Tue Nov 23 19:04:28 2004
From: ECole at oakville.ca (ECole@oakville.ca)
Date: Tue Nov 23 18:48:10 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical software for public use.
Message-ID: <OF101EA934.DD99A0C7-ON85256F56.00000B8E-85256F56.000068A2@oakville.ca>
Is anyone currently providing family tree software for the public to use
on their library computers? I am investigating which software packages
are available for such use and am looking for the pros and cons of such a
service.
Thank you in advance for your assistance.

Warmest regards,
Elise
Elise C. Cole BAH, MLIS
Local History Librarian & AskUs! Coordinator
Oakville Public Library
ecole@oakville.ca
Central Library
120 Navy Street
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2Z4
Tel. (905) 815-2042, Ext: 5037
Fax. (905) 815-2024
http://www.opl.on.ca
Have a question? Visit our website and click on AskUs!
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From rider.family at sasktel.net Wed Nov 24 07:48:52 2004
From: rider.family at sasktel.net (Celeste Rider)
Date: Wed Nov 24 07:33:11 2004
Subject: [Genealib] 1881 Canadian Census Indexes
Message-ID: <001501c4d223$f4a419a0$eb5ca58e@6xlq801>
Does anyone know where the following two publications may be purchased and
the cost.
Index to 1881 Canadian Census of NWT and Algoma, ON, Lorne W. Main, compiler
(1984)
ISBN 0-9691093-3-4
and
Index to 1881 Canadian Census of Manitoba with Extensions and East Rupert's
Land, Lorne W. Main, compiler (1984) ISBN 09691093-2-6
Sincerely,
Celeste Rider, Librarian
Saskatchewan Genealogical Society
From ksmith at aapld.org Wed Nov 24 13:54:36 2004
From: ksmith at aapld.org (Kristen Smith)
Date: Wed Nov 24 13:38:15 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical software for public use.
Message-ID: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D2B0E99@www.aapld.info>
Elise,
We have Family Tree Maker on two of our computers. The main problem we've
experienced is that Family Tree Maker always saves a copy of the genealogy records
to the hard drive. Although you can save the files to a floppy, I am unaware of a
way to do this without saving something to the hard drive. FTM automatically does
this. Since FTM always brings up the last family tree that was being worked on
there are potential privacy issues. If you have a program like Deep Freeze which
deletes all "new" local files after shutdown, this should take care of the problem.
If anyone out there knows another way around this, please let me know.
One advantage to FTM is that it comes with the Family Archive Viewer, which allows

patrons to easily use CD-ROM products such as Germans to America and other
from Br?derbund/Genealogy.com.

CD-ROMs

The FTM software we have here does get some use, but I don't think it is used very
often.
Hope this helps.

I'll be watching this topic with interest.

Sincerely,
Kristen Newton Smith
Reference & Genealogy Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of ECole@oakville.ca
Sent: Tuesday, November 23, 2004 6:04 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical software for public use.

Is anyone currently providing family tree software for the public to use on their
library computers? I am investigating which software packages are available for
such use and am looking for the pros and cons of such a service.
Thank you in advance for your assistance.
Warmest regards,
Elise
Elise C. Cole BAH, MLIS
Local History Librarian & AskUs! Coordinator
Oakville Public Library
ecole@oakville.ca
Central Library
120 Navy Street
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2Z4
Tel. (905) 815-2042, Ext: 5037
Fax. (905) 815-2024
http://www.opl.on.ca
Have a question? Visit our website and click on AskUs!
From LNaukam at libraryweb.org Wed Nov 24 14:29:24 2004
From: LNaukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Wed Nov 24 14:12:15 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical software for public use.
Message-ID: <895AE3C5B9D03345BDBE30C250067362C9D64F@rpl05.rpl.org>
I would suggest that in a public area, this would be a bad idea. The LDS
centers often have PAF droppings on their computers, but that's more of
a controlled environment. Based on 30 years experience, I would not feel
good about people having this most personal of data available on what
are public access PC's. We have too many bizarre characters around the

library to feel good about doing that. I personally would never advocate
for that in my library.
Larry Naukam
Head of Local History and Genealogy Division
Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County NY
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From bcopeley at nhhistory.org Wed Nov 24 14:29:56 2004
From: bcopeley at nhhistory.org (Bill Copeley)
Date: Wed Nov 24 14:14:26 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Message-ID:
<8A9406E757923E49B4E32DBCBF0E997101BEE7@livermore.mdomain.nhhistory.org>
Does anyone have much experience with Ancestry Library Edition and Heritage Quest
Online, for public use? We are being solicited by ProQuest for a combined
subscription to both for $1,540 per year. I have no idea how the price was arrived
at.
It's a nice package (U.S. census every name 1790-1930, PERSI index, WWI draft, SS
deaths, etc.), but I am wondering if the people who might want to use it in a
serious way already have it at home. I think these are the same databases that are
available to individuals. I am not much interested in getting this great database,
and then having patrons only look at it once or twice.
William Copeley, Librarian
New Hampshire Historical Society
30 Park Street
Concord, NH 03301-6384
603-856-0641 (direct line)
Library and museum catalog at
http://nhhistory.library.net
General information at www.nhhistory.org
From Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org Wed Nov 24 14:35:31 2004
From: Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org (Heather McLeland-Wieser)
Date: Wed Nov 24 14:19:35 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Message-ID: <s1a4721a.006@gwmail.spl.org>
William;
These are the 2 single most popular databases our library subscribes
to. This is out of over 200 databases! Heritage Quest is accessible
from home with a library card and pin number. Ancestry is only
accessible within the library but that doesn't slow down use. Many,
many users don't subscribe to Ancestry due to cost and are thrilled to
use it at the library.
Heather McLeland-Wieser
Manager
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library

Change Happens - Progress Takes Effort
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041124/fd2d75ee/
attachment.htm
From nstallings at hcpl.org Wed Nov 24 14:40:20 2004
From: nstallings at hcpl.org (Niki Stallings)
Date: Wed Nov 24 14:23:44 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
References:
<8A9406E757923E49B4E32DBCBF0E997101BEE7@livermore.mdomain.nhhistory.org>
Message-ID: <000301c4d25d$6f088f80$05000a0a@CATALOGING>
We have a subscription to both and our patrons use both all the time. The
good thing about Heritage Quest is that our patrons can access our
subscription from home. Most of our patrons do not subscribe to Ancestry at
home because of the cost and come here to use it instead.
Niki Stallings
Head of Technical Services & Genealogy Department
Henderson County Public Library
101 South Main Street
Henderson, Kentucky
----- Original Message ----From: "Bill Copeley" <bcopeley@nhhistory.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2004 1:29 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Does anyone have much experience with Ancestry Library Edition and Heritage
Quest Online, for public use? We are being solicited by ProQuest for a
combined subscription to both for $1,540 per year. I have no idea how the
price was arrived at.
It's a nice package (U.S. census every name 1790-1930, PERSI index, WWI
draft, SS deaths, etc.), but I am wondering if the people who might want to
use it in a serious way already have it at home. I think these are the same
databases that are available to individuals. I am not much interested in
getting this great database, and then having patrons only look at it once or
twice.
William Copeley, Librarian
New Hampshire Historical Society
30 Park Street
Concord, NH 03301-6384
603-856-0641 (direct line)
Library and museum catalog at
http://nhhistory.library.net
General information at www.nhhistory.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From frenchm at mail.dawson.public.lib.ga.us Wed Nov 24 15:06:11 2004
From: frenchm at mail.dawson.public.lib.ga.us (MeloDee French)
Date: Wed Nov 24 14:41:47 2004

Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical software for public use.
In-Reply-To: <895AE3C5B9D03345BDBE30C250067362C9D64F@rpl05.rpl.org>
Message-ID: <002501c4d261$0b9ce9b0$79450ca8@chestateelibrary.net>
Familysearch.org offers a free download of their Personal Ancestral File
(.paf) software under "Order/Download Products" that you may want to
consider.
MeloDee French, Information Specialist
Dawson County Library
342 Allen St.
Dawsonville, GA 30534
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041124/fe81bd05/
attachment.htm
From tclibrary at psci.net Wed Nov 24 15:00:28 2004
From: tclibrary at psci.net (Larry Oathout)
Date: Wed Nov 24 14:45:13 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
In-Reply-To: <000301c4d25d$6f088f80$05000a0a@CATALOGING>
Message-ID: <NPEPIODPLBLGHEGMHFGICEAICBAA.tclibrary@psci.net>
We have both and the price was similiar to what you were quoted. The
products are different in that Ancestry datbases focus more on general
records (marriages, births, etc) and HQ gives you access to published books
that you might have to travel a great distance to view. In other words,
they do complement each other and both will be used.
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry Co. Public Library
2328 Tell Street
Tell City , IN 47586
Phone: 812-547-2661
Fax:
812-547-3038
http://www.psci.net/tcpublib/
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Niki
Stallings
Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2004 2:40 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
We have a subscription to both and our patrons use both all the time. The
good thing about Heritage Quest is that our patrons can access our
subscription from home. Most of our patrons do not subscribe to Ancestry at
home because of the cost and come here to use it instead.
Niki Stallings
Head of Technical Services & Genealogy Department
Henderson County Public Library
101 South Main Street
Henderson, Kentucky
----- Original Message -----

From: "Bill Copeley" <bcopeley@nhhistory.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2004 1:29 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Does anyone have much experience with Ancestry Library Edition and Heritage
Quest Online, for public use? We are being solicited by ProQuest for a
combined subscription to both for $1,540 per year. I have no idea how the
price was arrived at.
It's a nice package (U.S. census every name 1790-1930, PERSI index, WWI
draft, SS deaths, etc.), but I am wondering if the people who might want to
use it in a serious way already have it at home. I think these are the same
databases that are available to individuals. I am not much interested in
getting this great database, and then having patrons only look at it once or
twice.
William Copeley, Librarian
New Hampshire Historical Society
30 Park Street
Concord, NH 03301-6384
603-856-0641 (direct line)
Library and museum catalog at
http://nhhistory.library.net
General information at www.nhhistory.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From dockene at hotmail.com Wed Nov 24 15:04:46 2004
From: dockene at hotmail.com (david ockene)
Date: Wed Nov 24 14:48:41 2004
Subject: [Genealib] russian genealogy
In-Reply-To: <419DB0F7.31705.198080@localhost>
Message-ID: <BAY101-F12F94C6137B31CCC07F748A2B80@phx.gbl>
If Jewish, the following is a very comprehensive work:
A Dictionary of Jewish Surnames from the Russian Empire by Alexander Beider.
Hope this helps.
David Ockene
&gt;From: &quot;Christine Jack&quot; &lt;cjack@unb.ca&gt;
&gt;Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
&lt;genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu&gt;
&gt;To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
&gt;Subject: [Genealib] russian genealogy
&gt;Date: Fri, 19 Nov 2004 08:38:15 -0400
&gt;

&gt;Hi!
&gt;
&gt;This is very unfamiliar territory for me and I was hoping someone
&gt;out there could help give me some direction. I am trying to help get
&gt;someone started whose family member came to Nova Scotia
&gt;Canada as a defector in the '50s. Also is there a book on Russian
&gt;surnames because the surname they now use (Fetinko) may have
&gt;been modified from the original. Help!!
&gt;
&gt;Thanx in advance,
&gt;
&gt;Christine
&gt;Unversity of New Brunswick
&gt;_______________________________________________
&gt;genealib mailing list
&gt;genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
&gt;http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From jmiller at fvrl.org Wed Nov 24 15:22:13 2004
From: jmiller at fvrl.org (Jane Miller)
Date: Wed Nov 24 14:56:04 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
In-Reply-To:
<8A9406E757923E49B4E32DBCBF0E997101BEE7@livermore.mdomain.nhhistory.org>
Message-ID: <PDEGLJAGHGLEDNFCOEEIOEGDCBAA.jmiller@fvrl.org>
You've probably gotten several replies, but I'll put in my two cents. I work
in a public library that offers both databases. They get more use than any
of our other subscriptions. Many people can not afford or are unwilling to
pay for Ancestry.com, which has several levels of access at increasing
prices. HeritageQuest is only available through a library. The great feature
our patrons love is that they can access it from home with remote
authentication (e.g. library card number). I highly recommend both. $1,540
for both is quite reasonable. They do some kind of formula with the
library's service area size to come up with the price. I highly recommend
both.

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Bill Copeley
Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2004 11:30 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Does anyone have much experience with Ancestry Library Edition and Heritage
Quest Online, for public use? We are being solicited by ProQuest for a
combined subscription to both for $1,540 per year. I have no idea how the
price was arrived at.
It's a nice package (U.S. census every name 1790-1930, PERSI index, WWI
draft, SS deaths, etc.), but I am wondering if the people who might want to
use it in a serious way already have it at home. I think these are the same
databases that are available to individuals. I am not much interested in
getting this great database, and then having patrons only look at it once or
twice.

William Copeley, Librarian
New Hampshire Historical Society
30 Park Street
Concord, NH 03301-6384
603-856-0641 (direct line)
Library and museum catalog at
http://nhhistory.library.net
General information at www.nhhistory.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From cringel at webrary.org Wed Nov 24 15:22:11 2004
From: cringel at webrary.org (Colleen Ringel)
Date: Wed Nov 24 15:04:08 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Message-ID: <54724.172.16.3.111.1101327731.squirrel@xserve1.webrary.org>
Bill,
The Ancestry Library Edition is new and should be including everything
that is on the personal Ancestry.com site with a couple of additions that
are not available on Ancestry.com: Persi and a much easier search method.
The benefit of the package is that HeritageQuestOnline has much better
census images, does not require downloading the infamous MrSID viewer, and
images can easily be changed from positive to negative and from 200% down
to 100% or up to 400% for easier reading.
My understanding is that Proquest is adding some things from
HeritageQuestOnline onto the Ancestry Library Edition so there will be
some redundancy but all in all, would provide a complete genealogy package
for your patrons.
The disadvantage to the package is that HeritageQuestOnline is available
remotely but not Ancestry Library Edition which is only available in the
library (can't complete with Ancestry's personal subscriptions via
Ancestry.com).
Colleen Ringel
Reference Dept.
Morton Grove Public Library
Morton Grove, IL
(847)929-5115
(847) 965-4220
cringel@webrary.org
http://www.webrary.org
Opinions expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect
official Library policy.
> Does anyone have much experience with Ancestry Library Edition and
> Heritage Quest Online, for public use? We are being solicited by ProQuest
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for a combined subscription to both for $1,540 per year.
how the price was arrived at.

I have no idea

It's a nice package (U.S. census every name 1790-1930, PERSI index, WWI
draft, SS deaths, etc.), but I am wondering if the people who might want
to use it in a serious way already have it at home. I think these are the
same databases that are available to individuals. I am not much
interested in getting this great database, and then having patrons only
look at it once or twice.
William Copeley, Librarian
New Hampshire Historical Society
30 Park Street
Concord, NH 03301-6384
603-856-0641 (direct line)
Library and museum catalog at
http://nhhistory.library.net
General information at www.nhhistory.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From tclibrary at psci.net Wed Nov 24 15:27:53 2004
From: tclibrary at psci.net (Larry Oathout)
Date: Wed Nov 24 15:11:42 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
In-Reply-To: <54724.172.16.3.111.1101327731.squirrel@xserve1.webrary.org>
Message-ID: <NPEPIODPLBLGHEGMHFGIIEAKCBAA.tclibrary@psci.net>
I agree with a lot of things that Colleen said, including the "infamous
MrSID", but I still think Ancestry images are superior. I know that is a
minority opinion in this group.
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry Co. Public Library
2328 Tell Street
Tell City , IN 47586
Phone: 812-547-2661
Fax:
812-547-3038
http://www.psci.net/tcpublib/
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Colleen
Ringel
Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2004 3:22 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Bill,

The Ancestry Library Edition is new and should be including everything
that is on the personal Ancestry.com site with a couple of additions that
are not available on Ancestry.com: Persi and a much easier search method.
The benefit of the package is that HeritageQuestOnline has much better
census images, does not require downloading the infamous MrSID viewer, and
images can easily be changed from positive to negative and from 200% down
to 100% or up to 400% for easier reading.
My understanding is that Proquest is adding some things from
HeritageQuestOnline onto the Ancestry Library Edition so there will be
some redundancy but all in all, would provide a complete genealogy package
for your patrons.
The disadvantage to the package is that HeritageQuestOnline is available
remotely but not Ancestry Library Edition which is only available in the
library (can't complete with Ancestry's personal subscriptions via
Ancestry.com).
Colleen Ringel
Reference Dept.
Morton Grove Public Library
Morton Grove, IL
(847)929-5115
(847) 965-4220
cringel@webrary.org
http://www.webrary.org
Opinions expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect
official Library policy.
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Does anyone have much experience with Ancestry Library Edition and
Heritage Quest Online, for public use? We are being solicited by ProQuest
for a combined subscription to both for $1,540 per year. I have no idea
how the price was arrived at.
It's a nice package (U.S. census every name 1790-1930, PERSI index, WWI
draft, SS deaths, etc.), but I am wondering if the people who might want
to use it in a serious way already have it at home. I think these are the
same databases that are available to individuals. I am not much
interested in getting this great database, and then having patrons only
look at it once or twice.
William Copeley, Librarian
New Hampshire Historical Society
30 Park Street
Concord, NH 03301-6384
603-856-0641 (direct line)
Library and museum catalog at
http://nhhistory.library.net
General information at www.nhhistory.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us Wed Nov 24 15:28:14 2004
From: jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us (Jeffrey Joseph Courouleau)
Date: Wed Nov 24 15:16:00 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
In-Reply-To:
<8A9406E757923E49B4E32DBCBF0E997101BEE7@livermore.mdomain.nhhistory.org>
Message-ID: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCEENMDHAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
We have both HeritageQuest and AncestryPlus (we have not been migrated to
Ancestry Library Edition yet). They are, as other people have mentioned,
extremely popular. We have two genealogy computers in my department that are
capable of reaching these services, and they are almost always in use.
Many people do shy away from home subscriptions to Ancestry due to the
perception of high cost and difficulty with customer service (such as
cancelling subscriptions and such), and we do not offer remote access to
HeritageQuest. However, we are strong advocates to interested customers of
signing up with Godfrey Library in the Godfrey Scholar program for home
HeritageQuest use. Most of the department staff (myself included) and many
of our users are Godfrey Scholars. This assists us in our personal research,
which we all enjoy doing at home.
We are excited at the changes we will see when we go over to Ancestry
Library Edition. There is no doubt in my mind that it will continue to enjoy
the same high usage as its predecessor.
*******************************************************************
Jeffrey Joseph Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003
E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Bill Copeley
Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2004 13:30
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition

Does anyone have much experience with Ancestry Library Edition and Heritage
Quest Online, for public use? We are being solicited by ProQuest for a
combined subscription to both for $1,540 per year. I have no idea how the
price was arrived at.
It's a nice package (U.S. census every name 1790-1930, PERSI index, WWI
draft, SS deaths, etc.), but I am wondering if the people who might want to
use it in a serious way already have it at home. I think these are the same
databases that are available to individuals. I am not much interested in
getting this great database, and then having patrons only look at it once or
twice.
William Copeley, Librarian
New Hampshire Historical Society
30 Park Street
Concord, NH 03301-6384
603-856-0641 (direct line)
Library and museum catalog at
http://nhhistory.library.net
General information at www.nhhistory.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us Wed Nov 24 15:30:12 2004
From: jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us (Jeffrey Joseph Courouleau)
Date: Wed Nov 24 15:16:04 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
In-Reply-To: <NPEPIODPLBLGHEGMHFGIIEAKCBAA.tclibrary@psci.net>
Message-ID: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCKENMDHAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
I have found the exact opposite. Especially on the 1930 census, HQ's images
are crisper, clearer, and not riddled with the muddy looking streaks that
much of Ancestry's 1930 for our area is.
As I tell my customers, AncestryPlus is easy to search and hard to print
from. HQ is harder to search but easier to print from. So our customers use
them in tandem and all is well.
*******************************************************************
Jeffrey Joseph Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003
E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message-----

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Larry
Oathout
Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2004 14:28
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
I agree with a lot of things that Colleen said, including the "infamous
MrSID", but I still think Ancestry images are superior. I know that is a
minority opinion in this group.
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry Co. Public Library
2328 Tell Street
Tell City , IN 47586
Phone: 812-547-2661
Fax:
812-547-3038
http://www.psci.net/tcpublib/
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Colleen
Ringel
Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2004 3:22 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Bill,
The Ancestry Library Edition is new and should be including everything
that is on the personal Ancestry.com site with a couple of additions that
are not available on Ancestry.com: Persi and a much easier search method.
The benefit of the package is that HeritageQuestOnline has much better
census images, does not require downloading the infamous MrSID viewer, and
images can easily be changed from positive to negative and from 200% down
to 100% or up to 400% for easier reading.
My understanding is that Proquest is adding some things from
HeritageQuestOnline onto the Ancestry Library Edition so there will be
some redundancy but all in all, would provide a complete genealogy package
for your patrons.
The disadvantage to the package is that HeritageQuestOnline is available
remotely but not Ancestry Library Edition which is only available in the
library (can't complete with Ancestry's personal subscriptions via
Ancestry.com).
Colleen Ringel
Reference Dept.
Morton Grove Public Library
Morton Grove, IL
(847)929-5115

(847) 965-4220
cringel@webrary.org
http://www.webrary.org
Opinions expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect
official Library policy.
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Does anyone have much experience with Ancestry Library Edition and
Heritage Quest Online, for public use? We are being solicited by ProQuest
for a combined subscription to both for $1,540 per year. I have no idea
how the price was arrived at.
It's a nice package (U.S. census every name 1790-1930, PERSI index, WWI
draft, SS deaths, etc.), but I am wondering if the people who might want
to use it in a serious way already have it at home. I think these are the
same databases that are available to individuals. I am not much
interested in getting this great database, and then having patrons only
look at it once or twice.
William Copeley, Librarian
New Hampshire Historical Society
30 Park Street
Concord, NH 03301-6384
603-856-0641 (direct line)
Library and museum catalog at
http://nhhistory.library.net
General information at www.nhhistory.org
_______________________________________________
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genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us Wed Nov 24 15:33:13 2004
From: jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us (Jeffrey Joseph Courouleau)
Date: Wed Nov 24 15:17:39 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical software for public use.
In-Reply-To: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D2B0E99@www.aapld.info>
Message-ID: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCAENNDHAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
In my estimation, the construction of the actual family trees (once the
building blocks are gained through research in my department) should remain
essentially a private enterprise on a home computer. Many of the concerns
raised here trouble me also, as FTM and other programs are not really

designed to be used in a "shared workstation" environment.
For my personal research at home, I use and am satisfied with FTM. We have
earlier versions here at the library for our CD-ROM computers, but most
people are not interested in using the product here for fear their personal
information may be stored on our computers.
*******************************************************************
Jeffrey Joseph Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003
E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Kristen
Smith
Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2004 12:55
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogical software for public use.
Elise,
We have Family Tree Maker on two of our computers. The main problem we've
experienced is that Family Tree Maker always saves a copy of the genealogy
records to the hard drive. Although you can save the files to a floppy, I
am unaware of a way to do this without saving something to the hard drive.
FTM automatically does this. Since FTM always brings up the last family
tree that was being worked on there are potential privacy issues. If you
have a program like Deep Freeze which deletes all "new" local files after
shutdown, this should take care of the problem. If anyone out there knows
another way around this, please let me know.
One advantage to FTM is that it comes with the Family Archive Viewer, which
allows patrons to easily use CD-ROM products such as Germans to America and
other CD-ROMs from Br?derbund/Genealogy.com.
The FTM software we have here does get some use, but I don't think it is
used very often.
Hope this helps.

I'll be watching this topic with interest.

Sincerely,
Kristen Newton Smith
Reference & Genealogy Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
ECole@oakville.ca
Sent: Tuesday, November 23, 2004 6:04 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical software for public use.

Is anyone currently providing family tree software for the public to use on
their library computers? I am investigating which software packages are
available for such use and am looking for the pros and cons of such a
service.
Thank you in advance for your assistance.
Warmest regards,
Elise
Elise C. Cole BAH, MLIS
Local History Librarian & AskUs! Coordinator
Oakville Public Library
ecole@oakville.ca
Central Library
120 Navy Street
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2Z4
Tel. (905) 815-2042, Ext: 5037
Fax. (905) 815-2024
http://www.opl.on.ca
Have a question? Visit our website and click on AskUs!
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From chayes at mail.jefcolib.lib.mo.us Wed Nov 24 15:36:38 2004
From: chayes at mail.jefcolib.lib.mo.us (Cindy Hayes)
Date: Wed Nov 24 15:20:46 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
References: <54724.172.16.3.111.1101327731.squirrel@xserve1.webrary.org>
Message-ID: <001301c4d265$4c381450$820a0a0a@jefcolib.lib.mo.us>
I would make only one addition to Colleen's comments.
with indicated:

The sales rep I spoke

Included in AncestryPlus, but NOT included in Ancestry Library Edition
a.. Passenger and Immigration Lists Index (PILI)
b.. Biography and Genealogy Master Index (BGMI)
c.. City Directories of the United States, Various Time Periods and
Locations (Gale's City Directories collection)
So we will lose some information, but we're finding that the price has been

dramatically reduced for the Ancestry product only.
Cindy
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
Cindy Hayes
Jefferson County Library
3033 High Ridge Blvd.
High Ridge, MO 63049
636.677.8186
----- Original Message ----From: "Colleen Ringel" <cringel@webrary.org>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Cc: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2004 2:22 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
> Bill,
>
> The Ancestry Library Edition is new and should be including everything
> that is on the personal Ancestry.com site with a couple of additions that
> are not available on Ancestry.com: Persi and a much easier search method.
>
> The benefit of the package is that HeritageQuestOnline has much better
> census images, does not require downloading the infamous MrSID viewer, and
> images can easily be changed from positive to negative and from 200% down
> to 100% or up to 400% for easier reading.
>
> My understanding is that Proquest is adding some things from
> HeritageQuestOnline onto the Ancestry Library Edition so there will be
> some redundancy but all in all, would provide a complete genealogy package
> for your patrons.
>
> The disadvantage to the package is that HeritageQuestOnline is available
> remotely but not Ancestry Library Edition which is only available in the
> library (can't complete with Ancestry's personal subscriptions via
> Ancestry.com).
>
>
> Colleen Ringel
> Reference Dept.
> Morton Grove Public Library
> Morton Grove, IL
> (847)929-5115
> (847) 965-4220
> cringel@webrary.org
> http://www.webrary.org
>
> Opinions expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect
> official Library policy.
>
>
> > Does anyone have much experience with Ancestry Library Edition and
> > Heritage Quest Online, for public use? We are being solicited by
ProQuest
> > for a combined subscription to both for $1,540 per year. I have no idea
> > how the price was arrived at.
> >
> > It's a nice package (U.S. census every name 1790-1930, PERSI index, WWI

> > draft, SS deaths, etc.), but I am wondering if the people who might want
> > to use it in a serious way already have it at home. I think these are
the
> > same databases that are available to individuals. I am not much
> > interested in getting this great database, and then having patrons only
> > look at it once or twice.
> >
> > William Copeley, Librarian
> > New Hampshire Historical Society
> > 30 Park Street
> > Concord, NH 03301-6384
> > 603-856-0641 (direct line)
> > Library and museum catalog at
> >
http://nhhistory.library.net
> > General information at www.nhhistory.org
> >
> > _______________________________________________
> > genealib mailing list
> > genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> > http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> >
> >
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From carterl at mail.clarke.public.lib.ga.us Wed Nov 24 15:40:17 2004
From: carterl at mail.clarke.public.lib.ga.us (Laura Carter)
Date: Wed Nov 24 15:23:55 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
References:
<8A9406E757923E49B4E32DBCBF0E997101BEE7@livermore.mdomain.nhhistory.org>
Message-ID: <41A4F1B1.3000509@mail.clarke.public.lib.ga.us>
That sounds like a great price. We were quoted a price of $1800 for
Heritage Quest alone so could not subscribe. The databases complement
each other. I assume that Heritage Quest in this package will still
allow your patrons to access from their homes in which case, you may not
know they are using , but I'll bet it gets used.
I do not think you will have a problem with the databases being under
used, but see what others on the list have to say. We have AncestryPlus
and people love it.
Laura
Bill Copeley wrote:
>Does anyone have much experience with Ancestry Library Edition and Heritage Quest
Online, for public use? We are being solicited by ProQuest for a combined
subscription to both for $1,540 per year. I have no idea how the price was arrived
at.
>
>It's a nice package (U.S. census every name 1790-1930, PERSI index, WWI draft, SS
deaths, etc.), but I am wondering if the people who might want to use it in a

serious way already have it at home. I think these are the same databases that are
available to individuals. I am not much interested in getting this great database,
and then having patrons only look at it once or twice.
>
>William Copeley, Librarian
>New Hampshire Historical Society
>30 Park Street
>Concord, NH 03301-6384
>603-856-0641 (direct line)
>Library and museum catalog at
>
http://nhhistory.library.net
>General information at www.nhhistory.org
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
-Laura W. Carter
The Heritage Room
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, GA 30606
(706) 613-3650 Ext. 350 Voice
(706) 613-3660 Fax
carterl@mail.clarke.public.lib.ga.us

From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Wed Nov 24 15:51:01 2004
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Wed Nov 24 15:34:16 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
References: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCKENMDHAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
Message-ID: <00a401c4d267$7576c940$e400a8c0@floss>
I agree that the Ancestry images are almost always more clear. Ancestry is
also easier to maneuver the image to print it large enough to see AND to get
the entire image. Each (Ancestry & HQ) have their own advantages to the way
names are searched.
Phyllis Rickard
A-V Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
----- Original Message ----From: "Jeffrey Joseph Courouleau" <jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2004 3:30 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
> I have found the exact opposite. Especially on the 1930 census, HQ's

images
> are crisper, clearer, and not riddled with the muddy looking streaks that
> much of Ancestry's 1930 for our area is.
>
> As I tell my customers, AncestryPlus is easy to search and hard to print
> from. HQ is harder to search but easier to print from. So our customers
use
> them in tandem and all is well.
>
> *******************************************************************
>
> Jeffrey Joseph Courouleau, MLIS
> Local & Family History Librarian
> Bartlesville Public Library
> 600 S. Johnstone Avenue
> Bartlesville, OK, 74003
>
> E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
> Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
> LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
>
> http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
>
> *******************************************************************
>
> -----Original Message----> From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Larry
> Oathout
> Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2004 14:28
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: RE: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
>
>
> I agree with a lot of things that Colleen said, including the "infamous
> MrSID", but I still think Ancestry images are superior. I know that is a
> minority opinion in this group.
>
> Larry Oathout
> Director
> Tell City-Perry Co. Public Library
> 2328 Tell Street
> Tell City , IN 47586
> Phone: 812-547-2661
> Fax:
812-547-3038
> http://www.psci.net/tcpublib/
>
>
> -----Original Message----> From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Colleen
> Ringel
> Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2004 3:22 PM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Cc: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
>
>
> Bill,

>
> The Ancestry Library Edition is new and should be including everything
> that is on the personal Ancestry.com site with a couple of additions that
> are not available on Ancestry.com: Persi and a much easier search method.
>
> The benefit of the package is that HeritageQuestOnline has much better
> census images, does not require downloading the infamous MrSID viewer, and
> images can easily be changed from positive to negative and from 200% down
> to 100% or up to 400% for easier reading.
>
> My understanding is that Proquest is adding some things from
> HeritageQuestOnline onto the Ancestry Library Edition so there will be
> some redundancy but all in all, would provide a complete genealogy package
> for your patrons.
>
> The disadvantage to the package is that HeritageQuestOnline is available
> remotely but not Ancestry Library Edition which is only available in the
> library (can't complete with Ancestry's personal subscriptions via
> Ancestry.com).
>
>
> Colleen Ringel
> Reference Dept.
> Morton Grove Public Library
> Morton Grove, IL
> (847)929-5115
> (847) 965-4220
> cringel@webrary.org
> http://www.webrary.org
>
> Opinions expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect
> official Library policy.
>
>
> > Does anyone have much experience with Ancestry Library Edition and
> > Heritage Quest Online, for public use? We are being solicited by
ProQuest
> > for a combined subscription to both for $1,540 per year. I have no idea
> > how the price was arrived at.
> >
> > It's a nice package (U.S. census every name 1790-1930, PERSI index, WWI
> > draft, SS deaths, etc.), but I am wondering if the people who might want
> > to use it in a serious way already have it at home. I think these are
the
> > same databases that are available to individuals. I am not much
> > interested in getting this great database, and then having patrons only
> > look at it once or twice.
> >
> > William Copeley, Librarian
> > New Hampshire Historical Society
> > 30 Park Street
> > Concord, NH 03301-6384
> > 603-856-0641 (direct line)
> > Library and museum catalog at
> >
http://nhhistory.library.net
> > General information at www.nhhistory.org
> >
> > _______________________________________________
> > genealib mailing list

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From ksmith at aapld.org Wed Nov 24 16:45:31 2004
From: ksmith at aapld.org (Kristen Smith)
Date: Wed Nov 24 16:29:11 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical software for public use.
Message-ID: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D3194CA@www.aapld.info>
Elise,
One way to provide patrons with access to genealogy software without the hassle of
worrying about locally stored files is to let them know about free web-based
genealogy software. For example, Ancestry.com has free web-based family tree
software available on their web site similar to Family Treemaker. (I am talking
about the Ancestry.com web site, not AncestryPlus.)
By web based, I mean that the files are stored on Ancestry's servers and patrons
can access it with a username and password. There is no fee for this service, but
patron's will have to create their own username and passwords. Basically, it's the
same idea as web based email. Patrons log into their accounts through a web site
on public computers, but the information remains password protected.
The cool thing about web-based software is that you can access it anywhere you have
an Internet connection. I use Family Tree Maker at home, but I upload my info as
gedcoms to the Ancestry site so that I can view it when I'm away from home. (NOTE:
THIS IS NOT THE SAME THING AS THE ANCESTRY WORLD TREE WHICH IS NOT PRIVATE. AWT IS
FOR SHARING INFORMATION WITH THE GENERAL PUBLIC)
1.To access this web based software, go to www.ancestry.com/trees.
2. Scroll down to the bottom of the page where it says:
"Online Family Tree
Create and grow your tree by using Online Family Tree - a private, passwordprotected service for creating, editing, and sharing your family tree. Start
building your tree today!"
3. Click on "Start building your tree today"
4. After you have named your tree and clicked on Save, you will be brought to a
registration/login page.

You could have a shortcut to the above (or another) web site on the computer
desktops and have handouts about how to register, etc.
This is just an idea as an alternative.
idea at our library.

We have not tried the web based software

Note: Ancestry also has free software for the desktop called Ancestry Family Tree
(AFT). AFT is a different program than the web based tree I've described above.
If anyone know of any other free "web based" software where you can privately store
your family tree online, I would love to hear about it.
Hope this helps.
Kristen Newton Smith
Reference & Genealogy Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Jeffrey Joseph Courouleau
Sent: Wed 11/24/2004 2:33 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc:
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogical software for public use.
In my estimation, the construction of the actual family trees (once the building
blocks are gained through research in my department) should remain essentially a
private enterprise on a home computer. Many of the concerns raised here trouble me
also, as FTM and other programs are not really designed to be used in a "shared
workstation" environment.
For my personal research at home, I use and am satisfied with FTM. We have earlier
versions here at the library for our CD-ROM computers, but most people are not
interested in using the product here for fear their personal information may be
stored on our computers.
*******************************************************************
Jeffrey Joseph Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003
E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Kristen Smith
Sent: Wednesday, November 24, 2004 12:55
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogical software for public use.
Elise,
We have Family Tree Maker on two of our computers. The main problem we've
experienced is that Family Tree Maker always saves a copy of the genealogy records
to the hard drive. Although you can save the files to a floppy, I am unaware of a
way to do this without saving something to the hard drive. FTM automatically does
this. Since FTM always brings up the last family tree that was being worked on
there are potential privacy issues. If you have a program like Deep Freeze which
deletes all "new" local files after shutdown, this should take care of the problem.
If anyone out there knows another way around this, please let me know.
One advantage to FTM is that it comes with the Family Archive Viewer, which allows
patrons to easily use CD-ROM products such as Germans to America and other CD-ROMs
from Br?derbund/Genealogy.com.
The FTM software we have here does get some use, but I don't think it is used very
often.
Hope this helps.

I'll be watching this topic with interest.

Sincerely,
Kristen Newton Smith
Reference & Genealogy Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of ECole@oakville.ca
Sent: Tuesday, November 23, 2004 6:04 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical software for public use.

Is anyone currently providing family tree software for the public to use on their
library computers? I am investigating which software packages are available for
such use and am looking for the pros and cons of such a service.
Thank you in advance for your assistance.
Warmest regards,
Elise
Elise C. Cole BAH, MLIS
Local History Librarian & AskUs! Coordinator
Oakville Public Library
ecole@oakville.ca
Central Library

120 Navy Street
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2Z4
Tel. (905) 815-2042, Ext: 5037
Fax. (905) 815-2024
http://www.opl.on.ca
Have a question? Visit our website and click on AskUs!
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 5869 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041124/46c4f52c/
attachment.bin
From bcopeley at nhhistory.org Fri Nov 26 09:17:06 2004
From: bcopeley at nhhistory.org (Bill Copeley)
Date: Fri Nov 26 09:03:37 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry & Heritage Quest
Message-ID:
<8A9406E757923E49B4E32DBCBF0E997102C9B4@livermore.mdomain.nhhistory.org>
Thank you for all the good advice I've been getting about Ancestry and Heritage
Quest. It's an area I know very little about, and I knew the list would come
through.
Bill Copeley
William Copeley, Librarian
New Hampshire Historical Society
30 Park Street
Concord, NH 03301-6384
603-856-0641 (direct line)
Library and museum catalog at
http://nhhistory.library.net
General information at www.nhhistory.org
From ejohnston at round-rock.tx.us Sun Nov 28 14:32:49 2004
From: ejohnston at round-rock.tx.us (Elizabeth Johnston)
Date: Sun Nov 28 14:18:36 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical software for public use.
Message-ID: <462AD2F92A7B4E46A8A02C410EEBBC0C4B4A79@rrmail.corr.round-rock.tx.us>

We do get questions about which software should I buy if I'm a
.....(insert beginner, advanced, Jewish, etc.etc.)? We don't promote any
one software. We have a genealogy computer with many different demos or
in a couple of cases, the actual software, that are available to browse

through. TMG, FTM, PAF are the ones I know for sure are on there but it
has others as well. I also direct them to GC magazine and maybe NGS
newsmagazine, among others, to search for software reviews.
Periodically, the computer is cleaned up in case anyone has added
personal trees and info but that really hasn't been a problem. The demos
are good to have "pretend or historical" trees on them to see how their
product works.

One of my if I could get to it ideas was to gather a list of genealogy
software with their websites and contact info AND where they have been
reviewed.

Elizabeth L. Johnston
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Round Rock Public Library System
Round Rock, TX
ejohnston@round-rock.tx.us

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
ECole@oakville.ca
Sent: Tuesday, November 23, 2004 6:04 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogical software for public use.

Is anyone currently providing family tree software for the public to use
on their library computers? I am investigating which software packages
are available for such use and am looking for the pros and cons of such
a service.
Thank you in advance for your assistance.
Warmest regards,
Elise
Elise C. Cole BAH, MLIS
Local History Librarian & AskUs! Coordinator
Oakville Public Library

ecole@oakville.ca <mailto:ecole@oakville.ca>
Central Library
120 Navy Street
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2Z4
Tel. (905) 815-2042, Ext: 5037
Fax. (905) 815-2024
http://www.opl.on.ca <http://www.opl.on.ca/>

Have a question?

Visit our website and click on AskUs!

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041128/3db37671/
attachment.htm
From admin at genealogicalstudies.com Sun Nov 28 19:10:43 2004
From: admin at genealogicalstudies.com (admin@genealogicalstudies.com)
Date: Sun Nov 28 18:57:47 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Online Courses
Message-ID: <05fe01c4d5a7$de567800$1210d1cd@pleskwin1>
Hello James,
This message is to let you know that 36 online courses are starting on Monday,
December 6th, 2004.
-----------------------ALL DEPARTMENTS/COUNTRIES:
*Analysis and Skills Mentoring Program-Part 1
*Analysis and Skills Mentoring Program-Part 2
*Analysis and Skills Mentoring Program-Part 3
*Electronic Resources: The Internet
*Methodology-Part 1: Getting Started
*Methodology-Part 2: Organizing your Research
*Methodology-Part 3: More Strategies
*Methodology-Part 5: How To Prove it
*Methodology-Part 6: Ethics & Organization for the Professional
*Palaeography: Reading & Understanding Historical Documents
SPECIFIC DEPARTMENTS/COUNTRIES:
*Canadian: Archival Centres
*Canadian: Newspaper Records
*Canadian: Religious Records
*Canadian: Vital Statistics-Part 1
*Canadian: Wills and Estate Records-Part 2
*English: Education, Health, & Contemporary Documents
*English: Land & Property Records inclu Manorial Documents & Maps
*English: Occupations-Professions and Trades
*English: Probate Records
*German: Emitration Records
*German: Reading the Records
*Irish: Conformist & Non-Conformist Church Records
*Irish: Court Records, State Papers, Parliamentary Documents
*Irish: Major Printed Sources
*Irish: Testamentary Source Records
*US: Institutional Records
**NEW**
*US: Migration Patterns

**NEW**

*US: Newspaper Records
*US: Vital Statistics Records
*Librarianship: Genealogy Collection Development
*Librarianship: Genealogy Reference Interview
ELECTIVE COURSES:
*Producing Your Family Video
*Research at Library and Archives Canada
*Research: Canadian Ancestors
**NEW**
*Research: New Brunswick Ancestors
*Research: Scandinavian Ancestry
---------------------If you would like to register for any of the above courses, please do so by logging
on to our site at www.genealogicalstudies.com.
If this is the first time you are accessing your Private Student Briefcase and you
have not entered your own password, click on Login, enter your e-mail address and
the password: institute. Otherwise you can subscribe in the normal fashion.
To continue the registration process:
Click on Course Calendar (please be patient: this page takes a few minutes to load,
since courses are listed up to 2007)
Click on Chronological View then Scroll down
Click on Register (for more details about the course, click on the course name)
Complete the registration
Keep in mind, you can register and pay online to save time. These courses are
starting on December 6th, 2004. Please register as soon as possible. If you are
past the start date, you can still register for one of the above courses, but
simply choose the next date available. If you are within 7 days of the start date,
once your registration is processed, go to your Briefcase area, click on the future
date of the course, change the date to the current date. If you have any
difficulties, simply send us an e-mail or call 1-800-580-0165.
PLEASE NOTE (For students with packages):
If you have courses remaining in a
package of course, click on the name of your package found in your briefcase area.
When the registration form is completed, the fee will be $0.00. (Librarianship
courses can only be taken from the Librarianship packages.)
PRINTED COURSE MATERIALS: If you have an elective binder kit and would like to
receive the printed materials, please send us an e-mail at
orders@genealogicalstudies.com
If you have any questions, do not hesitate to either call us toll free 1-800-5800165 (or in the Toronto area 416-861-0165) or send us a message at
info@genealogicalstudies.com
Louise St Denis
The National Institute for Genealogical Studies
From William.Forsyth at heritagequest.com Mon Nov 29 14:37:17 2004
From: William.Forsyth at heritagequest.com (William Forsyth)
Date: Mon Nov 29 14:19:26 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Message-ID: <1ED50F01E57A054199A81EAEDE4809F1108C7590@hq-zephyr.agll.com>
To All,
I enjoyed reading the recent comments about Ancestry Library Edition and

HeritageQuest Online. However, some misconceptions about the two products
have apparently arisen and I felt it would be best to promptly clarify
things.
1. Ancestry Library Edition is owned by MyFamily.com Incorporated and
distributed by ProQuest Information and Learning. The product is updated,
maintained and hosted by MyFamily. As such, there are no plans to share or
transfer content between Ancestry Library Edition and ProQuest's
HeritageQuest Online. Rather, the products are complementary with the only
overlap being the 1790-1930 U.S. Federal Census.
2. The vast majority of the content in Ancestry.com (the consumer website)
is also found in the Library Edition. However, there are several
Ancestry.com databases that are *NOT* included with the Library Edition:
- One World Tree(sm)
- Obituary Collection
- Historical Newspaper Collection
- PeopleFinder
- ProQuest's Genealogy and Local History book collection. (These
full-text books were added earlier this year to Ancestry.com, but not to the
Library Edition.)
- The Ancestry World Tree and the Ancestry Message Boards are read-only in
the Library Edition. Patrons will not be able to upload personal GEDCOM
data, post messages or reply to messages.
3. The Periodical Source Index (PERSI) is available to libraries via
HeritageQuest Online. For consumers, it's available via Ancestry.com and
the Ancestry CD-ROM. PERSI will not be added to Ancestry Library Edition.
4. AncestryPlus from the Gale Group will be discontinued on August 30, 2005.
Ancestry Library Edition has everything in AncestryPlus EXCEPT:
- Passenger and Immigration Lists Index (PILI), Biography and Genealogy
Master Index (BGMI), and Gale's set of city directories
- Ancestry Library and Learning Center
5. Included with Ancestry Library Edition, but NOT found in AncestryPlus are
the following:
- Immigration Collection, which is growing to include the complete New
York and San Francisco Passenger Lists with images; passenger lists from all
major U.S. ports including Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore and New Orleans;
naturalization records (1700s-1900s); and immigration records for more than
100 countries
- Simplified user interface
- Simplified tips page
- Customized patron help system
- New simplified viewer in 2005 (w/o Mr. SID)

- New online usage reporting system in 2005
I think I've covered all the bases here, but if you have any questions or
concerns please feel free to contact me.
Regards,
Bill Forsyth
=============================================
William Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management, HeritageQuest
ProQuest Information and Learning
From cribbswh at gmail.com Mon Nov 29 14:49:05 2004
From: cribbswh at gmail.com (Bill Cribbs)
Date: Mon Nov 29 14:32:35 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
In-Reply-To: <1ED50F01E57A054199A81EAEDE4809F1108C7590@hq-zephyr.agll.com>
References: <1ED50F01E57A054199A81EAEDE4809F1108C7590@hq-zephyr.agll.com>
Message-ID: <4058421b041129114971924481@mail.gmail.com>
Hi Bill,
Thanks for the details of the Ancestry Library Edition.
I used to
enjoy using the UMI Obituary Collection which is owned by ProQuest.
Is this database currently offered anywhere publicly or are there
plans for it?
Thanks,
Bill Cribbs
GenealogyBuff.com
http://www.genealogybuff.com
On Mon, 29 Nov 2004 12:37:17 -0700, William Forsyth
<william.forsyth@heritagequest.com> wrote:
> To All,
>
> I enjoyed reading the recent comments about Ancestry Library Edition and
> HeritageQuest Online. However, some misconceptions about the two products
> have apparently arisen and I felt it would be best to promptly clarify
> things.
>
> 1. Ancestry Library Edition is owned by MyFamily.com Incorporated and
> distributed by ProQuest Information and Learning. The product is updated,
> maintained and hosted by MyFamily. As such, there are no plans to share or
> transfer content between Ancestry Library Edition and ProQuest's
> HeritageQuest Online. Rather, the products are complementary with the only
> overlap being the 1790-1930 U.S. Federal Census.
>
> 2. The vast majority of the content in Ancestry.com (the consumer website)
> is also found in the Library Edition. However, there are several
> Ancestry.com databases that are *NOT* included with the Library Edition:
>
> - One World Tree(sm)
>
> - Obituary Collection
>
> - Historical Newspaper Collection
>
> - PeopleFinder
>
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- ProQuest's Genealogy and Local History book collection. (These
full-text books were added earlier this year to Ancestry.com, but not to the
Library Edition.)
- The Ancestry World Tree and the Ancestry Message Boards are read-only in
the Library Edition. Patrons will not be able to upload personal GEDCOM
data, post messages or reply to messages.
3. The Periodical Source Index (PERSI) is available to libraries via
HeritageQuest Online. For consumers, it's available via Ancestry.com and
the Ancestry CD-ROM. PERSI will not be added to Ancestry Library Edition.
4. AncestryPlus from the Gale Group will be discontinued on August 30, 2005.
Ancestry Library Edition has everything in AncestryPlus EXCEPT:
- Passenger and Immigration Lists Index (PILI), Biography and Genealogy
Master Index (BGMI), and Gale's set of city directories
- Ancestry Library and Learning Center
5. Included with Ancestry Library Edition, but NOT found in AncestryPlus are
the following:
- Immigration Collection, which is growing to include the complete New
York and San Francisco Passenger Lists with images; passenger lists from all
major U.S. ports including Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore and New Orleans;
naturalization records (1700s-1900s); and immigration records for more than
100 countries
- Simplified user interface
- Simplified tips page
- Customized patron help system
- New simplified viewer in 2005 (w/o Mr. SID)
- New online usage reporting system in 2005
I think I've covered all the bases here, but if you have any questions or
concerns please feel free to contact me.
Regards,
Bill Forsyth
=============================================
William Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management, HeritageQuest
ProQuest Information and Learning
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Bill Cribbs
GenealogyBuff.com

http://www.genealogybuff.com
From mkmannix at gmail.com Mon Nov 29 16:39:56 2004
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Mon Nov 29 16:24:29 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
In-Reply-To: <1ED50F01E57A054199A81EAEDE4809F1108C7590@hq-zephyr.agll.com>
References: <1ED50F01E57A054199A81EAEDE4809F1108C7590@hq-zephyr.agll.com>
Message-ID: <b63c86520411291339337fba27@mail.gmail.com>
Thanks, Bill, that was very useful! I am going to be speaking to a
local genealogy group next month ... would you mind if I distributed
your explanation to them, will credit you, etc. Much thanks.
Mary M.
On Mon, 29 Nov 2004 12:37:17 -0700, William Forsyth
<william.forsyth@heritagequest.com> wrote:
> To All,
>
> I enjoyed reading the recent comments about Ancestry Library Edition and
> HeritageQuest Online. However, some misconceptions about the two products
> have apparently arisen and I felt it would be best to promptly clarify
> things.
>
> 1. Ancestry Library Edition is owned by MyFamily.com Incorporated and
> distributed by ProQuest Information and Learning. The product is updated,
> maintained and hosted by MyFamily. As such, there are no plans to share or
> transfer content between Ancestry Library Edition and ProQuest's
> HeritageQuest Online. Rather, the products are complementary with the only
> overlap being the 1790-1930 U.S. Federal Census.
>
> 2. The vast majority of the content in Ancestry.com (the consumer website)
> is also found in the Library Edition. However, there are several
> Ancestry.com databases that are *NOT* included with the Library Edition:
>
> - One World Tree(sm)
>
> - Obituary Collection
>
> - Historical Newspaper Collection
>
> - PeopleFinder
>
> - ProQuest's Genealogy and Local History book collection. (These
> full-text books were added earlier this year to Ancestry.com, but not to the
> Library Edition.)
>
> - The Ancestry World Tree and the Ancestry Message Boards are read-only in
> the Library Edition. Patrons will not be able to upload personal GEDCOM
> data, post messages or reply to messages.
>
> 3. The Periodical Source Index (PERSI) is available to libraries via
> HeritageQuest Online. For consumers, it's available via Ancestry.com and
> the Ancestry CD-ROM. PERSI will not be added to Ancestry Library Edition.
>
> 4. AncestryPlus from the Gale Group will be discontinued on August 30, 2005.
> Ancestry Library Edition has everything in AncestryPlus EXCEPT:
>
> - Passenger and Immigration Lists Index (PILI), Biography and Genealogy
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Master Index (BGMI), and Gale's set of city directories
- Ancestry Library and Learning Center
5. Included with Ancestry Library Edition, but NOT found in AncestryPlus are
the following:
- Immigration Collection, which is growing to include the complete New
York and San Francisco Passenger Lists with images; passenger lists from all
major U.S. ports including Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore and New Orleans;
naturalization records (1700s-1900s); and immigration records for more than
100 countries
- Simplified user interface
- Simplified tips page
- Customized patron help system
- New simplified viewer in 2005 (w/o Mr. SID)
- New online usage reporting system in 2005
I think I've covered all the bases here, but if you have any questions or
concerns please feel free to contact me.
Regards,
Bill Forsyth
=============================================
William Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management, HeritageQuest
ProQuest Information and Learning
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From William.Forsyth at heritagequest.com Mon Nov 29 18:57:21 2004
From: William.Forsyth at heritagequest.com (William Forsyth)
Date: Mon Nov 29 18:39:32 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Message-ID: <1ED50F01E57A054199A81EAEDE4809F1108C759A@hq-zephyr.agll.com>
Bill,
I think you're referring to the obituaries from our current newspapers
collection that used to be in Ancestry.com about 3-1/2 years ago. That
database is no longer available and there are currently no plans to release
a similar product.

--Bill
=============================================
William Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management, HeritageQuest
ProQuest Information and Learning
-----Original Message----From: Bill Cribbs [mailto:cribbswh@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, November 29, 2004 12:49 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists; William Forsyth
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Hi Bill,
Thanks for the details of the Ancestry Library Edition.
I used to
enjoy using the UMI Obituary Collection which is owned by ProQuest.
Is this database currently offered anywhere publicly or are there
plans for it?
Thanks,
Bill Cribbs
GenealogyBuff.com
http://www.genealogybuff.com
On Mon, 29 Nov 2004 12:37:17 -0700, William Forsyth
<william.forsyth@heritagequest.com> wrote:
> To All,
>
> I enjoyed reading the recent comments about Ancestry Library Edition and
> HeritageQuest Online. However, some misconceptions about the two products
> have apparently arisen and I felt it would be best to promptly clarify
> things.
>
> 1. Ancestry Library Edition is owned by MyFamily.com Incorporated and
> distributed by ProQuest Information and Learning. The product is updated,
> maintained and hosted by MyFamily. As such, there are no plans to share
or
> transfer content between Ancestry Library Edition and ProQuest's
> HeritageQuest Online. Rather, the products are complementary with the
only
> overlap being the 1790-1930 U.S. Federal Census.
>
> 2. The vast majority of the content in Ancestry.com (the consumer website)
> is also found in the Library Edition. However, there are several
> Ancestry.com databases that are *NOT* included with the Library Edition:
>
> - One World Tree(sm)
>
> - Obituary Collection
>
> - Historical Newspaper Collection
>
> - PeopleFinder
>
> - ProQuest's Genealogy and Local History book collection. (These
> full-text books were added earlier this year to Ancestry.com, but not to
the
> Library Edition.)
>
> - The Ancestry World Tree and the Ancestry Message Boards are read-only

in
> the Library Edition. Patrons will not be able to upload personal GEDCOM
> data, post messages or reply to messages.
>
> 3. The Periodical Source Index (PERSI) is available to libraries via
> HeritageQuest Online. For consumers, it's available via Ancestry.com and
> the Ancestry CD-ROM. PERSI will not be added to Ancestry Library Edition.
>
> 4. AncestryPlus from the Gale Group will be discontinued on August 30,
2005.
> Ancestry Library Edition has everything in AncestryPlus EXCEPT:
>
> - Passenger and Immigration Lists Index (PILI), Biography and Genealogy
> Master Index (BGMI), and Gale's set of city directories
>
> - Ancestry Library and Learning Center
>
> 5. Included with Ancestry Library Edition, but NOT found in AncestryPlus
are
> the following:
>
> - Immigration Collection, which is growing to include the complete New
> York and San Francisco Passenger Lists with images; passenger lists from
all
> major U.S. ports including Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore and New
Orleans;
> naturalization records (1700s-1900s); and immigration records for more
than
> 100 countries
>
> - Simplified user interface
>
> - Simplified tips page
>
> - Customized patron help system
>
> - New simplified viewer in 2005 (w/o Mr. SID)
>
> - New online usage reporting system in 2005
>
> I think I've covered all the bases here, but if you have any questions or
> concerns please feel free to contact me.
>
> Regards,
> Bill Forsyth
> =============================================
> William Forsyth, PMP
> Director of Product Management, HeritageQuest
> ProQuest Information and Learning
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-Bill Cribbs

GenealogyBuff.com
http://www.genealogybuff.com
From William.Forsyth at heritagequest.com Mon Nov 29 19:56:02 2004
From: William.Forsyth at heritagequest.com (William Forsyth)
Date: Mon Nov 29 19:38:06 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Message-ID: <1ED50F01E57A054199A81EAEDE4809F1108C759D@hq-zephyr.agll.com>
Mary,
I don't mind at all, and you don't need to give any credit. If you want any
handouts or need additional assistance, just drop me a note off-line.
Good Luck,
Bill
=============================================
William Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management, HeritageQuest
ProQuest Information and Learning
(801) 298-5358 ext. 1540
-----Original Message----From: Mary K. Mannix [mailto:mkmannix@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, November 29, 2004 2:40 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Thanks, Bill, that was very useful! I am going to be speaking to a
local genealogy group next month ... would you mind if I distributed
your explanation to them, will credit you, etc. Much thanks.
Mary M.
On Mon, 29 Nov 2004 12:37:17 -0700, William Forsyth
<william.forsyth@heritagequest.com> wrote:
> To All,
>
> I enjoyed reading the recent comments about Ancestry Library Edition and
> HeritageQuest Online. However, some misconceptions about the two products
> have apparently arisen and I felt it would be best to promptly clarify
> things.
>
> 1. Ancestry Library Edition is owned by MyFamily.com Incorporated and
> distributed by ProQuest Information and Learning. The product is updated,
> maintained and hosted by MyFamily. As such, there are no plans to share
or
> transfer content between Ancestry Library Edition and ProQuest's
> HeritageQuest Online. Rather, the products are complementary with the
only
> overlap being the 1790-1930 U.S. Federal Census.
>
> 2. The vast majority of the content in Ancestry.com (the consumer website)
> is also found in the Library Edition. However, there are several
> Ancestry.com databases that are *NOT* included with the Library Edition:
>
> - One World Tree(sm)
>
> - Obituary Collection

>
> - Historical Newspaper Collection
>
> - PeopleFinder
>
> - ProQuest's Genealogy and Local History book collection. (These
> full-text books were added earlier this year to Ancestry.com, but not to
the
> Library Edition.)
>
> - The Ancestry World Tree and the Ancestry Message Boards are read-only
in
> the Library Edition. Patrons will not be able to upload personal GEDCOM
> data, post messages or reply to messages.
>
> 3. The Periodical Source Index (PERSI) is available to libraries via
> HeritageQuest Online. For consumers, it's available via Ancestry.com and
> the Ancestry CD-ROM. PERSI will not be added to Ancestry Library Edition.
>
> 4. AncestryPlus from the Gale Group will be discontinued on August 30,
2005.
> Ancestry Library Edition has everything in AncestryPlus EXCEPT:
>
> - Passenger and Immigration Lists Index (PILI), Biography and Genealogy
> Master Index (BGMI), and Gale's set of city directories
>
> - Ancestry Library and Learning Center
>
> 5. Included with Ancestry Library Edition, but NOT found in AncestryPlus
are
> the following:
>
> - Immigration Collection, which is growing to include the complete New
> York and San Francisco Passenger Lists with images; passenger lists from
all
> major U.S. ports including Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore and New
Orleans;
> naturalization records (1700s-1900s); and immigration records for more
than
> 100 countries
>
> - Simplified user interface
>
> - Simplified tips page
>
> - Customized patron help system
>
> - New simplified viewer in 2005 (w/o Mr. SID)
>
> - New online usage reporting system in 2005
>
> I think I've covered all the bases here, but if you have any questions or
> concerns please feel free to contact me.
>
> Regards,
> Bill Forsyth
> =============================================
> William Forsyth, PMP
> Director of Product Management, HeritageQuest
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>
>
>

ProQuest Information and Learning
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From mbrower at nccn.net Mon Nov 29 22:55:46 2004
From: mbrower at nccn.net (Maria Brower)
Date: Mon Nov 29 22:40:14 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online
Message-ID: <6.0.0.22.1.20041129195019.024ebea8@pop3.nccn.net>
Bill,
I recently tired Heritage Quest through my Godfrey Scholar. I wondered if
there is a way to have control on how to print the page of a census? In
Ancestry I can go into the print properties and change of landscape and get
the full page. When I tried to print from Heritag Quest I got half a page,
I moved over to view the other side and re-printed and still got the same
half page as previous.
Printing is a big issue at our library as it impacts the small staff.
Maria E. Brower
Doris Foley Libarary for Historical Research
211 N. Pine St.
Nevada City, CA 95959
530-265-4606
>think I've covered all the bases here, but if you have any questions or
>concerns please feel free to contact me.
>
>Regards,
>Bill Forsyth
From jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us Tue Nov 30 08:36:00 2004
From: jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us (Joyce A. McMullin)
Date: Tue Nov 30 08:20:33 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
In-Reply-To: <6.0.0.22.1.20041129195019.024ebea8@pop3.nccn.net>
References: <6.0.0.22.1.20041129195019.024ebea8@pop3.nccn.net>
Message-ID: <41AC7740.5080203@alexandria.lib.va.us>
Maria and allHere's what we do & advise our patrons in Alexandria, VA. If you only
hit "print" in HQ you will only get the partial page to print. Hit
"Download" and you will then have to select between a .pdf or a .tif

file. We ask the patrons to save the .pdf and then email it to
themselves using a file name for surname and year....for example,
"smith_1870.pdf," "jones_1900.pdf," etc. or anything that will make
sense to them later. When you open the file in Adobe Acrobat, we have
found that you can crop the image with the graphics tool (the button
identified by the circle and square inside the broken line square) to
eliminate any extraneous black areas outside the sheet, then print just
the area inside the crop. Actually, we've had "eye-popping-wow" success
printing the census sheets "landscape" on the printer than can handle
11" x 17" paper.
Joyce A. McMullin
Maria Brower wrote:
> Bill,
> I recently tired Heritage Quest through my Godfrey Scholar. I wondered
> if there is a way to have control on how to print the page of a
> census? In Ancestry I can go into the print properties and change of
> landscape and get the full page. When I tried to print from Heritag
> Quest I got half a page, I moved over to view the other side and
> re-printed and still got the same half page as previous.
> Printing is a big issue at our library as it impacts the small staff.
> Maria E. Brower
> Doris Foley Libarary for Historical Research
> 211 N. Pine St.
> Nevada City, CA 95959
> 530-265-4606
>
>
>> think I've covered all the bases here, but if you have any questions or
>> concerns please feel free to contact me.
>>
>> Regards,
>> Bill Forsyth
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
-Joyce A. McMullin, Manager
Alexandria Library, Special Collections
717 Queen Street
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Phone: 703.838.4577 x 211
FAX: 703.706.3912
Special Collections Gateway:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/lhsc/special_collections_home.html

From lmorales at alexandria.lib.va.us Tue Nov 30 10:42:57 2004
From: lmorales at alexandria.lib.va.us (Leslie Morales)

Date: Tue Nov 30 10:23:50 2004
Subject: [Genealib] FYI: New Database @ Alexandria Library (Volunteers for
Freedom: Black Civil War Soldiers in Alexandria National Cemetery)
Message-ID: <41AC9501.6080509@alexandria.lib.va.us>
Alexandria National Cemetery was established by the Union Army in 1862.
Of the 3,500+ soldiers buried here, more than 250 are African-American.
Many were first buried at Freedmen's Cemetery (1001 S. Washington
Street) but later re-interred at the National Cemetery.
This database was created after a careful review of Volunteers for
Freedom: Black Civil War Soldiers in Alexandria National Cemetery by
Edward A. Miller, Jr., located in Local History/Special Collections.
Miller's sources included -- but were not limited to -- pension files,
military service records, and hospital records. He published earlier
research on the topic in Historic Alexandria Quarterly (Fall 1998;
Winter 1998).
Arranged alphabetically by last name, the database includes information
about the soldier's birth date, birthplace, condition/occupation at
enlistment, date/place of enlistment, regiment/company, rank, date/place
of discharge, post-military activities, and date of death/cause of death
as reported by Miller. Wedding dates, names of wives, and names/birth
dates of children are included when available. Researchers will want to
examine Miller's volume for details that are highlighted in the "Notes"
column.
Photocopies of these biographical sketches are available. Contact the
Library for details: Phone: 703.838.4577 ext.213; FAX: 703.706.3912. We
are open: Monday-Thursday, 9 am - 9 pm; Friday, 9 am - 6 pm; Saturday, 9
am - 5 pm, Eastern. Please check the Alexandria Library's web page for
holiday closures.
The database may be viewed on our web site:
www.alexandria.lib.va.us/lhsc_genealogy_resources/vols/vols.html
Leslie Anderson Morales, Reference Librarian
Special Collections
Alexandria Library
717 Queen Street
Alexandria,VA 22314
(703) 838-4577 x207
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/lhsc/special_collections_home.html
From RyanH at liveoakpl.org Tue Nov 30 12:29:20 2004
From: RyanH at liveoakpl.org (Ryan, Honey)
Date: Tue Nov 30 12:13:38 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
Message-ID: <BD9D2BD4D5FBD411B10700508B8B338E01E71F26@mail.liveoakpl.org>
This seems too technical for me to remember, much less try to show geriatric
genealogists who have limited computer skills.
Honey Ryan
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401

912-652-3697
ryanh@liveoakpl.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Joyce A.
McMullin
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 8:36 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
Maria and allHere's what we do & advise our patrons in Alexandria, VA. If you only
hit "print" in HQ you will only get the partial page to print. Hit
"Download" and you will then have to select between a .pdf or a .tif
file. We ask the patrons to save the .pdf and then email it to
themselves using a file name for surname and year....for example,
"smith_1870.pdf," "jones_1900.pdf," etc. or anything that will make
sense to them later. When you open the file in Adobe Acrobat, we have
found that you can crop the image with the graphics tool (the button
identified by the circle and square inside the broken line square) to
eliminate any extraneous black areas outside the sheet, then print just
the area inside the crop. Actually, we've had "eye-popping-wow" success
printing the census sheets "landscape" on the printer than can handle
11" x 17" paper.
Joyce A. McMullin
Maria Brower wrote:
> Bill,
> I recently tired Heritage Quest through my Godfrey Scholar. I wondered
> if there is a way to have control on how to print the page of a
> census? In Ancestry I can go into the print properties and change of
> landscape and get the full page. When I tried to print from Heritag
> Quest I got half a page, I moved over to view the other side and
> re-printed and still got the same half page as previous.
> Printing is a big issue at our library as it impacts the small staff.
> Maria E. Brower
> Doris Foley Libarary for Historical Research
> 211 N. Pine St.
> Nevada City, CA 95959
> 530-265-4606
>
>
>> think I've covered all the bases here, but if you have any questions or
>> concerns please feel free to contact me.
>>
>> Regards,
>> Bill Forsyth
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>

-Joyce A. McMullin, Manager
Alexandria Library, Special Collections
717 Queen Street
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Phone: 703.838.4577 x 211
FAX: 703.706.3912
Special Collections Gateway:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/lhsc/special_collections_home.html

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us Tue Nov 30 12:45:13 2004
From: jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us (Jeffrey Joseph Courouleau)
Date: Tue Nov 30 12:28:55 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
In-Reply-To: <BD9D2BD4D5FBD411B10700508B8B338E01E71F26@mail.liveoakpl.org>
Message-ID: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCIECHDIAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
Based on our system setup, cropping of PDFs is also the most appropriate
measure to teach our users when printing from Heritage Quest.
Heritage Quest actually has a fully realized set of guidelines for these
matters, easily accessible by visiting the What's New page:
Printing Enlarged Census Images In Acrobat Version 5:
http://www.heritagequestonline.com/prod/genealogy/images/Printing_Enlarged_C
ensus_Images-Acrobat_Reader_5.pdf
Printing Enlarged Census Images In Acrobat Version 6:
http://www.heritagequestonline.com/prod/genealogy/images/Printing_Enlarged_C
ensus_Images-Acrobat_Reader_6.pdf
There are also two other helpful guides on this page:
Searching The Census- Getting Started:
http://www.heritagequestonline.com/prod/genealogy/images/HQOcensusguide.pdf
Searching Books- Getting Started:
http://www.heritagequestonline.com/prod/genealogy/images/HQObooksguide.pdf
So, you can use the PDF guides as a step-by-step helper to learn the
procedure. Your particular printer(s) may have some specialized settings,
which you would need to learn about, but for the rest of the steps, these
guides are invaluable.
Jeffrey Courouleau
*******************************************************************

Jeffrey Joseph Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003
E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Ryan, Honey
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 11:29
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
This seems too technical for me to remember, much less try to show geriatric
genealogists who have limited computer skills.
Honey Ryan
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
ryanh@liveoakpl.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Joyce A.
McMullin
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 8:36 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
Maria and allHere's what we do & advise our patrons in Alexandria, VA. If you only
hit "print" in HQ you will only get the partial page to print. Hit
"Download" and you will then have to select between a .pdf or a .tif
file. We ask the patrons to save the .pdf and then email it to
themselves using a file name for surname and year....for example,
"smith_1870.pdf," "jones_1900.pdf," etc. or anything that will make
sense to them later. When you open the file in Adobe Acrobat, we have
found that you can crop the image with the graphics tool (the button
identified by the circle and square inside the broken line square) to
eliminate any extraneous black areas outside the sheet, then print just
the area inside the crop. Actually, we've had "eye-popping-wow" success
printing the census sheets "landscape" on the printer than can handle
11" x 17" paper.
Joyce A. McMullin
Maria Brower wrote:

> Bill,
> I recently tired Heritage Quest through my Godfrey Scholar. I wondered
> if there is a way to have control on how to print the page of a
> census? In Ancestry I can go into the print properties and change of
> landscape and get the full page. When I tried to print from Heritag
> Quest I got half a page, I moved over to view the other side and
> re-printed and still got the same half page as previous.
> Printing is a big issue at our library as it impacts the small staff.
> Maria E. Brower
> Doris Foley Libarary for Historical Research
> 211 N. Pine St.
> Nevada City, CA 95959
> 530-265-4606
>
>
>> think I've covered all the bases here, but if you have any questions or
>> concerns please feel free to contact me.
>>
>> Regards,
>> Bill Forsyth
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
-Joyce A. McMullin, Manager
Alexandria Library, Special Collections
717 Queen Street
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Phone: 703.838.4577 x 211
FAX: 703.706.3912
Special Collections Gateway:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/lhsc/special_collections_home.html

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From RyanH at liveoakpl.org Tue Nov 30 12:52:50 2004
From: RyanH at liveoakpl.org (Ryan, Honey)
Date: Tue Nov 30 12:37:18 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
Message-ID: <BD9D2BD4D5FBD411B10700508B8B338E01E71F27@mail.liveoakpl.org>

Sorry, I didn't mean to sound so abrupt.
before I meant to.

I was interrupted and hit "send"

I just foresee problems involving downloading and having to use email (which
we've had to forbid on the genealogy room computers) for our library with
using this method. I like Mr. Sid, because I am able to maneuver it to get
what I want to print instead of having to accept what has been decided for
me.
I'm adaptable to other methods as long as they are user friendly.
But, I haven't seen any indication of this with Ancestry Library Edition.
Honey Ryan
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
ryanh@liveoakpl.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ryan, Honey
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 12:29 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
This seems too technical for me to remember, much less try to show geriatric
genealogists who have limited computer skills.
Honey Ryan
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
ryanh@liveoakpl.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Joyce A.
McMullin
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 8:36 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
Maria and allHere's what we do & advise our patrons in Alexandria, VA. If you only
hit "print" in HQ you will only get the partial page to print. Hit
"Download" and you will then have to select between a .pdf or a .tif
file. We ask the patrons to save the .pdf and then email it to
themselves using a file name for surname and year....for example,
"smith_1870.pdf," "jones_1900.pdf," etc. or anything that will make
sense to them later. When you open the file in Adobe Acrobat, we have
found that you can crop the image with the graphics tool (the button
identified by the circle and square inside the broken line square) to
eliminate any extraneous black areas outside the sheet, then print just
the area inside the crop. Actually, we've had "eye-popping-wow" success
printing the census sheets "landscape" on the printer than can handle
11" x 17" paper.

Joyce A. McMullin
Maria Brower wrote:
> Bill,
> I recently tired Heritage Quest through my Godfrey Scholar. I wondered
> if there is a way to have control on how to print the page of a
> census? In Ancestry I can go into the print properties and change of
> landscape and get the full page. When I tried to print from Heritag
> Quest I got half a page, I moved over to view the other side and
> re-printed and still got the same half page as previous.
> Printing is a big issue at our library as it impacts the small staff.
> Maria E. Brower
> Doris Foley Libarary for Historical Research
> 211 N. Pine St.
> Nevada City, CA 95959
> 530-265-4606
>
>
>> think I've covered all the bases here, but if you have any questions or
>> concerns please feel free to contact me.
>>
>> Regards,
>> Bill Forsyth
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
-Joyce A. McMullin, Manager
Alexandria Library, Special Collections
717 Queen Street
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Phone: 703.838.4577 x 211
FAX: 703.706.3912
Special Collections Gateway:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/lhsc/special_collections_home.html

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Tue Nov 30 12:58:47 2004
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Tue Nov 30 12:41:41 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Heritage Quest Online - Printing census sheets

Message-ID: <7D3DDF19D93C3642931C3EB8803165A91E1BAF@mail.winnefox.org>
Ignore the e-mail suggestion if it doesn't fit your policy. But JJC's
links to HQ's own explanation will really help. Practice without a
patron present and you too can look slick, although without a printer
which takes 11 x 17, eye-popping is beyond me.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Ryan, Honey
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 11:53 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
Sorry, I didn't mean to sound so abrupt.
"send"
before I meant to.

I was interrupted and hit

I just foresee problems involving downloading and having to use email
(which
we've had to forbid on the genealogy room computers) for our library
with
using this method. I like Mr. Sid, because I am able to maneuver it to
get
what I want to print instead of having to accept what has been decided
for
me.
I'm adaptable to other methods as long as they are user friendly.
But, I haven't seen any indication of this with Ancestry Library
Edition.
Honey Ryan
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
ryanh@liveoakpl.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ryan, Honey
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 12:29 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
This seems too technical for me to remember, much less try to show
geriatric
genealogists who have limited computer skills.
Honey Ryan
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
ryanh@liveoakpl.org

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Joyce A.
McMullin
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 8:36 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
Maria and allHere's what we do & advise our patrons in Alexandria, VA. If you only
hit "print" in HQ you will only get the partial page to print. Hit
"Download" and you will then have to select between a .pdf or a .tif
file. We ask the patrons to save the .pdf and then email it to
themselves using a file name for surname and year....for example,
"smith_1870.pdf," "jones_1900.pdf," etc. or anything that will make
sense to them later. When you open the file in Adobe Acrobat, we have
found that you can crop the image with the graphics tool (the button
identified by the circle and square inside the broken line square) to
eliminate any extraneous black areas outside the sheet, then print just
the area inside the crop. Actually, we've had "eye-popping-wow" success
printing the census sheets "landscape" on the printer than can handle
11" x 17" paper.
Joyce A. McMullin
Maria Brower wrote:
> Bill,
> I recently tired Heritage Quest through my Godfrey Scholar. I wondered
> if there is a way to have control on how to print the page of a
> census? In Ancestry I can go into the print properties and change of
> landscape and get the full page. When I tried to print from Heritag
> Quest I got half a page, I moved over to view the other side and
> re-printed and still got the same half page as previous.
> Printing is a big issue at our library as it impacts the small staff.
> Maria E. Brower
> Doris Foley Libarary for Historical Research
> 211 N. Pine St.
> Nevada City, CA 95959
> 530-265-4606
>
>
>> think I've covered all the bases here, but if you have any questions
or
>> concerns please feel free to contact me.
>>
>> Regards,
>> Bill Forsyth
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>

-Joyce A. McMullin, Manager
Alexandria Library, Special Collections
717 Queen Street
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Phone: 703.838.4577 x 211
FAX: 703.706.3912
Special Collections Gateway:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/lhsc/special_collections_home.html

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From ssmith at nassaucountyfl.com Tue Nov 30 12:58:43 2004
From: ssmith at nassaucountyfl.com (Stephanie Smith)
Date: Tue Nov 30 12:42:26 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
Message-ID: <DB3E9E738A5EEB499B66914F7ECB1A2D867CEB@ncexch.nassaucounty.com>
I have never sent the downloads to email. We usually have our patrons click
download, then PDF then you can print. The quality is better and you can view
without having to save (since you cannot save anything on our library computers).
Then you can choose a section or print the entire screen. I would think you would
email them only if the patron wanted to keep their own computer based copy of the
pdf file.
-----Original Message----From: Ryan, Honey [mailto:RyanH@liveoakpl.org]
Sent: Tue 11/30/2004 12:52 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Cc:
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets

Sorry, I didn't mean to sound so abrupt.
before I meant to.

I was interrupted and hit "send"

I just foresee problems involving downloading and having to use email (which
we've had to forbid on the genealogy room computers) for our library with
using this method. I like Mr. Sid, because I am able to maneuver it to get
what I want to print instead of having to accept what has been decided for
me.
I'm adaptable to other methods as long as they are user friendly.
But, I haven't seen any indication of this with Ancestry Library Edition.
Honey Ryan
Reference Librarian

Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
ryanh@liveoakpl.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ryan, Honey
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 12:29 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
This seems too technical for me to remember, much less try to show geriatric
genealogists who have limited computer skills.
Honey Ryan
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
ryanh@liveoakpl.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Joyce A.
McMullin
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 8:36 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
Maria and allHere's what we do & advise our patrons in Alexandria, VA. If you only
hit "print" in HQ you will only get the partial page to print. Hit
"Download" and you will then have to select between a .pdf or a .tif
file. We ask the patrons to save the .pdf and then email it to
themselves using a file name for surname and year....for example,
"smith_1870.pdf," "jones_1900.pdf," etc. or anything that will make
sense to them later. When you open the file in Adobe Acrobat, we have
found that you can crop the image with the graphics tool (the button
identified by the circle and square inside the broken line square) to
eliminate any extraneous black areas outside the sheet, then print just
the area inside the crop. Actually, we've had "eye-popping-wow" success
printing the census sheets "landscape" on the printer than can handle
11" x 17" paper.
Joyce A. McMullin
Maria Brower wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Bill,
I recently tired Heritage Quest through my Godfrey Scholar. I wondered
if there is a way to have control on how to print the page of a
census? In Ancestry I can go into the print properties and change of
landscape and get the full page. When I tried to print from Heritag
Quest I got half a page, I moved over to view the other side and
re-printed and still got the same half page as previous.

> Printing is a big issue at our library as it impacts the small staff.
> Maria E. Brower
> Doris Foley Libarary for Historical Research
> 211 N. Pine St.
> Nevada City, CA 95959
> 530-265-4606
>
>
>> think I've covered all the bases here, but if you have any questions or
>> concerns please feel free to contact me.
>>
>> Regards,
>> Bill Forsyth
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
-Joyce A. McMullin, Manager
Alexandria Library, Special Collections
717 Queen Street
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Phone: 703.838.4577 x 211
FAX: 703.706.3912
Special Collections Gateway:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/lhsc/special_collections_home.html

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 8006 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20041130/ba323149/
attachment.bin
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Tue Nov 30 13:07:28 2004
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)

Date: Tue Nov 30 12:50:39 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669A6A11A@mail.wvculture.local>
We have had a problem with printing census images from HeritageQuest
also, particularly when we had an older printer for some reason. The
majority of our patrons who use HeritageQuest are not very experienced
with computers. They need to be able to print what they see on the
screen before them with minimal effort on their part. Most of our staff
can not (or are not willing to) learn all the hoops one must jump
through to successfully print from HQ. We also have disabled e-mail and
download (except to Acrobat) features on our public access computers for
security reasons. Also, even the printer we have now will only print 8
1/2 x 11. We have placed copies of the printing instructions by the
computer, but we still find lots of abandoned copies--not paid for, of
course--piled around the printer, resulting from unsuccessful attempts
to print from the census. The service has been a valuable added
resource for our library, but we sure would love to have a simpler
method of printing for both our staff and patrons.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
West Virginia Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
susan.scouras@wvculture.org
-----Original Message----From: Ryan, Honey [mailto:RyanH@liveoakpl.org]
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 12:53 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
Sorry, I didn't mean to sound so abrupt.
"send"
before I meant to.

I was interrupted and hit

I just foresee problems involving downloading and having to use email
(which
we've had to forbid on the genealogy room computers) for our library
with
using this method. I like Mr. Sid, because I am able to maneuver it to
get
what I want to print instead of having to accept what has been decided
for
me.
I'm adaptable to other methods as long as they are user friendly.
But, I haven't seen any indication of this with Ancestry Library
Edition.
Honey Ryan
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
ryanh@liveoakpl.org

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ryan, Honey
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 12:29 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
This seems too technical for me to remember, much less try to show
geriatric
genealogists who have limited computer skills.
Honey Ryan
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
ryanh@liveoakpl.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Joyce A.
McMullin
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 8:36 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
Maria and allHere's what we do & advise our patrons in Alexandria, VA. If you only
hit "print" in HQ you will only get the partial page to print. Hit
"Download" and you will then have to select between a .pdf or a .tif
file. We ask the patrons to save the .pdf and then email it to
themselves using a file name for surname and year....for example,
"smith_1870.pdf," "jones_1900.pdf," etc. or anything that will make
sense to them later. When you open the file in Adobe Acrobat, we have
found that you can crop the image with the graphics tool (the button
identified by the circle and square inside the broken line square) to
eliminate any extraneous black areas outside the sheet, then print just
the area inside the crop. Actually, we've had "eye-popping-wow" success
printing the census sheets "landscape" on the printer than can handle
11" x 17" paper.
Joyce A. McMullin
Maria Brower wrote:
> Bill,
> I recently tired Heritage Quest through my Godfrey Scholar. I wondered
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

if there is a way to have control on how to print the page of a
census? In Ancestry I can go into the print properties and change of
landscape and get the full page. When I tried to print from Heritag
Quest I got half a page, I moved over to view the other side and
re-printed and still got the same half page as previous.
Printing is a big issue at our library as it impacts the small staff.
Maria E. Brower

> Doris Foley Libarary for Historical Research
> 211 N. Pine St.
> Nevada City, CA 95959
> 530-265-4606
>
>
>> think I've covered all the bases here, but if you have any questions
or
>> concerns please feel free to contact me.
>>
>> Regards,
>> Bill Forsyth
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
-Joyce A. McMullin, Manager
Alexandria Library, Special Collections
717 Queen Street
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Phone: 703.838.4577 x 211
FAX: 703.706.3912
Special Collections Gateway:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/lhsc/special_collections_home.html
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genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us Tue Nov 30 13:29:33 2004
From: jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us (Jeffrey Joseph Courouleau)
Date: Tue Nov 30 13:13:08 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Heritage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
In-Reply-To: <7D3DDF19D93C3642931C3EB8803165A91E1BAF@mail.winnefox.org>
Message-ID: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCMECIDIAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
I too second that trying to encourage patrons to rename files and e-mail
them to themselves is outside the scope of what I really want to be doing
(and what good computer security means to us).
Our genealogy computers are networked into a Xerox copier, so we teach
patrons how to take full advantage of printing on larger sheets of paper, so

long as they are also aware of the cost.
I frankly have done the HeritageQuest printing procedure so many times that
many people like my verbal "Step-By-Step" better than HQ's instructions. I
am telling them exactly what to do on our particular system for their
particular needs, which can in many cases be better for our older patrons
than trying to work their way through the explanation.
However, for our more computer-inclined patrons, the HQ explanations are
great.
A couple of side notes. When working on my own office computer, which does
not have some of the restrictions of the public computers, I prefer to
download the TIFF files instead of the JPGs (better quality and easier to
manipulate). They give much better printing results, too.
Also, I cannot stress enough the importance of teaching the HQ method to the
computer users. Even though it can seem difficult at first, they get used to
it, and learn a new skill. Too many people make the mistake of doing the HQ
printing for their patrons thinking it will save them anguish.
Jeffrey
*******************************************************************
Jeffrey Joseph Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003
E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Mara Munroe
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 11:59
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Heritage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
Ignore the e-mail suggestion if it doesn't fit your policy. But JJC's
links to HQ's own explanation will really help. Practice without a
patron present and you too can look slick, although without a printer
which takes 11 x 17, eye-popping is beyond me.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Ryan, Honey
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 11:53 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets

Sorry, I didn't mean to sound so abrupt.
"send"
before I meant to.

I was interrupted and hit

I just foresee problems involving downloading and having to use email
(which
we've had to forbid on the genealogy room computers) for our library
with
using this method. I like Mr. Sid, because I am able to maneuver it to
get
what I want to print instead of having to accept what has been decided
for
me.
I'm adaptable to other methods as long as they are user friendly.
But, I haven't seen any indication of this with Ancestry Library
Edition.
Honey Ryan
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
ryanh@liveoakpl.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ryan, Honey
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 12:29 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
This seems too technical for me to remember, much less try to show
geriatric
genealogists who have limited computer skills.
Honey Ryan
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
ryanh@liveoakpl.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Joyce A.
McMullin
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 8:36 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
Maria and allHere's what we do & advise our patrons in Alexandria, VA. If you only
hit "print" in HQ you will only get the partial page to print. Hit
"Download" and you will then have to select between a .pdf or a .tif
file. We ask the patrons to save the .pdf and then email it to
themselves using a file name for surname and year....for example,

"smith_1870.pdf," "jones_1900.pdf," etc. or anything that will make
sense to them later. When you open the file in Adobe Acrobat, we have
found that you can crop the image with the graphics tool (the button
identified by the circle and square inside the broken line square) to
eliminate any extraneous black areas outside the sheet, then print just
the area inside the crop. Actually, we've had "eye-popping-wow" success
printing the census sheets "landscape" on the printer than can handle
11" x 17" paper.
Joyce A. McMullin
Maria Brower wrote:
> Bill,
> I recently tired Heritage Quest through my Godfrey Scholar. I wondered
> if there is a way to have control on how to print the page of a
> census? In Ancestry I can go into the print properties and change of
> landscape and get the full page. When I tried to print from Heritag
> Quest I got half a page, I moved over to view the other side and
> re-printed and still got the same half page as previous.
> Printing is a big issue at our library as it impacts the small staff.
> Maria E. Brower
> Doris Foley Libarary for Historical Research
> 211 N. Pine St.
> Nevada City, CA 95959
> 530-265-4606
>
>
>> think I've covered all the bases here, but if you have any questions
or
>> concerns please feel free to contact me.
>>
>> Regards,
>> Bill Forsyth
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
-Joyce A. McMullin, Manager
Alexandria Library, Special Collections
717 Queen Street
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Phone: 703.838.4577 x 211
FAX: 703.706.3912
Special Collections Gateway:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/lhsc/special_collections_home.html
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From ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us Tue Nov 30 14:23:12 2004
From: ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Tue Nov 30 14:04:05 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
In-Reply-To: <BD9D2BD4D5FBD411B10700508B8B338E01E71F27@mail.liveoakpl.org>
Message-ID: <41AC7440.7217.F2B135@localhost>
You don't have to accept what has been decided for you on HQ. Go to
download, then view in Adobe Acrobat. In Adobe Acrobat you can use
the graphics select tool to print exactly what you want.

On 30 Nov 2004 at 12:52, Ryan, Honey wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Sorry, I didn't mean to sound so abrupt.
before I meant to.

I was interrupted and hit "send"

I just foresee problems involving downloading and having to use email (which
we've had to forbid on the genealogy room computers) for our library with
using this method. I like Mr. Sid, because I am able to maneuver it to get
what I want to print instead of having to accept what has been decided for
me.
I'm adaptable to other methods as long as they are user friendly.
But, I haven't seen any indication of this with Ancestry Library Edition.
Honey Ryan
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
ryanh@liveoakpl.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ryan, Honey
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 12:29 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
This seems too technical for me to remember, much less try to show geriatric

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>

genealogists who have limited computer skills.
Honey Ryan
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
ryanh@liveoakpl.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Joyce A.
McMullin
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 8:36 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
Maria and allHere's what we do & advise our patrons in Alexandria, VA. If you only
hit "print" in HQ you will only get the partial page to print. Hit
"Download" and you will then have to select between a .pdf or a .tif
file. We ask the patrons to save the .pdf and then email it to
themselves using a file name for surname and year....for example,
"smith_1870.pdf," "jones_1900.pdf," etc. or anything that will make
sense to them later. When you open the file in Adobe Acrobat, we have
found that you can crop the image with the graphics tool (the button
identified by the circle and square inside the broken line square) to
eliminate any extraneous black areas outside the sheet, then print just
the area inside the crop. Actually, we've had "eye-popping-wow" success
printing the census sheets "landscape" on the printer than can handle
11" x 17" paper.
Joyce A. McMullin
Maria Brower wrote:
> Bill,
> I recently tired Heritage Quest through my Godfrey Scholar. I wondered
> if there is a way to have control on how to print the page of a
> census? In Ancestry I can go into the print properties and change of
> landscape and get the full page. When I tried to print from Heritag
> Quest I got half a page, I moved over to view the other side and
> re-printed and still got the same half page as previous.
> Printing is a big issue at our library as it impacts the small staff.
> Maria E. Brower
> Doris Foley Libarary for Historical Research
> 211 N. Pine St.
> Nevada City, CA 95959
> 530-265-4606
>
>
>> think I've covered all the bases here, but if you have any questions or
>> concerns please feel free to contact me.
>>
>> Regards,
>> Bill Forsyth
>
>
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genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Joyce A. McMullin, Manager
Alexandria Library, Special Collections
717 Queen Street
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Phone: 703.838.4577 x 211
FAX: 703.706.3912
Special Collections Gateway:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/lhsc/special_collections_home.html
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Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library
ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.

From tkemp at Godfrey.org Tue Nov 30 14:52:53 2004
From: tkemp at Godfrey.org (Tom Kemp)
Date: Tue Nov 30 14:41:11 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Holiday Humor -- Santa living in Missouri in the off
season
In-Reply-To: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669A6A11A@mail.wvculture.local>
Message-ID: <004301c4d716$d6593780$6832a8c0@kemp>
Did you know that Santa Claus and his family spend the Spring in
Missouri?
The Godfrey Library has prepared a reprint of the 1930 Census page
showing Santa Claus, his wife Mabel and their kids living in Missouri in
1930.
Who knew that he and the family spend the off months living in the
heartland of America.
Would you like a copy? It's free.

You might want some to hand out in your genealogy Department. Let us
know how many you need.
Just send your name and mailing address and we'll send you some.
Tom
Thomas Jay Kemp, Director
Godfrey Memorial Library
134 Newfield Street
Middletown, CT 06457-2534
Tel.
860.346.4375
Cell: 860.218.5479
FAX 860.347.9874
Tom@Godfrey.org
www.Godfrey.org

From kjendlie at charter.net Tue Nov 30 15:59:46 2004
From: kjendlie at charter.net (Donna Kjendlie)
Date: Tue Nov 30 15:39:42 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Holiday Humor -- Santa living in Missouri in the
offseason
References: <004301c4d716$d6593780$6832a8c0@kemp>
Message-ID: <003d01c4d71f$868779c0$6501a8c0@mad.wi.charter.com>
I would love to share with my societies. May I have 2 copies please?
Thanks, Donna Kjendlie, President of Walworth CGS and Treasurer of Green CGS
WI
Donna Kjendlie
1742 Chapman Ave
Beloit, WI 53511
----- Original Message ----From: "Tom Kemp" <tkemp@Godfrey.org>
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 1:52 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Holiday Humor -- Santa living in Missouri in the
offseason
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Did you know that Santa Claus and his family spend the Spring in
Missouri?
The Godfrey Library has prepared a reprint of the 1930 Census page
showing Santa Claus, his wife Mabel and their kids living in Missouri in
1930.
Who knew that he and the family spend the off months living in the
heartland of America.
Would you like a copy? It's free.
You might want some to hand out in your genealogy Department. Let us
know how many you need.
Just send your name and mailing address and we'll send you some.
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Tom
Thomas Jay Kemp, Director
Godfrey Memorial Library
134 Newfield Street
Middletown, CT 06457-2534
Tel.
860.346.4375
Cell: 860.218.5479
FAX 860.347.9874
Tom@Godfrey.org
www.Godfrey.org
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genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From jmiller at fvrl.org Tue Nov 30 16:10:21 2004
From: jmiller at fvrl.org (Jane Miller)
Date: Tue Nov 30 15:44:06 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
In-Reply-To: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669A6A11A@mail.wvculture.local>
Message-ID: <PDEGLJAGHGLEDNFCOEEIOEGGCBAA.jmiller@fvrl.org>
Dear List, and Bill, if you're around,
It was nice to come back from my weekend to this thread because I spent much
of my day last Saturday (things were slow here) finding census records and
working with the print download. This process has long been a puzzle to the
patrons and staff in our outlying branches, as well as at "the big library."
I've practiced enough to have it down fairly well, and I've published "tips"
to system staff, but it remains a problem. What I'd like to see, if it can
be done, is a way to do larger print. The enlargements are not much bigger
than the original. Why can't we do sections of pages at 200%, for example,
moving around on the page and printing out all of it on four or so pages.
Few libraries have printers that do 11 X 17. The viewed images are
wonderful, so readable, but the print-outs are less so. I often suggest to
patrons that they use a blank form from the census year and record the info
while they have it up and can more easily see it. It also provides a
teaching opportunity: blank forms are available, and it's a good idea to
transcribe data carefully and soon after finding it.
Jane Miller
Reference/Genealogy Librarian
District Information Services
Fort Vancouver Regional Library

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Susan
Scouras
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 10:07 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets

We have had a problem with printing census images from HeritageQuest
also, particularly when we had an older printer for some reason. The
majority of our patrons who use HeritageQuest are not very experienced
with computers. They need to be able to print what they see on the
screen before them with minimal effort on their part. Most of our staff
can not (or are not willing to) learn all the hoops one must jump
through to successfully print from HQ. We also have disabled e-mail and
download (except to Acrobat) features on our public access computers for
security reasons. Also, even the printer we have now will only print 8
1/2 x 11. We have placed copies of the printing instructions by the
computer, but we still find lots of abandoned copies--not paid for, of
course--piled around the printer, resulting from unsuccessful attempts
to print from the census. The service has been a valuable added
resource for our library, but we sure would love to have a simpler
method of printing for both our staff and patrons.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
West Virginia Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
susan.scouras@wvculture.org
-----Original Message----From: Ryan, Honey [mailto:RyanH@liveoakpl.org]
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 12:53 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
Sorry, I didn't mean to sound so abrupt.
"send"
before I meant to.

I was interrupted and hit

I just foresee problems involving downloading and having to use email
(which
we've had to forbid on the genealogy room computers) for our library
with
using this method. I like Mr. Sid, because I am able to maneuver it to
get
what I want to print instead of having to accept what has been decided
for
me.
I'm adaptable to other methods as long as they are user friendly.
But, I haven't seen any indication of this with Ancestry Library
Edition.
Honey Ryan
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
ryanh@liveoakpl.org

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ryan, Honey
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 12:29 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
This seems too technical for me to remember, much less try to show
geriatric
genealogists who have limited computer skills.
Honey Ryan
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697
ryanh@liveoakpl.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Joyce A.
McMullin
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004 8:36 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
Maria and allHere's what we do & advise our patrons in Alexandria, VA. If you only
hit "print" in HQ you will only get the partial page to print. Hit
"Download" and you will then have to select between a .pdf or a .tif
file. We ask the patrons to save the .pdf and then email it to
themselves using a file name for surname and year....for example,
"smith_1870.pdf," "jones_1900.pdf," etc. or anything that will make
sense to them later. When you open the file in Adobe Acrobat, we have
found that you can crop the image with the graphics tool (the button
identified by the circle and square inside the broken line square) to
eliminate any extraneous black areas outside the sheet, then print just
the area inside the crop. Actually, we've had "eye-popping-wow" success
printing the census sheets "landscape" on the printer than can handle
11" x 17" paper.
Joyce A. McMullin
Maria Brower wrote:
> Bill,
> I recently tired Heritage Quest through my Godfrey Scholar. I wondered
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

if there is a way to have control on how to print the page of a
census? In Ancestry I can go into the print properties and change of
landscape and get the full page. When I tried to print from Heritag
Quest I got half a page, I moved over to view the other side and
re-printed and still got the same half page as previous.
Printing is a big issue at our library as it impacts the small staff.
Maria E. Brower
Doris Foley Libarary for Historical Research
211 N. Pine St.

> Nevada City, CA 95959
> 530-265-4606
>
>
>> think I've covered all the bases here, but if you have any questions
or
>> concerns please feel free to contact me.
>>
>> Regards,
>> Bill Forsyth
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
-Joyce A. McMullin, Manager
Alexandria Library, Special Collections
717 Queen Street
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Phone: 703.838.4577 x 211
FAX: 703.706.3912
Special Collections Gateway:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/lhsc/special_collections_home.html
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From mkmannix at gmail.com Tue Nov 30 17:59:57 2004
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Tue Nov 30 17:43:26 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Barrister Bookcases
Message-ID: <b63c8652041130145954dd61dd@mail.gmail.com>
*** If anyone is interested, I can e-mail a photo of one of the cases.
Did not want to clog the list with an attachment. :)
Mary Mannix ***

The C. Burr Artz Trust has five (5) mahogany, five-stack, reducing
sectional barrister bookcases for sale (see attached photo). They were
previously used in Frederick County Public Libraries, C. Burr Artz
Library. The cases were made by the Fred Macey Company, Ltd. of Grand
Rapids Michigan and were purchased between 1903 and 1905. The sets have
their original tops and bases and have solid glass roller bearing doors.
The doors are decorated with their original hardware (extra large pearl
brass knobs; two per door). Further information about the original part
numbers is available upon request.
Each complete five-stack is 33.75 inches long and 67 inches high. The
base unit is 11.25 inches deep, 33.75 inches wide and 15 inches high.
All other shelves are 9.75 inches deep, 33.75 inches wide and 13 inches
high.
If you are interested in purchasing these bookcases please submit a bid
to either of the following addresses:
Beth Pelle
Frederick County Public Libraries
110 East Patrick Street
Frederick, MD 21701
OR
bpelle@fredco-md.net
The bid must include the name, address, phone number, and e-mail address
of the person who would like to purchase the cases. If a firm or
organization is submitting the bid then the name of the firm and the
name of a contact person must be included. Please indicate the number
of cases you would like to purchase (we are selling only complete five
stack units) and the amount you are offering to pay. If you are bidding
on more than one five-stack unit please also give a price per unit and a
total price. All bids must be received by December 15, 2004.
Successful bidders must be able to come to Frederick County to pick up
the bookcases and be able to carry the pieces from their current
location to their vehicle.
If you have any questions or need further information please contact at
bpelle@fredco-md.net or 301/631-3767.
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us Tue Nov 30 19:09:48 2004
From: nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Tue Nov 30 18:50:12 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Holiday Humor -- Santa living in Missouri in the
offseason
References: <004301c4d716$d6593780$6832a8c0@kemp>
Message-ID: <41AD0BCC.4E26534C@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
Tom:

Please send 2 copies to:
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Thanks!
Nancy

Tom Kemp wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Did you know that Santa Claus and his family spend the Spring in
Missouri?
The Godfrey Library has prepared a reprint of the 1930 Census page
showing Santa Claus, his wife Mabel and their kids living in Missouri in
1930.
Who knew that he and the family spend the off months living in the
heartland of America.
Would you like a copy? It's free.
You might want some to hand out in your genealogy Department. Let us
know how many you need.
Just send your name and mailing address and we'll send you some.
Tom
Thomas Jay Kemp, Director
Godfrey Memorial Library
134 Newfield Street
Middletown, CT 06457-2534
Tel.
860.346.4375
Cell: 860.218.5479
FAX 860.347.9874
Tom@Godfrey.org
www.Godfrey.org
_______________________________________________
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From mbrower at nccn.net Tue Nov 30 23:09:08 2004
From: mbrower at nccn.net (Maria Brower)
Date: Wed Dec 1 22:04:38 2004
Subject: [Genealib] Hertiage Quest Online - Printing census sheets
Message-ID: <6.0.0.22.1.20041130195217.02510a80@pop3.nccn.net>

Thanks to everyone who responded to my questions of printing census pages
from Heritage Quest. This list is super-- so many always respond to our
questions.
Maria

